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Summary 
Forintek and its members have recognized the need to introduce more market pull information for both the 
conceptualization and implementation of individual research and development projects. This project 
develops a methodology to critically analyze opportunities for competitive advantage for Canadian wood 
products in our markets. Japan was used as an illustration of the methodology, but it is designed to be 
generic enough to apply to any market segment. 

The objectives of this project were: 

• Develop a methodology for identifying what wood product attributes are being demanded in Japan by 
end-use. 

• Record wood product flow information with as much product detail as possible; identify trends over the 
past five years, identifying products with which Canadian products have or are beginning to compete 
(including Japanese domestic production); and to develop a methodology to incorporate product detail 
into a trade-flow model. 

The first objective was addressed by a) defining wood product categories, key attributes and attribute levels 
for each product category, and identifying appropriate specifiers; and b) designing a "choice-based" survey 
methodology and instrument for attribute analysis in Japan. The definition of wood product 
categories/attributes/specifiers was directed by project liaisons and representation from both industry 
associations and the secondary wood products industry. A conjoint market research technique was 
developed for the analysis, including the generation of all the Japanese material need for subsequent 
implementation. Although beyond the scope of this project, subsequent implementation of this methodology 
will reflect the largest market research effort of its kind for wood product demand in Japan. 

The second objective was addressed by recording the global production and trade and value of wood products 
(softwood/hardwood lumber and logs by species, structural/nonstructural panels, and other further value-
added wood products), annually from 1991 to 1996, with an emphasis on Canada as a supplier and Japan as 
a demander. Focussing on softwood lumber for illustrative purposes, the data was categorized into four 
product groups on the basis of price. These categories roughly represent a high-end "appearance" grade, a 
US construction grade, a Japanese construction ("J") grade, and a utility grade. 1992 was used as a "base 
year" for this breakdown, and applied to a partial equilibrium spacial trade model. While no attempt was 
made to calibrate the model for this project, it was shown that it is possible to incorporate disaggregated data 
into trade modelling efforts, something which is notably absent from published trade studies. More 
importantly, it was shown that the model is an ideal mechanism for incorporating Forintek members' and 
other industry experts' knowledge. 

Although not expressed as a specific objective of this project, as a direct result of completingthis project, 
a two year contract was secured with Forest Renewal B.C. to fully implement the methodology developed. 
While this contract will specifically look at the Japan market for wood products, the methodology developed 
in this project will be equally valuable for future investigations of other markets, such as U.S. non-residential 
and repair & renovation wood demand. 
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1 Objective 
The objectives of this project are two fold: 

• Develop a methodology for identifying what wood product attributes are being demanded in Japan by 
end-use. 

Record wood product flow information with as much product detail as possible; identify trends over the 
past five years, identifying products with which Canadian products have or are beginning to compete 

. (including Japanese domestic production); and to develop a methodology to incorporate product detail 
into a trade-flow model. 

2 Introduction 
On December 3, 1996, the Forintek Board of Directors passed a resolution that essentially states that the 
National Research Program be refocused on Forintek's member's customers, be driven by performance 
expectations of wood products {attributes), and that Forintek tap into a variety of information sources to 
accomplish this, particularly from member companies. Further, it was resolved that Forintek use this new 
focus and information to "guide research to optimize the use of wood". 

Continuing from the initial efforts of the North America and Japan Market Access project (CFS Report No. 
22, March 1997), the overall objective of this project is to develop a methodology to address the Board of 
Directors resolution. Combined with the growing knowledge by Forintek scientists on what attributes 
Canadian wood products possess (or potentially possess), the goal was to formulate how to determine what 
wood product attributes are demanded in our marketplace. This was supplemented with a second goal, 
formulating how to ultimately match attributes supplied to attributes demanded in a competitive context. 
Finally, this project had the important goal of tying together existing information and knowledge from 
Forintek members. Figure 1 illustrates these goals graphically, noting the important linkages between the 
matching of wood product attributes, the competitive environment, Forintek's R & D role, and Forintek's 
member's role. 

Using the Japanese wood products market for illustration, the scope of the present project is limited to the 
development of the methodology to accomplish these goals, with subsequent implementation a 
recommendation for further research. Specifically, this included the development of an attribute demanded 
analysis mechanism (Section 4.1) and a competitor analysis mechianism (Section 4.2). In both cases, it is 
shown how the existing knowledge of Forintek and its members were used to develop the methodology and 
how this knowledge could be used in its execution. 
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Figure 1 Competitive Linking of Supply and Demand 
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4 Methods 

4.1 Attribute Anaiysis 

4.L1 The Conjoint Technique 

The methodology developed in the project to determine the attributes demanded for selected wood product 
groups in Japan is a form of a "conjoint analysis". Conjoint analysis is a "choice-based" form of market 
research, where specifier respondents are asked to choose among a bundle of attributes repeatedly. The 
advantage is that the respondent is never asked a direct question about a product, such as are they willing to 
use a Canadian SPF 2x4 in a particular application. Rather, products or product groups are defined as a 
bundle of attributes that define the product. Conjoint analysis does not compare specific products or species, 
but the actual performance characteristics of the desired product group. 



Conjoint analysis is not a new technique, although it is difficult to find published applications to the forest 
products industry. The technique is widely used in may consumer products industries such as automobile 
manufactures, soft drink companies, computer manufacturers, and so on. In each case, the industry has 
learned that consumers typically base their purchase decisions on a few key attributes. For an automobile 
this may be a combination of price, the power package, and status colour options. Obviously, the 
manufacturer is keenly interested in what these attributes are, their relative importance, and what attribute 
the respondent is willing to give up to get more of a second attribute. 

To better understand how conjoint analysis works, a simple example is offered (adapted from Curry, 1996). 

Imagine a company that wants to market a new golf ball. After talking to a number of industry experts, the 
company determines that there are three important attributes of golf balls: average driving distance, average 
ball life, and price. Further research reveals feasible ranges for the first two attributes as follows, plus three 
existing market price categories: 

Average Driving Distance 

275 yards 

250 yards 

225 yards 

From the consumer's point of view, the ideal combination of these attributes would obviously be the best 
performance at the lowest price: 

Consumer's Ideal Ball 

Average Driving Distance Average Ball Life Price 

275 yards 54 holes $1.25 

Assuming that it costs less to produce a ball that travels a shorter distance and has a shorter use life, the ideal 
ball from a cost of manufacturing perspective would be the lowest performance ball at the highest possible 
price: 

Manufacturer's Ideal Ball 

Average Driving Distance Average Ball Life Price 

225 yards 18 holes $1.75 

Suppose that if the consumer's ideal ball is marketed, the sale price is below the cost of manufacture. If the 
manufacturer's ideal ball is marketed, no sales are made. The ideal market solution, then, lies somewhere 
in between. But where? This is what conjoint analysis can help us discover. 

Average Ball Life 

54 holes 

36 holes 

Price 

$1.25 

$1.50 

18 holes $1.75 



To illustrate, let's start by asking a consumer to rank each of average driving distance and average ball life. 
Done independently, the ranking would obviously be as follows: 

R A N K Average Driving Distance R A N K Average Ball Life 

1 275 yards 1 . 54 holes 

2 250 yards 2 36 holes 

: 3 225 yards 3 18 holes 

But what if these two attributes were considered "conjointly"? That is, what if we asked the consumer to 
rank the 9 possible combinations of these attributes (assuming price is the same for all combinations for the 
rnoment)? For example, "do you prefer a ball that has an average driving distance of 275 yards and lasts for 
18 holes over one that has an average driving distance of only 225 yards but lasts for 54 holes?" Two 
possible ranks to repeating this question for all 9 possible combinations of these two attribute might be: 

Buyer #1 Average Ball Life 

54 holes 36 holes 18 holes 

Average . 
Driving 
Distance 

275 yards 1 2 4 Average . 
Driving 
Distance 250 yards 3 5 7 

225 yards 6 8 9 

Buyer #2 Average Ball Life 

54 holes 36 holes 18 holes 

Average 
Driving 
Distance 

275 yards 1 3 6 Average 
Driving 
Distance 250 yards 2 5 8 

225 yards 4 7 9 

As can be seen by this example, both buyers agree on the most preferred (1 in upper left hand corner) and 
least preferred (9 in bottom right corner) ball. But in-between (the answer we are after for the "ideal" 
compromise between what the buyer and the seller want), the first buyer trades off ball life for distance, 
whereas the second buyer makes the opposite trade off. 

Note that with this particular example, each of the driving distance and durability attributes would also be 
compared for trade-offs with the third attribute, price, again generating trade-off preferences. 

It is easy to see from this simple illustration how much more information we are getting by asking the 
consumer to rank the attributes conjointly rather that the initial independent, rather obvious, ranking. 



The next step in a conjoint analysis is to estimate the consumers' value assignments, or "utility". Through 
the collection of a high number of repeated choices among consumers between various combinations of the 
attributes, conjoint analysis yields a set of utility values such as the following: 

Average Driving Distance Average Ball Life Price 

275 yards 100 54 holes 50 $1.25 20 
250 yards 60 36 holes 25 $1.50 5 
225 yards 0 18 holes 0 $1.75 0 

Consider the following two feasible possibilities from the manufacture's point of view: 

Distance Bali Long-life Ball 

Distance 275 250 
Life 18 54 
Price $1.50 $1.75 

By assigning the utility levels for each of these attributes, the distance ball has a total utility of 105 
(100+0+5), and the long-life ball 110 (60+50+0), suggesting a preference for the latter. This process can be 
repeated for all possible combinations of the three attributes, revealing overall preferences and even market 
segments (i.e. the "best" combination of attributes for those preferring a distance ball, and the "best" for 
those preferring a long-life ball). 

It is easy to see the value of obtaining these relative utilities. Conjoint analysis is very useful, for example 
in new product development. With utilities assigned to each identified attribute of importance, one is in a 
better position to design products which come closest to satisfying the customer. As conjoint analysis also 
shows the relative contributions of each attribute in the consumers choice process, market opportunities can 
be identified by exploring the potential of product feature combinations that are not currently available. 

To summarize, the analysis allows us to determine how important each attribute is, the utility level of each 
attribute, the utility of various combinations of attributes (i.e., product configuration), what product 
configuration generates the highest interest (utility), and how respondents vary in terms of their interest in 
new products (and how they might be segmented). Further, the analysis allows us to run preference 
simulations, yielding choices within the attribute levels. For example, if price is deemed an overwhelmingly 
important attribute, one might ask what other attributes a consumer is likely to give up in order to get a lower 
priced product. 

Conjoint analysis is also a valuable tool for price sensitivity (as price can, and normally should, be a chosen 
attribute). For example, the analysis could be used to examine changes in the level of interest in your own 
product relative to a competitor's that result from changes in the price of your product. 

4.1.2 Application of Conjoint to tlie Wood Products Market In Japan 

The author was very fortunate in having the opportunity to contract Dr. David Cohen, Faculty of Forestry, 
University of British Columbia to design a conjoint tool for this project. Dr. Cohen has considerable 



experience in wood product maritet research in Japan, and added an important dimension to Forintek's 
research efforts concerning this important market. 

There are numerous methodologies which can be employed in a conjoint analysis. In the present project. Dr. 
Cohen has chosen a "multiple choice" approach, which allows respondents to choose among three bundles 
of attributes at a time, rather than just two as shown in the previous section's golf ball illustration. 

The first step in designing the conjoint survey instrument was to decide on the products to investigate, the 
determinate attributes of importance, the appropriate levels within each attribute, and the appropriate 
specifiers for each product, being the groups of individuals best qualified to represent demand. 

To do this, the researchers brain-stormed with Forintek project steering committee members and other 
identified industry experts to define product groups. It was decided to define a number of product groups 
(such as a wall system) as opposed to individual products (such as a dried 2x4 wall stud). This choice was 
to maximize the use of the conjoint analysis for Forintek as an R & D institute, as opposed to a marketing tool 
for a specific company's product line. In other words, by determining what attributes that specifiers most 
value in a non-product specific category, Forintek will be better able to determine what attributes the 
Canadian wood products industry can best supply, both with existing products and with potential products. 

Due to the diverse nature of the Canadian wood products industry, the advisory comniittee and other industry 
experts approached for the definition of product groups and associated attributes were broken into three sub-
committees: those representing the BC Coast primary producers, those representing the BC Interior and rest 
of Canada primary producers, and those representing the secondary wood products industry. After individual 
meetings, roughly 15 product categories were generated, each with an identification of what the most 
important product group attributes would be and the appropriate specifier(s) for executing the conjoint 
survey. Due to the high costs associated with eventual implementation of the conjoint methodology 
developed in this project, researchers then went back to the industry advisors for a ranking of their choices, 
bringing the total number of product groupings down to 6. These final committee choices and a listing of 
the determinant attributes and their levels are shown in Section 5.1 

With the product groups, attributes, attribute levels and specifiers defined, the next step was to create 
conjoint "choice based" surveys tables. This is the process of combining bundles of attributes for choice by 
the respondents. An example of this choice setup is shown in Table 1 for building systems, with Japanese 
home builders being the specifier. 

Note that this is only one set of choices among a great many possible combinations of attributes in the 
bundling process. In fact, the software package employed in this study generates 1200 unique choice tables 
for each of the product group/specifier combinations shown in Tables 2 to 11 in Section 5.1.. 

To implement this choice based survey, the respondents within the identified specifier groups would be asked 
to fairly quickly chose either column 1, column 2, column 3, or none of the above (represented as column 
4 in Figure 1). Note that the respondent is not asked to chose among individual attribute levels, rather a 
straight choice of one bundle of attributes over another. Any one respondent would be asked to do this say 
15 to 20 times for a specific product group. Collectively over all respondents, however, these choices will 
be made in the tens of thousands of times. The subsequent analysis, as discussed in the introduction to the 
conjoint technique, will reveal individual attribute preferences, ranking, and trade-offs among attributes 
(including price). 

Corp. 



Table 1 Example Conjoint "Choice Matrix" 

E x a m p l e Cho ices for B u i l d i n g Systems 

1 2 3 

2 story detached 3 story detached apartment 

500,000 
Yen/tsubo 

400,000 
Yen/tsubo 

600,000 
Yen/tsubo 

Wood from 
local retailer 

Wood from 
local wholesaler 

Wood from 
local retailer 

Japanese wood Canadian wood European wood 

Post and Beam Hybrid 2x4 

Wil l last 40 yrs. Wil l last 50 yrs. Wil l last 20 yrs. 

In addition to the set of conjoint choice tables that respondents will be asked to answer, it would be 
appropriate to add on a number of survey questions. This will serve two functions: to collect demographic 
information on the respondent, and to gather both quantitative and qualitative information regarding the wood 
product groups that can supplement the information gathered in the conjoint survey. The full set of proposed, 
accompanying survey questions is included in Section 5.1 

Finally, to implement both the conjoint and question survey in the Japanese market, it is obviously necessary 
to translate the material into Japanese. An example Japanese printout of both thie conjoint table and the 
survey questions are also included in Section 5.1. 

4.2 Competitor Analysis 

4.2.1 Trade Flows 

The development of the methodology for the competitor analysis had two components. The first was to 
update and expand the documentation of wood product trade flows from North America and Japan Market 
Access (Gaston, 1997), with a particular emphasis on Canada/Japan. A sampling of this information is 
presented in this section. The second was to develop a methodology for incorporating this information into 
a trade flow model, with particular emphasis on the utilization of disaggregated trade flow information (i.e., 
going beyond broad aggregates such as "softwood lumber"). This is presented in Section 4.2.2. 



The purpose of recording production/trade flow statistics is two fold. First, it offers the recent trend of both 
the wood product and market mixes for Canada and other exporting countries. By the same token, it also 
identifies where Canada is positioned relative to her competitors when looking at importing countries' trade 
data. Second, it offers the needed information for subsequent trade flow analysis. 

Although information was updated/expanded for all wood products for which secondary trade data exists 
(including softwood/hardwood logs and lumber, structural/non-structural wood panels, and other value-added 
wood products), the presentation of trade flows and subsequent modelling methodology is limited in this 
report to softwood lumber for illustrative purposes. The methodology presented would be identical for the 
other wood products, and, for that mater, other target market segments in the U.S. and elsewhere. Further, 
while the collection of trade flow information was global, the presentation of trade flows is limited to Canada 
and the US as suppliers, and Japan as the demander. 

4.2.1.1 Canadian Exports of Softwood Lumber 

Statistics Canada offers time series information on timber stocks, harvests, production, domestic shipments 
and export shipments by species of softwood lumber, supplemented by provincial Ministry of Forests and 
industry association data. Figures 2 through 22 demonstrate the extent of this information, focussing on 
Statistics Canada trade data. While not shown in the majority of the graphs presented, all of the trade data 
can be broken down by province of origin. A l l unit values shown are FOB. 

These graphs illustrate three powerful trends: an increased volume of Canadian softwood lumber 
production/exports in aggregate, but not for non-SPF species; unit values have shown a strong uptrend in the 
1990s, and are the highest for non-SPF species and non-US markets (especially Japan); and volumes of 
"value-added" exports such as joinery, doors, and windows have been in a strong uptrend in the 1990s. 
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Figure 4 Canada Exports of Softwood Lumber to Japan by Province 
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Figure 5 Canada Exports of softwood Lumber to Japan, Non-BC Detail 
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Figure 6 Canada Exports of Total Softwood Lumber, Volume 
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Figure 10 Canada Exports of Hem-Fir, Volume 
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Figure 11 Canada Export of Hem-Fir, Unit Value 
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Figure 12 Canada Exports of Douglas Fir, Volume 
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Figure 14 Canada Exports of Yellow Cedar, Volume 
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Figure 16 Canada Exports of Sitka Spruce, Volume 
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Figure 18 Canada Exports of Western Red Cedar, Volume 
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Figure 20 Canada Exports of Mouldings, Flooring, etc. 
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Figure 21 Canada Exports of Joinery 
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Figure 22 Canada Exports of Wood Windows 
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Figure 23 Canada Exports of Wood Doors 
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4.2.1.2 U.S. Exports of Softwood Lumber 

While the U.S. is a net importer of wood products, especially for softwood lumber, they do export 
significant volumes, including to Japan. Further while the U.S. has historically been more of a softwood 
log exporter than lumber, this is changing rapidly with the reduction in harvests from western public 
lands. 

Considerable information is available on the US production of wood products. In the case of softwood 
lumber this often includes detail on grade, not just on species. In addition to the USDA Forest Service, 
the industry associations such as the western Wood Product Association, the Southern Forest Products 
Association, the APA-The Engineered Wood Association, the American Forest & Pulp Association and 
others are all rich sources of production and end-use statistics. 

Trade statistics are primarily available from the US Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce. 
Figures 24 to 56 highlight trade to Japan and "other" countries. Once again, all prices are FOB, 
converted to $CDN unit values for comparisons to the Canadian exports and Japanese imports (also 
quoted in the following section in Canadian Dollars). 

The major trends to take note of here is a strong decline in US softwood lumber export volumes, the 
importance of the Japanese market, and a less dramatic increase in unit prices of exports relative to 
Canada's. 
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Figure 24 US Exports of All Softwood Lumber, Volume 
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Figure 26 US Exports of SPF, Volume 
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Figure 28 US Exports of Hem-Fir, Volume 
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Figure 29 US Exports of Hem-Fir, Unit Value 
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Figure 30 US Exports of Hemlock, Other, by Destination Volume 
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Figure 32 US Exports of Hemloclc, Other, by Type Volume 
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Figure 34 US Exports of Douglas Fir by Type, Volume 
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Figure 36 US Exports of Douglas Fir by Destination, Volume 
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Figure 38 US Exports of Sitka Spruce by Type, Volume 
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Figure 40 US Exports of Sitka Spruce by Destination, Volume 
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Figure 42 US Exports of Spruce, Other, by Type, Volume 
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Figure 44 US Exports of Spruce, Other, by Destination, Volume 
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Figure 46 US Exports of Total Pine, Volume 
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Figure 50 US Exports of Cedar, Other, Volume 
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Figure 52 US Exports of Treated Softwood Lumber, Volume 
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Figure 54 US Exports of Mouldings 
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Figure 55 US Exports of Doors and Windows 
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Figure 56 US Exports of Fabricated Structural Members 

4.2.1.3 Japanese Imports of Softwood Lumber 

The Japanese are notorious record keepers and fortunately their attention to wood products offers no 
exception. Detailed information exists on the Japanese timber resource, lumber, panel and other wood 
production, and end-use applications. Sources of this information include the government (such as the 
Ministry of Construction and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries, and MlTl) , the Japan Wood 
Products Information and Research Center, the Japan External Trade Organization, the Government Housing 
Loan Corporation, and a number of industry associations (such as the Japan Lumber Importers Association, 
the Japan Wood Housing Machine Precut Association, the Japan Wood Builders Association, the Japan 
House Builders Association and the Japan Laminated Lumber Association). Finally, the Japan Tariff 
Association offers a detailed account of all wood product imports. Figures 57 to 90 offer a cross-section of 
these data, unit values being CIF Tokyo/Osaka, converted to $CDN. 

Major trends for the 1990s include an overall increase in softwood lumber imports led by SPF and other 
planed/surfaced product, strongest volume increases in Canadian product, followed by Scandinavia (with 
imports of US lumber decreasing), decreases in the imports of rough product for many species (such as sitka 
spruce and hem-fir), significant increases in unit prices to 1995 then declining, exponential increases in the 
volume of structural laminated lumber (glulam), led by Western Europe and the US, and in the volume of 
"value-added" wood products such as doors, windows, and manufactured homes. 
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Figure 59 Japan Imports of Softwood Lumber by Species, Volume 
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Figure 60 Japan Imports of Softwood Logs by Source 
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Figure 62 Japan Imports of SPF, Volume 
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Figure 64 Japan Imports of "Planed" other than SPF, Volume 
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Figure 66 Japan Imports of Sit/ia Spruce by Size, Volume 
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Figure 68 Japan Imports of Sitka Spruce by Source, Volume 
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Figure 69 Japan Imports of Sitka Spruce by Source, Unit Value 
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Figure 70 Japan Imports of Yellow Cedar by Size, Volume 
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Figure 72 Japan Imports of Yellow Cedar by Source, Volume 
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Figure 74 Japan Imports of Hemlock by Size, Volume 
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Figure 76 Japan Imports of Hemlock by Source, Volume 
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Figure 77 Japan Imports of Hemlock by Source, Unit Value 
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Figure 78 Japan Imports of Douglas Fir by Size, Volume 
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Figure 80 Japan Imports of Douglas Fir by Source, Volume 
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Figure 82 Japan Imports of Laminated Lumber by Application 
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Figure 83 Japan Imports of Laminated Lumber by Source 
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Figure 84 Japan Imports of Structural Laminated Lumber by Source 
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4.2.2 Partial Spatial Equilibrium Trade Modelling 

From the graphs and discussion presented in Section 4.2.1 a number of trends can be identified. While useful 
in itself, there is a high degree of uncertainty that these trends will continue over time. Who would have 
imagined, for example, that engineered posts and beams would become so important in Japanese home 
construction, or that suppliers such as Scandinavia and Austria would be competing with Canadian supply? 
A look at product production/trade flow trends five years ago would not have alerted Canadian producers 
to this eventuality. 

Trade modelling is one way to help address this situation, taking existing production/trade flow information 
and enriching it with the powerful ability to ask "what-if' questions against base-line predictions based on 
the flow trends themselves. The reason that Scandinavia is competing so well in Japan, for example, is a 
result of a number of now known trends. These are a combination of a change in Japanese demand (a move 
toward performance attributes and price at the expensive of solid old-growth product), Scandianian/Japanese 
exchange rate advantages relative to Canada, transportation cost reductions due to favourable "back-haul" 
arrangements, and others. Is it enough to simply extend these trends into the future? "What i f the 



Scandinavians lose their exchange rate advantage? What if the Japanese willingness to pay for their product 
changes in favour of a yet unknown product? What if the Russian Far East timber supplies become 
economically available? What if the Japanese change how they view plantation Radiata pine? What if 
Canada develops a product which more closely matches the Japanese customers expectations? What are the 
likely trade flow/price implications of all of these possibilities? Trade flow models offer a mechanism for 
addressing such questions. 

Describing the workings of trade models require a basic understanding of a few key economic theory 
concepts. It is perhaps easiest to illustrate graphically, utilizing linear supply and demand relationships or 
functions (supply and demand "curves"). Starting with the simple case of a non-spatial trade model 
represented in Figure 91, the left panel (Region B) shows a hypothetical demand and supply relationship for, 
say, western red cedar lumber. The Y-axis represents price and the X-axis quantity demanded or supplied. 
Note that the demand curve is downward sloping, showing that as the price goes up consumers demand less 
(for example, moving from point " C " to point "A") . Similarly, the supply curve is upward sloping, reflecting 
producers' behaviour of wanting to supply more as the price goes up (for example, moving from point " C " 
to point "B"). In the absence of any trade with areas outside of Region B, an equilibrium point exists at point 
"C" , a theoretical point where both buyers and sellers are equally happy. The resulting quantity sold by the 
suppliers to the demanders is Q'' and the corresponding price is P''. 

In the far right frame, the same situation is graphed for the same product but for a different area (Region A) . 
Note that in this case, again assuming that there is no trade, that the equilibrium price is considerably higher 
than that of Region B's. (This exact situation, by the way, is what many would argue exists for Canadian 
logs: exports are restricted, leading to a situation where Canada's [Region B's] log prices are lower than in 
other regions or the "world market".) 

Next, imagine what would happen if these two regions were not isolated, and that trade was allowed between 
them. Assuming further that the cost of moving the lumber from one market to the other is zero, a new 
equilibrium price would be discovered, P*. At this higher price for Region B quantity demand by domestic 
consumers would decrease to Q'. But suppliers would now be willing to sell units of lumber, up 
considerably from the no-trade equilibrium point. In short, with the new "world market" price Region B has 
an excess supply (ES) of A B in the figure (Q^ minus Q'). 

Region A, on the other hand, has the opposite situation. The world equilibrium price, P*, is lower than what 
the no-trade equilibrium price was. At this lower price. Region A's consumers demand a higher quantity and 
their producers want to supply less: this leads to an excess demand of IH. IH is the exact same quantity as 
A B ; the excess demand from Region A exactly equals the excess supply of Region B (point E in the middle 
panel). Region B exports to A and everyone is happy. 

This illustration is over-simplistic for two main reasons. The first is that the cost of moving the lumber from 
one region to the other was ignored. The second is that this represents the process of discovering a world 
equilibrium between only two countries. Lets deal with the trade cost first. 
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Figure 92 introduces the concept of transportation/tariff/etc. Costs associated with getting the lumber from 
Region B to Region A. The cost is represented by the distance wz in the figure, resulting in a increase in the 
import price, a decrease in the export price, and a reduction in the amount traded (Q* to Q**). Total 
transport/etc. costs are equal to the are xywz. This now is a spatial price equilibrium. 

From a modelling point of view, it is easy to see how such a two country, one commodity situation might be 
set up to optimize the ideal spatial trade scenario. Trade is optimized (most efficient) when the area between 
the excess demand and excess supply curves is at a maximum, net of transportation costs. This area, (Ixz 
+ 2yw) is termed the net social payoff. [This concept is difficult to explain without understanding the 
economic concepts of consumer and producer surplus, an explanation of which is not attempted here.] A 
spatial equilibrium trade model does just this. Trade prices and quantities are adjusted until this area is 
maximized. To deal with the second simplification of this illustration, being that only two regions were 
involved, a model of this sort can introduce as many regions as desired, summing over all possible trade 
possibilities the individual net social payoffs, and optimizing. NOTE: this optimization process is analogous 
to minimizing transportation costs. 

The required inputs for such a modelling effort are the functional relationships of the supply and demand 
curves for the product under investigation for each of the regions. This is normally entered by a Y-intercept 
for each relationship and a slope of the line (assuming a linear function is used). The slope can be thought 
of as the demand or supply price elasticity, or the expected percent change in the quantity supplied or 
demanded given a unit percent change in price. As an alternative to having the Y-intercept (unobservable 
in actual trade) the equilibrium price for each region (which is observable) can be used along with the slope 
to calculate the Y-intercept. Finally, actual trade quantities and prices (both FOB from the exporting regions 
and CIF for the importing regions) are needed to see how well the model "predicts" reality, and calibrate the 
model for inconsistencies. 

Elaborate trade models of this nature exist which not only "predicf trade flows, but internally estimate the 
needed supply and demand parameters. Understandably, these models can get very complex, requiring 
extensive time series data among all regions modelled to regress quantity against price and other explanatory 
variables in the estimation of these parameters. Not surprisingly, this complexity tends to motivate the 
researcher to use aggregated product groups where data is readily available, such as softwood lumber as 
opposed to western red cedar lumber. This is unfortunate, as trade models assume that the product under 
investigation are perfectly homogeneous. In the case of using softwood lumber in aggregate, this is saying 
that Radiata pine lumber from New Zealand, for example, is a perfect substitute in a buyer's mind for old 
growth yellow cedar from the British Columbia coast. This is obviously not a very realistic assumption. 
Further, statistical estimation of such supply and demand parameters, using time series that may span 30 
years, is questionable at a time when an industry may be going through structural changes such as the wood 
products industry appears to be going through now, suggesting that the history of price responsiveness may 
not be a good indicator of future price responsiveness. 





To find a practical compromise, the trade modelling approach devised in the present project is to utilize "best 
guesses" for the supply and demand parameters and to do a sensitivity analysis on the values. This simplifies 
the complexity of the model dramatically, and allows for a focus on greater product detail, segregating 
"softwood lumber", for example, into sub-categories which more accurately compete with one another. In 
short, this transfers the challenge of estimating supply and demand parameters to putting together a data set 
of disaggregated lumber products. 

There is one other strong assumption that is made with partial equilibrium spatial trade models. This is a 
partial equilibrium in that only a single commodity or product is considered in the optimization process, 
assuming that al 1 other coinmodities or products are held constant. For example, aggregated softwood lumber 
might be optimized, ignoring potential substitution effects from hardwood lumber. There are two ways to 
correct for this. The first is to incorporate substitution effects to the model, then optimizing the flow of both 
commodities simultaneously. This would involve another set of parameters, the "cross-price elasticities", 
being the percent change in the demand for one commodity as a result of a price change in another 
commodity. The second way to deal with this is to place restrictions in the individual optimizations of 
commodities or products. Given the complexity of the first method, the latter is employed in the present 
study. Further, as the present study utilizes disaggregated products, the problem of not accounting for 
substitute products is greatly lessened. 

To summarize, the partial spatial equilibrium trade model optimizes welfare by estimating quantities traded, 
world prices and trade flows between regions. Countries with high production costs or supplies that don't 
meet domestic demand import product at lower than domestic prices. Countries with lower production costs 
and supplies that exceed domestic demand export product at higher than domestic prices. These regions 
continue to trade as long as world prices, net of transportation and other trade costs are higher than domestic 
prices. To optimize trade (matching of global suppliers with global demanders in the most efficient way), 
an iterative process is used in the model which maximizes welfare (the objective function) subject to needed 
constraints. A global equilibrium is reached when the demand price is equal to the sum of the supply price 
and transportation costs for all regions. Essentially, demanders adjust their mix of suppliers until this 
equilibrium is reached. Remembering that this is equivalent to maximizing the triangle areas Ixz + 2wy in 
Figure 92, this optimization problem is represented mathematically for a multi-region case as: 

q' 

max J] Di(qi)dq-J] Sj(yj)dy-Z Zcjiyji 
I 0 J 0 

subject to a number of constraints. 

In words, maximize the sum of the area under each set of excess demand curves less the sum of the area 
under the excess supply curves and transportation costs. The implementation of this process is discussed in 
Section 5. 



5 Results and Discussions 

5.1 Conjoint Analysis 

As a result of this project, all of the material needed to implement an attribute analysis for a wood products 
market was generated, as well as the methodology for subsequent analysis. Using the Japan wood products 
market for illustration, this process included: 

successful use of an advisory committee of Forintek members and representation from industry 
associations, the secondary wood products industry and others to determine appropriate wood product 
groupings, associated attributes, appropriate attribute ranges, and specifiers; 

successful use of these industry experts to narrow down the number of wood product groups/attributes 
to a reasonable number; 

generation of the all of the "choice based" matrices for data collection (12,000 matrices in total, identical 
to that shown in Figure xx); 

generation of accompanying survey questions; and 

• development of the methodology for analysis of the conjoint data. 

The scope of the present project is limited to the development of the attribute analysis methodology. A l l of 
the material needed for subsequent data collection and analysis was created, positioning Forintek for 
immediate execution in Japan. 

The following two sections detail the final choice of wood product groups/attributes/specifiers and the 
associated survey questions. Sample printouts in Japanese are included. 

5.1.1 Final Wood Product Groups/Attributes/Specifiers 

The following ten tables detail the final selection of specifiers, product groupings and associated attributes 
used in the creation of the "choice based" conjoint matrices for eventual implementation in Japan. 



Table 2 Building Systems for Consumers 

ATTRIBUTE 
Housing type 

Price 

Species of wood 

CODE ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
11 2 storey detached 
12 3 storey detached 
13 connected row house 
14 apartment (3 story complex) 

21 300,000 Yen/tsubo 
22 400,000 Yen/tsubo 
23 500,000 Yen/tsubo 
24 600,000 Yen/tsubo 

31 Japanese wood 
32 Canadian wood 
33 European wood 
34 imported (not Canadian or EC) 

House style 41 Post and Beam (traditional) 
42 2 by 4 
43 hybrid house (mix of P&B and 2 by 4) 

House durability 

Building code level 

51 
52 
53 
54 

61 
62 
63 
64 

house will last 20 yrs. 
house will last 30 yrs. 
house will last 40 yrs. 
house will last 50 yrs. 

meets minimum building code 
slightly stronger than minimum building code 
stronger than minimum building code 
much stronger than minimum building code 



Table 3 Building Systems for Builders 

ATTRIBUTE 
Housing type 

Price 

Wood distributor 

CODE ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
11 2 storey detached 
12 3 storey detached 
13 connected row house 
14 apartment (3 story complex) 

21 300,000 Yen/tsubo 
22 400,000 Yen/tsubo 
23 , 500,000 Yen/tsubo 
24 600,000 Yen/tsubo 

31 local retailer 
32 wood from local wholesaler 
33 wood from local pre-cutter 
34 wood from national supplier or trading house 
35 Wood from many different sources 

Species of wood 41 Japanese wood 
42 . Canadian wood 
43 European wood 
44 Imported (not Canadian or EC) 

House style 51 Post and Beam (traditional) 
52 2 by 4 
53 Hybrid house (mix of P&B and 2 by 4) 

House durability 61 house will last 20 yrs. 
62 house will last 30 yrs. 
63 house will last 40 yrs. 
64 house will last 50 yrs. 



Table 4 Engineered Structural Products for Builders 

ATTRIBUTE 
Price level 

Price stability 

Building code level 

CODE 
11 
12 
13 , 
14 

21 
22 
23 
24 

31 
32 
33 
34 

ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
same as solid wood alternative 
20% more than solid wood alternative 
40% more than solid wood alternative 
60% or more than solid wood alternative 

price stable for I year 
price stable for 6 month 
price stable for 3 month 
price changes with solid wood 

strength meets minimum building codes 
slightly stronger than code requirements 
moderately stronger than code requirements 
much stronger than code requirements 

Wood connector type 41 uses traditional connections with bracing 
42 uses new steels connectors 
43 uses combination of traditional and steel connectors 

Wood distributor 51 local retailer 
52 local wholesaler 
53 local pre-cutter 
54 large national supplier 
55 many different sources 

Wood species 61 European white wood 
62 Japanese wood 
63 Douglas fir 
64 Canadian Hemlock 
65 other offshore species 

Forini 



Table 5 Engineered Structural Products for Pre-cutters 

ATTRIBUTE 
Price level 

CODE ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
11 same as solid wood alternative 
12 20% more than solid wood alternative 
13 40% more than solid wood alternative 
14 60%or more than solid wood alternative 

Price stability 

Building code level 

Wood connector type 

21 
22 
23 
24 

31 
32 
33 
34 

41 
42 
43 

price stable for 1 year 
price stable for 6 month 
price stable for 3 month 
price changes with solid wood 

strength meets minimum building codes 
slightly stronger than code requirements 
moderately stronger than code requirements 
much stronger than code requirements 

uses traditional connections with bracing 
uses new steel connectors 
uses combination of traditional and steel connectors 

Wood availability 51 immediately available all year 
52 available all year with 3 week delay 
53 available all year with 6 week delay 

Wood species 61 European white wood 
62 Japanese wood 

63 Douglas fir 
64 Canadian Hemlock 
65 other offshore species 



Table 6 Outdoor Furnishings for Consumers 

ATTRIBUTE 
Price 

CODE 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Frequence of treatment 21 
22 
23 
24 

ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
10% less than current prices 
current prices 
10% more than current prices 
20% more than current prices 

needs treatment every 2 years 
needs treatment every 4 years 
needs treatment every 7 years 
needs treatment every 10 years 

Species 31 Japanese sugi 
32 C C A (or other chemically treated) softwood 
33 Canadian red cedar 
34 US redwood 

Colour 41 very light colour 
42 light colour 
43 medium colour 
44 dark colour 

Durability 51 
52 
53 

lasts 5 years 
lasts 10 years 
lasts 15 years 

Product line 61 availability: only one of decking, furniture and fencing 
62 availability: only two of decking, furniture and fencing 
63 availability: decking, furniture and fencing 
64 availability: complete, co-ordinated outdoor systems 



Table 7 Furniture for Consumers and Designers 

ATTRIBUTE 
Price 

Location of use 

Finish 

CODE ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
11 inexpensive 
12 average expense 
13 slightly above average 
14 above average 

21 furniture for kitchen 
22 furniture for living room 
23 furniture for bedrooms 
24 furniture for dining room 

31 natural finish 
32 paint finish 
33 laminate finish 
34 stained clear finish 

Colour 41 very light colour 
42 Light colour 
43 Medium colour 
44 Dark colour 

Durability 51 
52 
53 
54 

Lasts 2 years 
Lasts 5 years 
Lasts 10 years 
Lasts 20 years 

Country of 
Manufacture 

61 Fine European design 
62 Scandinavian design 
63 Traditional Japanese design 
64 American (casual living) design 



Table 8 Wood Structural Members for Builders 

ATTRIBUTE CODE ATTRIBUTE L E V E L 
Price 11 10% less than current prices 

12 current prices 
13 10% more than current prices 
14 20% more than current prices 

Species 21 Hemlock 
22 Scandinavian white wood 
23 • Japanese sugi 
24 SPF 

Wood processing level 31 solid, green and planed (avg. weight) 
32 solid, dried and planed (light) 
33 laminated structural lumber (heavy) 
34 engineered wood product (variable weight) 

Wood distributor 41 local retailer 
42 local wholesaler 
43 local pre-cutter 
44 large national supplier 
45 many different sources 

Building code level 51 meets minimum building codes 
52 slightly stronger than minimum requirements 
53 much stronger than minimum requirements 



Table 9 Wood Structural Members for Pre-cutters 

ATTRIBUTE 
Price 

Species 

CODE ATTRIBUTE LEVEL 
11 10% less than current prices 
12 current prices 
13 10% more than current prices 
14 20% more than current prices' 

21 Hemlock 
22 Scandinavian white wood 
23 Japanese sugi 
24 SPF 

Wood processing level 31 solid, green and planed (avg. weight) 
32 solid, dried and planed (light) 
33 laminated structural lumber (heavy) 
34 engineered wood product (variable weight) 

Wood size choices 

Building code level 

41 
42 
43 

51 
52 
53 

specified lengths, widths, and depth 
specified width and depth but multiple lengths 
specified depth but multiple widths and lengths 

meets minimum building codes 
slightly stronger than minimum requirements 
much stronger than minimum requirements 



ATTRIBUTE 
Price 

Colour 

Table 10 Interior Finish for Builders 

CODE ATTRIBUTE LEVEL 
11 10% less than current prices 
12 current prices 
13 10% more than current prices 
14 20% more than current prices 

21 very light colour 
22 light colour 
23 medium colour 
24 dark colour 

Preferred use 31 wood used for floor 
32 wood used in wall 
33 wood used in ceiling 
34 no wood feature used 

Wood distributor 41 wood from local retailer 
42 wood from local wholesaler 
43 wood from large national supplier 
44 wood from many different sources 

Finish 51 uses no chemical fmish (natural fmish) 
52 uses some chemical fmish 
53 total chemical fmish used 

Wood product type 61 solid hardwood 
62 solid softwood 
63 fibreboard core with veneer laminate 
64 fibreboard core with non-wood laminate 

M a ' 
Corp. 



Table 11 Interior Finish for Consumers and Designers 

ATTRIBUTE 
Price 

Colour 

CODE ATTRIBUTE LEVEL 
11 10% less than current prices 
12 current prices 
13 10% more than current prices 
14 20% more than current prices 

21 very light colour 
22 light colour 
23 medium colour 
24 dark colour 

Preferred use 31 wood used for floor 
32 wood used in wall 
33 wood used in ceiling 
34 no wood feature used 

Durability 41 requires replacement every 10 years 
42 requires replacement every 15 years 
43 requires replacement every 20 years 
44 lasts as long as the house 

Finish 51 uses no chemical finish (natural finish) 
52 uses some chemical finish 
53 total chemical finish used 

Wood product type 61 solid hardwood 
62 solid softwood 
63 fibreboard core with veneer laminate 
64 fibreboard core with non-wood laminate 



5.1.2 Associated Survey Questions for the Attribute Anaiysis 

QUESTIONS FOR BUILDERS: BUILDING SYSTEIVIS AND ENGINEERED STRUCTURAL PRODUCTS 

General Questions for Builders (Group A&B) 
1. Please indicate how many houses you build in a year? 

1-5 
6-10 . 
10-20 
21 and over ' 

Please indicate what type of houses you built in 1997. 
Type of House Number % of total 
traditional (Post and beam) 
2 by 4 (platform frame) 
hybrid (mix of post & beam and 2 by 4) 
pre-fabricated 
steel or concrete 

Please indicate what type of houses you expect to build three years from now. 
Type of House Number 

100% 

% of total 
traditional (Post and beam) 
2 by 4 (platform frame) 
hybrid (mix of post & beam and 2 by 4) 
pre-fabricated 
steel or concrete 

4. Which type of construction method would you prefer? 

100% 

Low preference High preference 
traditional 
traditional (panel frame) 

2X4 (panel method) 
pre-fabricated 

1 2 
1 2 

1 2 
I 2 

3 
3 

3 

5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 " 7 

5. Are you aware of the growing concern over formaldehyde emissions in 6. Would you be interested in a panel with 1/50"' of the 
Japanese homes? formaldehyde emission levels of government standards? 

YES NO • YES . NO 

7. Would you be prepared to pay a small premium for such a panel? 

YES NO 



Questions for Builders on Building Systems (Group A) 
1. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

house size 
4 

house is detached 
I method of construction (e.g. factory built, 2 by 4, post and beam) 

country of origin of most building materials 
durability (how long the house will last) 

I strength (earthquake preparedness) 
size 
design (e.g. western, traditional Japanese, mixed) 
structural material (wood, steel, or concrete) 
ease of treatability of building materials 
green vs. dry wood components 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the structural material of your preferred house. 
Low preference High preference 

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
engineered wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Questions for Builders on Engineered Structural Products (Group A) 
1. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Price stability 
Strength 

[ Type of Connection 
Source of Material Supply 
Species 

Country of manufacture 
Durability 
Reliability of supplying firm 
Security of supply over several years 
ease of treatability of building material 

if you built post and beam please answer the following question. Please indicate which of the following types of structural members you 
have used, consider using or expect to use engineered structural products. 

Have used Consider Using Expect to within 3 years 
foundation itself 
hari (upper level beams)) 

••ketâ (beam).' " - ' ' v " •" • ' ' \ ' f^-i , ^, 
obrki (joist beam) 
neda (joist) 
kanbashira (posts) 
toshibashira 
taruki 
mabashira (stud) 



Questions for Builders on Wood Structural Members (Group B) 
1. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number I being the most important. 

strength (earthquake preparedness) 
source of supply (country of origin) 
species 
weight I 

finish (e.g. dried and planed versus green and planed) 
sizes 
colour 

I security of supply | 
utility (how much of purchased material is usable in the final house) 
durability (how long the member will last) 
distributor (where you purchase the product) 
price 
ease of treatability 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the wood structural material of your preferred house. 
Low preference High preference 

green solid wood for horizontal members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
dry solid wood for horizontal members ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
lamjMed Jiimberrfbr horizonMl rnem .1 2 3 4 , 5 6 7 
green solid wood for vertical members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
dry solid wood for vertical members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
laminated lumber for vertical members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Please indicate how you prefer to connect your wood structural members? 
Low preference High preference 

traditional notching and nails on site 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
same as above but in factory (pre-cut) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
metal connectors and joist hangers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a mix of notches, nails & connectors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Questions for Builders on Interior Finish (Group B) 
1. Please rank the three most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Material (metal, wood, plastic) 
Colour 

Location of wood feature (e.g. moulding, flooring etc.) 
Health (emissions of harmful gasses such as formaldehyde) 
Durability (e.g. how long they will last) 

I Source of supply . 
Species in finish 
Maintenance requirements 
Price 



2. Please indicate the relative preference for the material used in your interior finish. 
Low preference - High preference 

solid wood I 2 3 4 5 - 6 7 
wood veneer over 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

composite core 
metal 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 
plastic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
fmger-jointed/edge 1 2 3 ' 4 5 6 7 

laminated 

3. Please rank the five most preferable location for a wood interior finish item with 1 being the most preferred location. 
. moulding 

flooring 
wainscoting (wall panels part way up from floor) 

I windows 
doors 
stairways 
stair railings 
cabinet doors 
kitchen cabinets 
bathroom cabinets 

QUESTIONS FOR PRE-CUTTERS: W O O D STRUCTURAL MEMBERS AND ENGINEERED 
STRUCTURAL PRODUCTS 

General Questions for Pre-cutters 
1. Please indicate how many houses you supply material for in a month? 

1-5 
6-10 
10-20 : 
21 and over 

2. Please indicate what type of houses you supplied material for in 1997. 
Type of House Number % of total 
Post and beam (traditional) 
2 by 4 (platform frame) 
hybrid (mix of post & beam and 2 by 4) 
pre-fabricated 
steel or concrete 

100% 
3. Please indicate what type of houses you expect to supply material for three years from now. 

Type of House Number % of total 
Post and beam (traditional) 
2 by 4 (platform frame) 
hybrid (mix of post & beam and 2 by 4) 
pre-fabricated 
steel or concrete 

100% 

Corp. 



4. Which type of construction method would you prefer to supply material for? 
Low preference High preference 

traditional 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
traditional (panel frame) 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 
2X4 1 2 3 •4 5 6 7 
2X4 (panel) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pre-fabricated 1 2 3 4 5 6 • 7 

5. Are you aware of the growing concern over formaldehyde 
emissions in Japanese homes? 
YES NO 

Would you be interested in a panel with 1/50"' of the 
formaldehyde emission levels of government standards? 
YES NO 

7. Would you be prepared to pay a small premium for such a panel? 
YES NO 

8. Do you offer treating services? 

YES NO 

Questions for Pre-cutters on Wood Structural Members 
1. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

strength (earthquake preparedness) 
source of supply (country of origin) 
species 

I weight 
sizes 
colour 

security of supply 
utility (how much of purchased material is usable in the final house) 
durability (how long the member will last) 
distributor (where you purchase the product) 
ease of treatability of building material 
dry vs. green wood components 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the wood structural material of your preferred house. 
Low preference High preference 

green solid wood for horizontal members 1 2 3 4, 5 6 7 
dry solid wood for horizontal members 1 2 3 4 5, 6 7 
laminated fiiniber for horizoiital liierribers 1 ' 2 3 4 5 6 7 
green solid wood for vertical members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
dry solid wood for vertical members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
laminated lumber for vertical members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
treated wood horizontally used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Please indicate how you prefer to connect your wood structural members? 

Low preference 
traditional notching in factory 1 2 3 4 5 
metal connectors and joist hangers 1 2 3 4 5 
a mix of notches, nails & connectors 1 2 3 4 5 

High preference 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 



Questions for Pre-cutters on Engineered Structural Products 
I. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Price stability 
Strength 

Type of Connection 
Company of manufacturer 
Species 

Country of manufacture 
Durability 
Distributor. 
Security of supply over several years 
ease of treatability of building materials 

2. Please indicate which of the following types of structural members you have used, considered using or expect to use engineered structural 
products. 

Have used Considered Expect to within 3 years 
foundation itself 
hari (upper level beams)) 
keta-(beam) • ' 'V ~'-• • •" ' ••• ''iy-.i'^.wy:'':":'; 
obiki (joist beam) 
neda Goist) 
kanbashira (posts) 
toshibashira _^ 
taruki ': - . j V ' .• • ' ' . ' ^ • ' ; • • v f f y f ^ ^ ^ ^ .• • 

mabashira (stud) 

QUESTIONS FOR CONSUMERS: BUILDING SYSTEMS AND OUTDOOR FURNISHING 

General Questions for Consumers (Group A«&B) 
sex female male 

age 20 and over • 30 and over 40 and over 50 and over 60 and over 
education mandatory high school graduate university/college graduate institute 
income (OOO's) 300Y 300 - 500Y 500-700Y 700-lOOOY 1000 

Who will make the big purchase decisions? 
wife husband not applicable 

I. Do you currently own your own house? 

YES NO 
If NO please indicate when you plan to purchase a house and go to question.4 years 



When do you expect to replace your existing house? 
within the next 12 months 
the time period from 13-24 months 
from 3 to 5 years from now 

Why will you replace your house? 
current house is no longer sound due to decay 
current house is no longer structurally sound 
current house too small 
current house needs costly renovations 
current house needs style changes 
other (please specify) 

4. Which type of house do you prefer? (check all that apply) 
wood post and beam (traditional) 
wood 2 by 4 (platform frame) 

' hybrid (mixpifpost & beam'arid 2 by 4) ^ . ' . ' '^ i ; ' • " •\U.'--'-Z • 
• steel or concrete 

do not care 

5. Are you aware of the growing concern over formaldehyde 6. Would you be interested in a panel with 1/50'̂  of the 
emissions in Japanese homes? formaldehyde emission levels of government standards? 
YES NO YES NO 

7 Would you be prepared to pay a small premium for such a panel? 
YES NO 

8. Who do you expect to live in you new house? (check) 

your immediate family (husband, wife and children) 
your extended family (husband, wife, children and parents) 

9. How big a house do you expect to build or purchase? 
< 30 tsubo 

30-39 tsubo 
40-49 tsubo 
50 tsubo or larger 

10. Would an independent quality assurance label increase your level of confidence when purchasing.. 
(check YES or NO for each product type) 

YES NO 

wood furniture • • 
building systems • • 
interior finish • • 

, outdoor furnishings • • 



11. Would you feel more confident with a quality assurance label from... (checkone) 

... the country of manufacture • 

... the country of purchase • 

... does not matter • 

12. When purchasing wood products, how important is it to you to know that the product has been tested to meet some recognized standard? 
(circle one) 

not at all important I 2 3 4 5 extremely important 

13. Given the'choice, would you prefer to see a quality assurance program certify... (check one) 

... quality in the process (how well the product is manufactured) • 

OR 
... quality in the product (how well the product fulfills its intended function) • 

14. How important are the following factors in determining the quality of wood products that you purchase? 
(circle one for each factor, with 1 being not at all important and 5 being extremely important) 

product performance 1 2 3 4 5 
ii'i how doe.sithefproducl perform in its intended function'^ , • 
product features 1 2 3,4 5 , 

what types of features does the product have relative to the competition? 
product reliability . . , 1 2 3 4 5 

if used properly, will the product operate without failure over a .specified time? 
product conformance 1 2 3 4 5 

IS the product defect-free and does it meet with known standards? 
product durability 1 2 3 4 5 

how much can the product he u.ied before it needs to be ftxed or replaced? 
product serviceability 1 2 3 4 5 

IS the product easy to maintain and IS service speedy and dependable? 
product aesthetics ' 1 2 3,4 5 -

, how does ihe'product look. feel. etc. and isjhere a variety of styles? _ '•; ' -^i 
perceived quality 1 2 3 4 5 

does the manufacturer have a reputation or a recognizable brand name? 

Questions for Consumers on Building Systems (Group A) 
1. Please rank the three most important of the following product attributes for a house with number 1 being the most important. 

house size 

house is detached 

method of construction (e.g. factory built, 2 by 4, post and beam) 
country of origin of most building materials 
durability (how long the house will last) 

strength (earthquake preparedness) 
design (e.g. western, traditional Japanese, mixed) 
structural material (wood, steel, or concrete) 



2. Please indicate the relative preference for the structural material of your preferred house. 
Low preference High preference 

solid wood i 2 3 4 5 6 7 
. engineered wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
concrete I 2 3 ' 4 5 6 7 

here: engineered wood means: factory made, wooden structural material, such as laminated wood, "shuseisai", and I -beam 

3. Which type of construction method would you prefer? 
Low preference High preference 

traditional 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
traditional (panel) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2X4 1 2 3 4 ' 5 6 7 
2X4 panel method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pre-fabricated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Questions for Consumers on Outdoor Furnishings (Groups A) 
1. Please rank the three most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Price 
Material (wood, concrete, plastic, etc.) 
Colour 

, Maintenance 
Level of finish 
Durability 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the material your prefer for outdoor furnishings. 

Low preference High preference 
untreated wood 
CCA(with arsenic) treated 

wood. 
wood treated with other than 

• "• CCA i(wlth:arsenic) •'. 
plastic 
metal 
other 

Questions for Consumers on Wood Furniture (group B) 
1. Please rank the three most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

price 
type of finish 
colour of finish 

I how long it will last (durability) 
design is very fashionable 
where the furniture is made 
where the furniture is sold 



2. Please indicate the relative preference for the material that your furniture is built out of 
Low preference 

wood 
metal 
plastics 
composite 

1 

1 

High preference 

3. Please indicate how long you expect furniture to last. 
1 - 5 years 
5-10 years 
over 10 years 

4. How do you expect the popularity of the following design to change over the next 3 years? (check) 
Increase Decrease Stay the Same 

fine European 
Scandinavian 
traditional Japanese 
American (casual living) 

Why will you nextreplace your furniture? (check all that apply) 
• To change style 

Because it is worn out 
Moving to new house 
Other (please specify) 

Questions for Consumers on Wood Furniture (group B) 
1. Please rank the three most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Material (metal, wood, plasfic) 
Colour 
Location ofwood feature (e.g. moulding, flooring etc.) 
Health (emissions of harmful gasses) 
Durability (e.g. how long they will last) 

Source of supply 
Species in finish 
Maintenance 

2. Please, indicate the relative preference for the material used in your interior finish. 
Low preference 

solid wood 
wood veneer over 

composite core 
metal 
plastic 

High preference 



3. Please rank the five most preferable location for a wood interior finish item with 1 being the most preferred location. 

moulding 

flooring 

wainscoting (wall panels part way up from floor) 

[ windows 
doors 
stairways 
stair railings 

I cabinet doors 
kitchen cabinets 
bathroom cabinets 

General Questions for Designers 
1. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Material (metal, wood, plastic) 
Colour 

I Locafion of wood feature (e.g. moulding, flooring etc.) , | 
Health (emissions of harmful gasses) 
Durability (e.g. how long they will last) 

I Source of supply | 
Species in finish 
Maintenance 
Style 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the material used in your interior finish. 
Low preference High preference 

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
wood veneer over 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

composite core 
,.metsi:, '\:']:'}:'/::.:[:\ y 3 .. 4 . .. . 5 6 • 7. . 
plastic i 2 3 4 5 6 7 
combinafions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Please rank the five most preferable location for a wood interior finish item with 1 being the most preferred location. 

moulding 

flooring 

wainscoting (wall panels part way up from floor) 

windows 
doors 
stairways 
stair railings 

[ cabinet doors 
kitchen cabinets 
bathroom cabinets 



4. Please indicate what percent you expect the use of wood interior finish to change over the next five years in the places that you design. 

Increase (indicate %) or Decrease (indicate %) or Stay the Same 

moulding 
flooring 
wainscoting • 

[ windows 
doors • 
stairways 
stair railings 

I cabinet doors • 
kitchen cabinets 
bathroom cabinets 

5. Would an independent quality assurance label increase your level of confidence when purchasing... 
(check YES or NO for each product type) 

YES NO 
wood furniture • • 
building systems • • 
interior finish • • 
outdoor furnishings • • 

6. Would you feel more confident with a quality assurance label from... (check one) 

... the country of manufacture D 

... the country of purchase D 

... does not matter • 

7. When purchasing wood products, how important is it to you to know that the product has been tested to meet some recognized standard? 
(circle one) 
not at all important 1 2 3 4 5 extremely important 

8. Given the choice, would you prefer to see a quality assurance program certify... (check one) 

... Qualitv in the process (how well the product is manufactured) O 

O R 

... quality in the product (how well the product fulfills its intended function) • 



9. How important are the following factors in determining the quality of wood products that you purchase? 
(circle one for each factor, with 1 being not at all important and 5 being extremely important) 

product performance 1 2 3 4 5 
hoM> does the product perform in its^ intendedfunction'^ 

product features 1 2 "3" 4 5 
what types of features does the product have relative to the competition? 

product reliability '1 2 >3" 4 5 
ii if used properly: will theproduct operate without failure over. a. specified time? .,•>• • 
product conformance 1 2 '3 4 5 

IS the product defect-free and does it meet with known standards? 
product durability 

IS the product defect-free and does it meet with known standards? 
product durability 1 2 3 4 5 

how much can the product be uied before it needs to be fixed or replaced'' 
product serviceability 1 2 3 4 5 

IS the product easy to maintain and is service speedy and dependable? 
product aesthetics 1 2 3" 4 5 

, how does the product look, feel, etc and is there a variety of styles'^' > 

perceived quality 1 T 3 4 5 
does the manufacturer have a reputation or a recognizable brand name? 

Questions for Designers on Wood Furniture 
1. Please rank the three most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

' price 
type of finish 
colour of fmish 

I how long it will last (durability) 
design is very fashionable 
where the furniture is made 
where the furniture is sold 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the material that your furniture is built out of 
Low preference High preference 

wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
metal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
plastics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
composite I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Please indicate how long you expect furniture to last. 
1-5 years 

5-10 years 
over 10 years 

4. How do you expect the popularity of the following design to change over the next 3 years? 

Increase Decrease Stay the Same 

fine European . 
Scandinavian 
traditional Japanese 
NA (casual living) 



Questions for Designers for Interior Finish 
1. Please rank the five most important of the following product attributes with number 1 being the most important. 

Material (metal, wood, plastic) 
Colour 

I Location of wood feature (e.g. moulding, flooring etc.) 
Health (emissions of harmful gasses) 
Durability (e.g. how long they will last) 

Source of supply 
Species in finish 
Maintenance 
Style 

2. Please indicate the relative preference for the material used in your interior finish. 
Low preference High preference 

solid wood i 2 3 4 5 6 7 
wood veneer over 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

composite core 
vmetai;;:-'̂ .-';̂ ;'; .7;:r-: • 2 3 4 '•":':;5r'-: /e- ^ I ^ ' K ' . 

plastic 1 ' 2 3 4 ' 5 " 6 7 " 
combinations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 

3. Please rank the five most preferable location for a wood interior finish item with 1 being the most preferred location. 
moulding 
flooring 
wainscoting (wall panels part way up from floor) 

I windows 
doors 
stairways 
stair railings 

cabinet doors 
kitchen cabinets 
bathroom cabinets 

Please indicate what percent you expect the use of wood interior finish to change over the next five years in the places that you design. 
Increase (indicate %) or Decrease (indicate %) or Stay the Same 

moulding 
flooring 
wainscoting 

windows 
doors " " " 
stairways 
stair railings 
cabinet doors 
kitchen cabinets 
bathroom cabinets 
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5.1.3 Illustration of the Japanese Conjoint and Survey Instruments 

The following illustrate the format of the conjoint matrices, including after translation in Japanese. 
Finally, an example of the Japanese survey questions is illustrated. 

1 BUILDING S Y S T E M S F O R BUILDERS # 1 
2 storey detached apartment 
500,000 Yen/tsubo 300,000 Yen/tsubo 
wood from national supplier local retailer 
Japanese wood Imported (not Canadian or EC) 
2 by 4 Hybrid house (mix of P&B and 2 by 4) 
House will last 20 yrs. House will last 30 yrs. 

3 storey detached 
400,000 Yen/tsubo 
wood from local pre-cutter 
Canadian wood 
Post and Beam (traditional) 
House will last 50 yrs. 

• None of these choices is acceptable 

2 BUILDING S Y S T E M S F O R BUILDERS # 1 
apartment 
400,000 Yen/tsubo 
wood from local wholesaler 
Japanese wood 
Hybrid house (mix of P&B and 2 by 4) 
House will last 50 yrs. 

connected row house 
600,000 Yen/tsubo 
Wood from many different sources 
European wood 
2 by 4 
House will last 40 yrs. 

2 storey detached 
300,000 Yen/tsubo 
wood from local pre-cutter 
Imported (not Canadian or EC) 
Post and Beam (traditional) 
House will last 20 yrs. 

• None of these choices is acceptable 

3 B U I L D I N G S Y S T E M S F O R B U I L D E R S # 1 

connected row house 
600,000 Yen/tsubo 
wood from national supplier\ 
Canadian wood 
Hybrid house (mix of P&B and 2 by 4) 
House will last 40 yrs. 

2 storey detached 
400,000 Yen/tsubo 
local retailer 
Imported (not Canadian or EC) 
2 by 4 
House will last 50 yrs. 

3 storey detached 
500,000 Yen/tsubo 
wood from local wholesaler 
European wood 
Post and Beam (traditional) 
House will last 30 yrs. 

• None of these choices is acceptable 
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5.2 The Production/Trade Data 

It was shown in Section 4 that fairly detailed statistics exist on the production and trade of wood 
products. While the methodology reported in this project focussed on softwood lumber (including 
processed and engineered products), equivalent detail was also recorded for hardwood lumber, 
softwood/hardwood logs, softwood/hardwood plywood, OSB, particle board, and fibreboard by density. 

There are several reasons for documenting these data. First, trends in trade are identified. This shows 
where Canada is and has been positioned relative to competitors, and offers hints to the future. Second, 
this level of production/trade information allows for trade modelling which moves beyond the common 
practice of utilizing broad commodity aggregates such as "softwood lumber". Finally the process of 
reconciling production and trade between regions and subsequent trade modelling offers a vehicle for 
focussing existing industry knowledge, a point that wil l be returned to later. 

From the figures offered in Section 4, a number of trends can be identified. These include: 

Canada 

• There has been significant growth in the exports of softwood lumber, led by shipments to the US, 
then Japan. Other than SPF to the US, however, Japan represents the largest growth in the demand 
for Canadian lumber (dominated by BC) . 

• While SPF has by far the largest overall share of softwood lumber exports by volume (to the US), 
exports of all other species represent roughly 50% by value. 

• Japan consistently represents one of the highest unit value export baskets, while the US is among 
the lowest. This highlights Japan's historical importance as a higher-end product market. (Keep 
in mind that the unit values shown are FOB—not including transportation to market.) 

• Canada exports of further value-added products such as mouldings, flooring, builder's joinery, door 
and windows are highly significant in terms of export value (exports of mouldings and joinery alone 
exceeded $1 billon in 1996), and trending higher. The US has historically been the most important 
market for such products, with exports to Japan increasing. 



United States 

• US exports of softwood lumber in aggregate is declining dramatically. By species, SPF export 
volumes, while small overall, increased over the past decade, and hem-fir and sitka spruce exports 
increased to a peak in 1994, then declining ever since. The export of all other species have been 
either stable or in sharp decline throughout the 1990s. 

• With most species of softwood lumber exported, unit values showed a strong premium for Japan 
over other markets, particularly in the past few years. 

• The US has also seen significant increases in the export of further value-added products. 

• Illustrated by the Canada export numbers to the US, their imports of most wood products is 
increasing (their trade deficit in wood products growing). While the US imports of value-added 
products such as mouldings and flooring is also increasing markedly, they continue to have a trade 
deficit in such products as well. 

Japan 

• While overall imports of all solid wood products (including logs and panels) has been fairly stable 
over the'1990s, softwood lumber imports remains on an up-trend, led by Canadian product. 

• SPF and "other planed" lumber continue to dominate imports in volume terms. "Other planed" is 
an annoying catch-all category used by the Japan Tariff Association which includes all non-SPF, 
non-rough lumber imports (fortunately, this category is to be broken down into greater detail from 
1997 onward). From Canada, this category wil l largely be surfaced hem-fir. (Note: in all of the 
Japan lumber import figures shown, species other than SPF or "other planed" refer to rough lumber. 
Also, what the Japan Tariff Association is calling Hemlock.is really rough hem-fir.) 

• Lumber size breakdown volumes in the figures indicate a smaller proportion of large dimension in 
most species of rough lumber. 

• Unit values throughout the 1990s showed strong nominal increases in virtually all species of lumber. 
Note, however, that the unit values were expressed in Canadian dollars. When viewed in Japanese 
Yen, which has gained strength against the Canadian dollar over the past 3 decades (with the 
exception of the past 18 months), prices have declined in real terms from the Japanese buyers' 
perspective (see Figure xx). 



• Continuing in the overall trend by the Japanese to substitute commodity imports with more 
processed products, exponential increases in the imports of value-added products are being 
witnessed. This includes laminated lumber (structural laminated lumber in the figures is glulam), 
doors, windows, mouldings, joinery, furniture, and even manufactured homes. In the case of total 
laminated lumber, Canada has not been a significant supplier while the US remains a major player. 
The real growth, however, has been from Scandinavia (structural) and the South Seas (non-
structural). Interestingly, the 1996 growth in the market share for Scandinavia glulam has coincided 
with a dramatic drop in the unit value (in Canadian dollars; see Figure xx.). Note as well that the 
Japanese domestic production of glulam is also increasingly exponentially (Figure xx). 

• Domestic production of solid wood products continues to be an important supply for Japanese 
demand. While Japan has evolved from virtual self-sufficiency in the 1960s to a heavy reliance on 
imports since, their domestic production could be expected to increase as their post-war plantations 
mature and incentive to further invest in their resource escalates with decreases in the value of their 
currency. 

5.3 The Spatial Partial Equilibrium Trade IVIodel 

Section 4.2.2 briefly summarized the process of trade modelling. While straightforward in theory, it can 
be very complex to implement. To begin with, estimates of domestic supply and demand relationships 
are required for each of the regions identified in global trade, including a miscellaneous "rest of world" 
region. In a modelling sense, these relationships must be entered as equations which characterize the 
level of supply and demand (graphically, the position of the supply and demand curves), and how 
producers and buyers react to price changes in the quantity amount they are willing to sell or buy (the 
slope or shape of the supply and demand curves). It is this very process, econometrically estimating the 
parameters that make up the functional relationship between price and quantity demanded or supplied, 
that make existing trade models so complex. These are, after all, very complex relationships. They 
involve modelling human behaviour, isolating a few variables that strive to predict producers' and 
consumers' actions. 

Econometric estimations of this sort typically involve statistical regressions over time, perhaps over 
several decades. This further complicates the process as human behaviour is not likely to be static. In 
other words, the relationship between the quantity demanded and price of a product over the past 20 
years may not be a good indicator of future behaviour. This can be incorporated into the estimations 
through more complex mathematical relationships, but remains ineffective i f changes in demand, 
technology, products or suppliers are too dramatic. 



To make matters worse, any trade modelling effort requires individual country production and price data 
as inputs, as well as trade volumes and FOB/CIF prices for verification of the model predictions. This 
means dealing with a number of independent data source throughout the world, and the often daunting 
task of reconciling the numbers. While harmonised systems do exist, many countries, including Japan, 
choose not to adopt them. How can we try to predict trade flow responses to outside "shocks" such as 
the introduction of a new product, or a dramatic exchange rate fluctuation if we can't even establish 
what the existing trade is? 

With these complexities in mind, it is easy to see why existing efforts by forest economists have 
focussed on broad commodity aggregates such as softwood lumber as opposed to individual products 
and/or species. Supply and demand relationships become easier to quantify and production/trade easier 
to reconcile. But is the output of such efforts adequate? Can we live with the assumption that softwood 
lumber in aggregate from Russia, for example, is a perfect substitute in the Japanese market for 
softwood lumber in aggregate from the B C Coast? This all depends on the questions that the researcher 
wants answers to. For example, this is clearly not acceptable if we want to know what the likely effect 
of the trade flow of hem-fir from the B C Coast from increased competition from Scandinavian 
whitewood in the Japan marketplace. 

The trade modelling component of this project had two objectives. The first was to record wood product 
flow information with as much product detail as possible. The second was to offer a method of 
incorporating greater trade detail than that prevalent in the literature. 

It was shown that while the data arte not without their problems, existing trade detail offers a good 
starting point in moving past broad commodity aggregates. Softwood lumber statistics are available by 
species, rough versus surfaced, often size, and a breakout of further processed lumber 
products/substitutes such as glulam, non-structural laminated lumber, doors, windows, joinery, flooring, 
siding, mouldings, manufactured homes, etc. Gathering this information completed the first objective. 

The second objective yielded the first iteration of a trade model, using the regions and products shown 
in Table 12. 

Rather than estimating the supply and demand parameters for the product in each of the identified 
regions (as discussed above), published and/or "best guesses" were utilized, with the eventual goal of 
performing sensitivity analysis around their values. This offered a starting point for refinement with the 
help of Forintek members and other industry experts, creating a mechanism for collecting existing 
knowledge and expertise. 



Table 12 Region and Product Detail Employed in the Trade Model 

Supply Regions: B G 
Rest of Canada 
US 
Scandinavia 
New Zealand 
Chile 
Rest of World 

Products: Aggregated Softwood Lumber 

V S 

Softwood 
Softwood 
Softwood 
Softwood 

Lumber #1 
Lumber #2 
Lumber #3 
Lumber #4 

Demand Regions. US 
Japan 
Western Europe 
Rest of World 

Initially, the trade model utilized softwood lumber in aggregate. This was done to compare to the 
second result, utilizing four "categories" of softwood lumber. For this first effort to separate non-
competing products (such as utility vs. structural vs. appearance lumber), these categories were defined 
by the markets' willingness to pay, or price. Each category of softwood lumber was then trade-
optimized individually. 

The model used a "base-year" of 1992 production/trade. While calibrating the model to known trade 
flows for 1993 to present was beyond the scope of this project, the effort clearly demonstrated that trade 
modelling offers an ideal mechanism for better understanding where and with what Canadian lumber 
competes. In every step along the way, the existing level of production and trade data reveals important 
questions that must be answered to crystalize our knowledge and ultimately calibrate the model. This 
is illustrated with the following data example. 

When documenting the volume of softwood lumber traded from Canada to Japan, it was noticed that 
there was a considerable discrepancy, illustrated in Figure 93. Statistics Canada reported exports to 
Japan in the 1992 base-year of 4,732,941 cubic metres for softwood lumber in aggregate. Japan, on the 
other hand, reported imports from Canada of 4,375,071 cubic metres, a difference of nearly 360,000 
cubic metres. Similarly the US Bureau of the Census reported exports to Japan of 2,340,006 cubic 
metres against Japan's stated imports from the US of 4,375,071 cubic metres, a difference of nearly 
250,000 cubic metres. Why the discrepancy? In this case, communication with the Japan Forest Agency 
and the Canadian Council of Forest Industries shed light on the mystery. The Japan Tariff Association 
records all volumes of imports of lumber in real, or net dimensions (for example, 1 Vi inch by 3 V2 inch 
lumber as opposed to a "2x4"). Statistics Canada, on the other hand, records nominal volumes (the 2x4 
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Japan 

4,375,070 m3 
C D N $339/m3 CIF 

2,096,270 m 3 
CDN $379 / m 3 CIF 

Canada 
4,732,941 m 3 
CDN $280/m3 FOB 

U . S . 
2,340,006 m3 
CDN $252/m3 FOB 

Figure 93 1992 N.A./Japan Aggregate Softwood Lumber Trade 

dimension) on all planed, mostly kiln dried lumber. While this would not effect the majority of Coastal 
B C lumber shipments, it certainly over estimates B C Interior and rest of Canada shipments when . 
considered in real volumes. 

Revealing a further mystery, Figure 93 shows the unit values of softwood lumber in aggregate on both 
sides of the Pacific. The FOB prices quoted for Canada and the US in 1992 were C D N $280/cubic metre 
and C D N $252/cubic metre, respectively. While the Canadian premium in itself might be questioned 
(given the product mixes going to Japan for these two countries), even more interesting is what Japan 
is reporting as the CIF price for lumber from these two countries, being C D N $ 338/cubic metre from 
Canada and C D N $379/cubic metre from the US. Problems of real versus nominal volume aside (the 
same error exists for both Canada and the US), this suggests an apparent transportation costs (and other 
costs associated in the transaction including applicable tariffs) of C D N $58 from Canada to Japan and 
C D N $127 from,the US to Japan! Interestingly, this situation holds with 1991 to 1996 data as well. 
Once again, this prompts us to question what is going on. The possibilities include: 1) the transportation 
costs really is double for the US as compared to Canada; 2) Japanese buyers are attaching a much higher 
"export premium" for US softwood lumber as compared to Canada; and 3) there exists an error in the 
data beyond the difference between real and nominal dimensions. While investigation revealed that the 



first option is not the case (although the US utilize more expensive container shipment), the mystery has 
yet to be solved. 

This example illustrates two important things. The first is how effective a trade modelling exercise can 
be in prompting the right questions in the process of reconciling existing trade. The second is how 
misleading it can be to use broad aggregates in this process. The aggregate softwood lumber exports 
of 4.4 million cubic metres from Canada to Japan and the average unit price of C D N $280 reflects a 
wide range of product that may include top grade yellow cedar with average prices exceeding $3000 per 
cubic metre and low-end J-grade with prices no more than a couple of hundred dollars per cubic metre. 
When addressing data reconciliation problems such as that presented in the above example, it would 
obviously be helpful to know the exact mix of the Canada and US exports to Japan, right down to 
species and grade. If Japanese buyers are attaching differential "export premiums", to what are they 
assigning them? Conversely, if there is an error in the data, is it across all products, or only some 
products? This becomes a secondary motive for the present project's separation of softwood lumber into 
categories (the first being to keep non-competing lumber products apart). 



6 Conclusions 

6.1 The Attribute Analysis 

The objective of the attribute analysis was to develop a methodology for identifying what wood product 
attributes are being demanded in Japan by end-use. The approach taken was to develop a conjoint 
"choice-based" market research tool. Under the direction of Forintek's industry liaisons, six product 
categories were identified and associated attributes/specifiers defined. As a result of this project, all of 
the material needed to implement the collection and analysis of the attribute data was generated. When 
implemented, this wil l be the largest study of its kind for the Japanese wood products market. 

The objectives of the competitor analysis was to record wood product flow information with as much 
product detail as possible, identify historical trends, and identify products with which Canadian products 
have or are beginning to compete (including Japanese domestic production). Finally, the objective of 
the present project was to develop a methodology to incorporate such product detail into a trade-flow 
model. 

This was accomplished by recording five year production and trade statistics for softwood/hardwood 
lumber by species, softwood/hardwood logs by species, structural/nonstructural panels (plywood, OSB, 
particle board, fibreboard, and veneers), and other further value-added products such as doors, windows, 
siding, flooring, joinery, mouldings, and so on. These data were recorded for each of seven supplying 
regions and four demanding regions. For the purpose of illustration, this report was mostly restricted 
to softwood lumber and non-panel value-added wood products. 

By segregating these data by unit value categories, it was shown that it is possible to incorporate levels 
of product detail into a trade modelling process. It was also discovered, however, that considerable 
discrepancies surface when attempting to match one countries export data with another's import data. 
It is the process of reconciling these inconsistences that demonstrated the real value of the competitor 
analysis: the production/trade flow data and accompanying model offers Forintek a powerful tool for 
extracting the collective knowledge and experience of its members. Finally, the competitor analysis wil l 
become an integral part of the ultimate implementation of the attribute analysis. 

As a direct result of this project, Forintek has secured a two year contract with the Province of British 
Columbia to implement the rnethodology developed in Japan. Looking to the future, the methodology 
developed for this project is totally applicable to any of Canada's market places, including the US. 

6.2 Ttie Competitor Analysis 



7 Appendix 

Over the course of this one year project, a number of conferences were attended to supplement the 
collection of production and trade flow statistics. The trip reports from these events are attached for 
reference. 

Forii 
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Trip Report 

Meeting The Challenge 
Price Waterhouse 1998 Forest Industry Conference 

March 10,1998 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Cheryl-lee Fast and Chris Gaston 

Main Points from conference: 

1. The "BC discount". BC now has the world's most expensive fibre basket. Investors in BC must take on 
more risk to get less retum. In an era where technology has become more important than the resource, BC will 
have to produce value-added goods and leam to live with less. As COFI President Mike Aspey stated: 
"Traditional advantages no longer apply. BC must become a world leader in marketing products not just 
selling them". 

2. Key challenges that face the industry in BC are the high cost of fibre and a reduced supply, non-
competitive labor costs and practices in the pulp and paper sector, small and tired pulp facilities, new lumber 
capacity in Eastem Canada and the US, and product substitution. Solutions must be found collectively fi-om 
govemment, industry and union. 

3. 1997 after tax earnings in lumber equalled $250 million (down $392 million from 1996), for pulp a net 
loss of $200 million (a $400 million improvement from 1996), plywood and veneer sector broke even and 
newsprint had a loss of $75 million after tax. 

1998 Market Outlook: Solid Wood 
Laurie Cater, Publisher of Madison's Canadian Lumber Reporter 

Dimension lumber prices are over 40% below where they were a year ago. This has happened despite a strong 
housing market in the USA and Canada. Why? US buyers realized that the normal rules of supply and 
demand were not affected by the Canada/US Softwood Lumber Agreement. There was no "quota effect", 
meaning Canadian supply did not shrink, speculative demand did not materialize, and prices began to decline. 
Now there is actually an oversupply of lumber in the US and prices have softened more. (Cedar is the only 
exception). Also, reduced Japanese housing starts and the disaster of the Asia melt down, hit BC Coastal mills 
hard as now they did not have the option to switch production back into the US market. Of course, US based 
lumber exporters responded to the Asia crisis by switching production back into their domestic market. Side 
note: The Japan Lumber Reports show trial shipments to Japan of 2x4 Kiln Dried Red Pine from Russia meant 
to compete directly with J-grade Hemlock and Douglas Fir. 

lof 3 
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March 10,1998 

Finance and Economics for 1997 
Mike MacCallum, Partner of Price Waterhouse 

A key challenge that faces the BC industry is the high cost of fibre - stumpage. The reality is that BC has a 
non-responsive stumpage system that does not respond to changing product price levels. The other major 
forestry challenge is substitution. This is what keeps the downward pressure on prices for all of BC's basic 
commodity products. The solution must be found through provincial govemment, industry, and unions. 

A few changes wished of govemment include: targeting 90 million m' AAC, reducing bureaucracy in the 
Ministry of Forests, adopting fair price indexing for stumpage, reaching the 2 year cutting permit target this 
year, and letting the free enterprise system operate as it should with no more interventions like Skeena. 

Mr. MacCallum's wish list for industry change includes: investing in innovation and new products (do what 
needs to be done to retum to profitability and do it soon), moving to world scale and economically viable plants 
by fiirthering consolidation in ownership and/or some pulp mill closures, and remembering that lack of profits 
may induce change by govemment in its stumpage, taxation and bureaucratic practices. 

For the unions: the IWA uses the term "partnership" when dealing with industry but on the pulp and paper side 
where the big policy decisions are made, it does not happen. Overall, Mr. MacCallum would wish that the BC 
union leadership would wake up to the reality that it too has to change. 

Global Trends 
Don Roberts, Managing Director at Paper & Forest Products Research: CIBC Wood Gundy Securities 
Inc. 

Mr. Roberts stressed the need to look at exchange rates to determine the impact of the Asia crisis - there is 
tremendous variation. For example, Indonesia is a big player in the international market and has had their 
currency devalued 3 fold in the last 8 months to a negative 268% currency move versus US dollar. But despite 
the recent turmoil, the Asia-Pacific is still forecast to be the most rapidly growing market in the world - mid 
to long term. In the meantime, the pulp and forest products most exposed to the Asian "flu" are (in decreasing 
order) BHK pulp and CTMP pulp, BSK pulp, uncoated free sheet paper and linerboard, newsprint, lumber, 
and coated groundwood paper. 

Key trends in the industry's structure involve larger machines/mills, greater specialization, and fewer 
companies. The competitive position for BC softwood lumber is contracting as the current cost structure is 
untenable. Nontraditional suppliers are making inroads at both the top and bottom ends of the lumber market. 
Europe's share has ahnost tripled in four year, from 6% (1994) to 17% (1997). BC's competitors have made 
significant progress in reducing their cost as now, BC is the marginal producer. 

The BC DISCOUNT: The discount does exist and is manifested in the form of a higher cost of equity. The 
higher cost of capital has resulted in: a smaller aggregate forest products industry in BC and a relative bias 
against capital intensive activities and a relative bias in favour of labor and wood intensive activities. When 
compared to eastem Canada, BC lumber and pulp producers have consistently generated lower operating 
profits. The discount will likely continue until the investment community sees action on the part of the 
provincial govemment, labor, and environmental communities. Financial analysts will continue to focus on 
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identifying patterns in the actions of the provincial government responding to labor disputes, mill closures, and 
industry consolidations. 

Presidents Panel 
Keith Purchase of Timber West, Tom Stephens of MB, George Richards of Weldwood, and Douglas 
Whitehead of Fletcher Challenge 

Question: What are the current plans to invest in BC? 

Answer: 
TimberWest: No investment unless we can own the trees! 
MacMillan Bloedel: Under-utilizing existing facilities, need to consolidate first. 
Weldwood: Not unless the BC discount goes away. 

Question: Comment on the BC Discount 

Answer: 
MacMillan Bloedel: It's a function of reputation... and BC's inability to utilize natural and human resources. 
The potential is high but performance is low. Bring back performance, get rid of the discount. 

Fletcher Challenge: Do not bank on a commodity cycle coming back. We are not demanding as industry 
leaders. We accept low target markets. 

TimberWest: The system is not allowing us to respond. It encourages us to focus on commodity production. 

Question: Your views on how the forestry organization needs to compete globally? 

Answer: 
MacMillan Bloedel: One problem is we're not utilizing our talents. We have a spoiled history of high quality 
and variation of raw material. People need to rise to the occasion to survive. There is a need to change internal 
operations as well. 

Weldwood: The challenge is to provide shareholders with a reasonable return. We need a marketing emphasis, 
a focus on how to extract the maximum value from people, and to see how we react to the cost of fibre in BC. 

Fletcher Challenge: The value is in the market place not in the trees. Do not get bogged down with local 
garbage and focus on the customer. 

TimberWest: We need a market responsive business. We need to tell the guy with the chainsaw what is 
happening in the market place. We need good information technology, well thought out decision making and 
flexibility- today. 



Trip Report 
The German Market for Canadian Building Products & Services Opportunities & 

Challenges in Vancouver, B.C. 

Decembers, 1997 

Cheryl-lee Fast 

Sponsored by 

• BC Wood Specialties, Industry Canada, BC Ministry of Forests, Employment & Investment: BC 
Trade and Investment, C M H C , COFI, International Trade Centre, National Resource Canada, U B C 
Dept. of Forestry 

Background 

The current construction market in Germany may have important opportunities for the Canadian builder. 
At the conference, a panel of speakers representing the market presented the opportunities. The guest 
speakers included Wolfgang Schefczyk (Canadian Commercial Officer in Hamburg) who spoke on the 
structure of the German housing market and marketing/selling houses in Germany, and Dieter Schultz 
(architect/engineer/owner of Canada Systembau) of Vancouver, BC who spoke on the expectations of the 
German home-buyer and the role that German architects (in co-operation with Canadian architects) 
played in building western wood homes. 

Objectives 

• To understand how and why it is possible to export building products and services to Germany. 

• To make contact with German industry members. 

Summary 

• Germany does not have a history of timber frame construction. This has changed considerably with 
the environmental and ecological movements in Europe promoting "cleaner" and more natural 
living. When once, wood was hidden in construction it is now prominently displayed and made 
reference to as a selling feature. As well, the considerable time and money saved when building 
timber frame houses (65 to 75% of the local cost) allows a potential home-buyer to consider it as a 
viable option. 

• The stone and concrete industry has a superior infrastructure with excellent contacts. Their present 
problem is the new thermal insulation regulations that have been recently adopted by German 
authorities. The regulations demand that walls must be built to factor in thermal insulation 
requirements, requiring walls to be 50-60 cm thick. Due to these restrictions, the stone/concrete 
industry is actively seeking to invent a new system that includes timber frame. As 2X6 construction 
can easily fulfil the thermal requirements in building, potential alliances/partnerships within the 
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timber frame industry will be aggressively sought by the stone/concrete industry. 

• The east and west must be considered separately in Germany. The construction sector in West 
Germany is subject to political decisions and the normal cycles of a free market.. The focus will 
remain upon East Germany for the next 10-15 years as it has a greater need for developing its 
infrastructure to become the economic gateway to former east bloc countries. 

Germany: Germany has 82 million people in 350,000 square km. Private forests make up 30% of the 
forest base. Germany can produce 12 million m' of lumber, which is enough for domestic demand. 
However, the quality grades are low to medium. Imports from Canada are presently high grade and 
value added wood products. 

Between 1990-1997 there were 400,000 building units built in Germany. (1996 showed a decline from 
1995 in construction output). German research think tanks do not see an economic upswing in the 
construction industry before 1998. Single family units (1995) in West Germany are approximately 
164,000 million units and are expected to decrease. East Germany single family units (1995) are 41,000 
and are expected to increase. 1996 had a 5% increase of single family units. In the year 2000, there will 
be 2.6 million more households than in 1990 (a 7.4% increase). Forecasts for the period of 1996-2000 
place the housing shortfall of Unified Germany at 2.5 to 3 million units. German interest rates are low 
and the market for lower-priced housing (up to D M 300,000) is good, especially in East Germany. For 
the 1996-2000 period, the average annual growth in real GDP is expected to increase by 2.8%. 

• Canada exports of combined wood products (less pulp and paper) to Germany. 

1988 $87,914,521: 1989 $69,666,995: 1990 $97,737,880: 
1991 $86,200,220: 1992 $110,215,192: 1993 $128,264,919: 1994 $184,160,039: 
1995 $190,336,230: 1996 $131,644,500: 1997 $141,649,759 

• East Germany: Unemployment has reached 10-15% and wages are 70% of West Germany. Home 
ownership is increasing to 2 7 % , whereas in the West it is approximately 4 2 % . The housing market 
is stagnating but the wooden housing market is in very good shape. There are 2 million apartments , 
built in pre-cast concrete that has serious structural problems. East Germany in particular is very 
open minded towards wooden construction and Canadian construction methods. 

• Average prices of homes in both East and West Germany are approximately $2000-$2500 Cdn/m^, 
not including the cost of a basement or land. The average house size is 120-140 m^. (Take note that 
German measurements of living space differ from Canadian calculations). It is very important to 
know that the construction industry believes it can develop a new target market of young families 
with "starter homes" (affordability being a main attraction) through partnerships with Canadian 
firms. 

• It was stated that German authorities are distrusting of Canadian building companies. An approval 
package to build must be submitted to the authorities and be prepared by an approved German 
building engineer. The building code itself is (even for German architects and engineers) almost 
unfathomable. This is why most foreign firms exporting building products into Germany have 
partnerships with German companies. 



The German Market for Canadian Building Products & Services Opportunities & Challenges In Vancouver, B.C. 
Decembers, 1997 

• On December 31, 1996 the tax benefit "Sonder-AFA" (50% tax write off of total construction cost) 
expired. As well other benefits for the construction of new homes and commercial construction will 
be gradually phased out in 1997. It is expected that in 1998, there will be a decline of 20-25% in 
new construction (except for social housing). Yet, this should increase in the years to follow as 
improvements in incomes, reformed tax concessions for property owners, and an introduction of a 
comparative rent system in East Germany are planned. But, because of tax benefits (up to 40%) for 
renovating, there should still be great investment in the renovation of older buildings. It is expected 
that of the existing 7.06 million housing units, 65% need renovation and 5% have severe damage. A 
budget of D M 60 billion has been approved by local governments for renovation and the enlargement 
of privately owned dwellings (47% are private owned). 

• Wood housing is becoming increasingly popular. Builders no longer hide wood structures in 
concrete or cement from buyers. In advertising, wood has become a good selling feature. In the 
west, 7-8% of housing starts (one and two family homes) is of wood-frame houses. In the next 5 
years it is expected to reach 15%, (although prices for brick and blockhouses are expected to drop or 
stabilize). In East Germany 24-28% of housing starts is of wood-frame. Prefabricated housing is 
supplied by 85% of domestic companies and it is primarily in the eastern states, where demand far 
outstrips domestic supply capabilities. Imports of Pre-fabricated Wooden Buildings in 1995 totalled 
D M 375 million. Of this amount Norway imported D M 34 million, Poland D M 41 million, Czech 
Republic D M 68 million, Slovakia D M 30 million and US D M 4 million (30% of Canada which was 
approximately D M 14 million). Most imports are sub-contracted by German companies and there 
are lots of joint ventures. 

Fprtnt Canac Corp. 
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OBJECTIVES 

To understand the global dynamics of the North American lumber market for 1998 

SUMMARY 

• The economic crisis in SE Asia will make overseas sales tougher in early 1998 and is 
expected to slow the US economy. 

• Competition in the Japan lumber market will stay intense due to an increase in 
Scandinavian laminated products. 

• Prices for Western SPF 2X4 std. and btr. have fallen through 1997 and are expected to 
average about US $300-$315 in 1998. OSB rallied to ari expected $120 per mfb for 1997 to 
$190mfb in 1998. 

• Housing starts in Canada are expected to be approximately 150 thousand units for 1997 
and 160 for 1998. 

• The US lumber supply for 1998 is expected to decline. 

• Canadian lumber exports to the US are forecast at 16.5 billion board feet for 1998. Non-
Canadian US lumber imports have increased due to higher prices of US pine, the US 
forecast for 1998 being 660 million board feet. (A soft Japanese market and a high US 
domestic price has shifted logs back into the US market.). 

• In 1998, the North American wood products industry will have increases in harvesting and 
stumpage costs, demand for marginal fibre, competition among fibre users (pulp vs. wood), 
and the use of hardwoods. There were also be increases in the grrowth of engineered 
wood products, solid wood product substitution (plastic wood, cement wood), uncertainty of 
environmental issues/timber certification and in the way we do business as an industry. 



• 1996 shows stumpage rates of approximately $450 million and earnings of $90 million (coast). The 
BC coastal forecast for 1997 stumpage rates is expected to be approximately $400 million with 
earnings at (a loss of) $50 million. 

• Impacts forecasted for the BC coast include 2 to 3 million cubic meters of Coast Crown harvest 
presently at risk, 130-180 lost mill weeks of Coast lumber production, job and revenue impacts 
involving direct logging and saw-milling jobs (3,400 - 5,100), direct provincial stumpage revenue of 
$74 to $111 million, other provincial revenues costing $62 - $93 million and federal revenues of $90 
-$135 million. 

• For 1997, North American lumber had 77.4% share of the structural materials market at 121,200 
thousand m3, plywood 11.4% at 17,780 thousand m3, OSB 9.3% at 14,600 thousand m3,1-Joists 
with 0.9% at 1,370 thousand m3, L V L and other SCL (Structural Composite Lumber) at 0.5% or 860 
thousand m3 and Glulam 0.5% at 790 thousand m3. Engineered wood volumes are predicted to 
double in 5 to 7 years. 

• Plywood is becoming a subset of the OSB market, not the other way around. The two products are 
evolving at their own pace and separating. Plywood mills were advised to continue diversifying 
away from sheathing markets. 

• The price outlook for 1998 shows the sheathing market to be very poor. Prices will be close to the 
average variable cost. Niche markets will be difficult to secure as too many producers go after them. 
New offshore markets and increased volume in existing markets may need to become a North 
American focus. 

• In 1987, BC held 25% of the North American market share for softwood lumber production and now 
it is 22%. East of the Rockies had 15% and now in 1997 has 23%. The US inland had 18% in 1987 
and now has 12%. The US West had 16% and the US South had 20%. Now the US West has 13% 
and the US south has 25%. 

• Canadian housing starts expected for 1997 and 1998 are 150 thousand units and 160 thousand units. 
American housing starts are expected to be 1.43 million units. Canadian softwood lumber 
consumption forecasts for 1997 and 1998 are 4.5 and 6.5 billion board feet. US softwood lumber 
consumption forecasts for 1997,1998, and 1999 are 49,48, and 47 billion board feet. US softwood 
plywood exports into Canada for 1997 are expected to be approximately 250 million sf 3/8 inch. 

NORTH AMERICAN ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
Patricia Mohr, VP Economics, Bank of Nova Scotia 

The economic crisis in SE Asia wil l make overseas sales tougher in early 1998. Yet, it is expected to 
slow the US economy, therefore dampening inflation and delaying tighter monetary policies by the 
Federal Reserve Board. 

US housing starts in October were at 1.53 million units (annualised) due to very affordable mortgage 
rates, solid growth in employment and personal disposable income and moderate increases in new home 
prices. US housing starts should remain at 1.43 million units (1.1 million single family's starts) for most 



of 1998. With a slow growth environment expected, recent strong gains in homeownership may level 
off. 

Bond yields are lower as is commodity prices due to the expected deflationary impact of the slowdown in 
SE Asia. 

OPEC has boost their 25.03 mb/d quota to 27.5 mb/d to push down oil prices resulting in a decline of 
mortgage rates from 7.6% in December 1996 to 7.2 %. 

Housing starts in Japan fell to 1.29 million units (annualised) in late 1997. Recent failures in the banking 
and securities sector will shake near-term consumer confidence. Growth is expected to be approximately 
0.7%. However, the yen/US dollar depreciation and an accommodative monetary policy may rebound 
building activity by mid 1998. Competition in the Japan lumber market will stay intense due to an 
increase in Scandinavian laminated products. 

Prices for Westem SPF 2X4 std. and btr. lumber have fallen from US$400 per mfb in 1997's first 
quarter, to US $306 in late November and are expected to average about US $300-$315 in 1998. Current 
prices are below the average break-even for BC interior producers (including depreciation). OSB prices 
rallied to an expected $120 per mfb for 1997 to $190mfb in 1998. 

Housing starts in Canada are expected to be approximately 150 thousand units for 1997 and 160 for 
1998. 

1998 OUTLOOK FOR WOOD PRODUCTS CONSUMPTION 
Butch Bernhardt. Director of Communication, WWPA, Oregon 

US lumber demand is the strongest it has been in years at 47.6 billion board feet per year. Yet, new 
housing starts declined to an average of 1.37 million units for the period 1992-1998. Consequently, 
repairs, remodelling and other industrial uses of lumber increased in market share to 63% for 1997 
compared to 56% in 1977. There are 43 million US housing units that are over 40 years old. 

Housing starts are forecasted to be 1.375 million units for 1998 a decline of 3.5%) (1.070 million single 
family, 305,000 multifamily and 340,000 manufactured). 1998 lumber consumption is expected to 
decline in all markets: housing (3.8%), repair/remodelling (5.5%), non-residential ( 2 . 3 % ) , and other 
(2.1%). Materials handling wi l l increase by 2.8%. Canadian lumber exports to the US have risen to 35% 
in 1997 from 27% in 1990. 

The US economic outlook for 1998 is expected to show slower economic growth, moderate increases of 
rates by the Federal Government, high consumer confidence, solid business investment and low 
unemployment rates. The US lumber supply for 1998 is expected to decline. For example, the US West 
domestic supply will decline by 3.6%, the US South by 5%, and other US areas by 4.3%, allowing a total 
domestic supply of 48.185 billion board feet. Lumber exports for the US in 1998 should be 1.812 billion 
board feet; a 6.8% decline attributed to the troubles in the Japan market. US log exports for 1998 will be 
approximately 2.036 billion board feet for 1998, a decline of 9.1%. 

Canadian lumber exports to the US have adjusted down to approximately 16.5 billion board feet for 
1998. Non-Canadian imports have increased due to the higher prices of US pine. Importing countries 
include New Zealand, Brazil, Mexico, and Chile. The expected non-Canadian import forecast for 1998 



will be 660 million board feet. (A soft Japanese market and a high US domestic price are shifting logs 
back into the US market.). 

IMPACT OF CHANGING TIMBER RESOURCES ON MAJOR PRODUCING AREAS 
Marc Boutin, Associate Editor, Widman Associates Inc., BC 

Canada's harvest is approximately half of the US at 183 million m3. The US and Canada harvest 35.9% 
of the world total. The production of timber is shifting from westem Canada to the east and from the US 
West to US Southeast. 

Angus Reid expects BC timber production for 2010 to decline to 55 million m3. The rest of Canada is 
estimated to be 101.5 million m3 for 2010. The US North should be stable at 98.9 million m3, the US 
South should increase to 255.1 million m3 (pulp and paper is 55% of this volume) and the US West to 
102.0 million m3. Finally, a shift to hardwood is expected (the BC coastal industry presently utilises 
30% of their sustainable yield leaving plenty of room for growth). 

Canada's outlook for 1998 will include fairly stable harvests with a possible reduction in BC as a result 
of policy/government initiatives and increases in the potential for more "soft" hardwood fibre 
(Aspen/Poplar). There will be more "wood fibre market management" and a shift of lumber production 
to the east (increase of 50%) from the west (BC decrease of 10%). 

The US North (N. England and Lake States) farmland will provide a moderate expansion of the timber 
supply by reverting to timber (mainly mixed hardwoods). There may be possible growth, although 
modest, in wood processing facilities due to the scattered nature of the forests and the northem climate. 

The US West may expect their public timber to remain unavailable and to further decrease. Production 
may intensify on private lands because of the regulatory constraints due to environmental concems 
(particularly in Oregon). 

The US South may intensify the shift to managed forests and plantation (huge land base to E. Texas and 
the Appalachians). Also, the over-cutting of softwood resource will keep upward pressure on prices for 
conifers. 

In 1998, the North American wood products industry will have increases in harvesting and stumpage 
costs, demand for marginal fibre, competition among fibre users (pulp vs. wood), and the use of 
hardwoods. There were also be increases in the growth of engineered wood products, solid wood 
product substitution (plastic wood, cement wood), uncertainty of environmental issues/ timber 

CHALLENGES FACING BC PRODUCERS 
Brian Zak, President, Coast Forest and Lumber Association, Vancouver, BC 

Structural lumber markets are no longer typical. Changes in the 1980's began with the implementation 
of a Small Business Forestry program in 1987, a new stumpage formula, a shift of responsibility to 
industry, and an interest towards environmental protectionism. The mid 1990's were characterised by 
the slow down in the pace of harvest levels due to the change in the formula for sustainability through 
the timber supply review, the Forest Practices Code and its rules on how to harvest. As well, access to 
the working forest was reduced as parklands doubled from protected areas strategies, code bio-diversity, 
riparian reserves and the SR-Visual quality zone increased. 



The Annual Allowable Cut (AAC) reductions have impacted the coastal industry in BC substantially. 
Total percentage reduction for the coast is 24% and 11% for the interior. BC logging costs have 
increased to a total of $83/m3 in 1996 and $87/m3 forecasted for 1997. The coast average cost (log to 
sawmill) for 1996 was $110/m3 and is expected to be $115/m3. Stumpage costs appear to be decreasing 
as total volumes have declined. In actuality, the actual rate has increased. 

There is an obvious concem over high stumpage rates. Industry believes it should be more responsive to 
prices. There has been an ever-widening gap between stumpage rates and earnings on logging and 
lumber for the BC coastal industry from 1992-1996. 1996 shows stumpage rates of approximately $450 
million and earnings of $90 million (coast). The 1997 stumpage rates, is expected to be approximately 
$400 million with earnings at a loss of $50 million. Also, the gap between the BC coastal and BC 
interior industry has about a $5 differential. 

For 1996 Canada exported 14.7 billion fbm to the US free of duty. A further 0.65 billion was shipped 
with US $50.00/mbf duty. Any volume greater than 15.35 bbf would then be charged an additional US 
$100/mbf 

Japan was identified as a marketplace in great structural change. Many factors contribute to the future 
demand and market share of the BC forest industry. Some factors include the recession, the consumption 
tax (April 1/97), yen devaluation, the annual allowable cut increases (resulting in increased European 
shipments) and the incredibly high fibre costs of the BC Coast. 

1997 has seen a near doubling of European exports of lumber to Japan, decreasing North American 
market share from 67% in 1996 to 57% for 1997. 

The North American market will continue to be under pressure in 1998. Quota barriers will remain, and 
European shipments will continue to jeopardise Canadian market share in Japan and the economic 
slowdown in the US housing market. 

BC is experiencing a different style of closure in mills. The closures are more temporary and regular, 
thereby affecting the employee base and contributing to its unpredictable and irregular future. The 
impact predicted for the coast include 2 to 3 million cubic meters of Coast Crown harvest believed to be 
at risk, 130-180 mill weeks of Coast Lumber Production, job and revenue impacts involving direct 
logging and saw-milling jobs (3,400 - 5,100), direct provincial stumpage revenue of $74 to $111 million, 
other provincial revenues costing $62 - $93 million and federal revenues of $90 - $135 million. The BC 
coastal industry companies will need to become very adaptive to survive. 

The issues needing correction so industry can once again be cost effective concem the regulation and 
stumpage systems. This requires agreement and co-operation with provincial government. Other 
expected changes involve how products are marketed, the importance of strengthening forest 
management/sustainability messages, the urgency of researching new evolving products in overseas 
markets, the continuance of adding value through primary and secondary producers. 

The Jobs and Timber Accord promises 39,400 direct and indirect jobs in the forest sector. This goal will 
be unattainable if Government does not assist in reducing regulatory over-burdens. 

CHANGES AND CHALLENGES IN WOOD PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION 
Duthie Welsford, President, Weico Forest Products 



Sales of Welco Lumber Corp. are approximately $40,000,000. They have associations with Interpro 
markets in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Dubai, Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, and India. 
Contracts of SPF represent 75% of sales, timbers of all species at 5%, Douglas Fir at 10% and Cedar at 
10%. Welco's main concems are service, balanced risk (price continuity and credit worthiness), and 
reputation. 

Welco reminds all producers that they may eliminate the wholesale distributor are they wish but not the 
functions they perform. 

A survey was conducted of customers to benchmark how Welco was performing to meet their needs. 
Respondents included office wholesalers, distribution yards, warehouse, reload, other, and multiple 
categories. 41.9% of respondents are increasing their inventory tum rates and 38.6% believe that 
wholesaler/distributors are increasing their influence in the market. The most important services said to 
be provided by wholesalers included: personal attention, ready source of supply, product knowledge, 
reliable quality, price, credit, just in time delivery and locating hard to find products. 43.9% as being 
from the yard and 40.1% as being shipped direct from mill to customer described shipping methods. 

Future challenges for Welco will be providing adequate supplies at the mill level, mills selling direct to 
retailers, market volatility, substitutes for wood products, the Canadian quota, environmental issues, 
government regulations, electronic communications and the role of co-ops. However, there are 
opportunities for the future. Technology to ensure efficiency, closer working partnerships to lead to 
more controlled just in time delivery, price factors stressing partnerships, supplies of "Big Boxes" 
directly from producers, and wholesale distributors with just in time services will continue to grow. 

ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS - GROWTH AND EVOLUTION 
Craig Adair, Manger of Market Research, APA, Engineered Wood Assn.. 

The focus of the talloas on laminated veneer lumber and wood I-joists as these products make up most of 
the recent engineered wood volume growth. Today 80% of I-joists have LVL flanges and 85% of web 
material is OSB. LVL is almost exclusively Douglas Fir and Southem Pine. One company in BC is 
using Ponderosa Pine. 

Engineered wood products are growing due to environmental issues and trade restrictions, fewer and 
smaller logs, higher log prices and commodity product price swings, and increasing demand. Demand 
stems from a belief that newer engineered products co <ld provide more stable pricing for commodity 
wood products and the in-place cost of engineered wood products is more reasonable when compared to 
standard products. 

Engineered wood has its own response to environmental pressures by losing less volume in construction. 
In a US Forest Service study, it was learned that an I-joist supported floor uses 46% less wood volume 
when lumber joists are spaced 16 inches on centre and I-joists are spaced 19.2 inches. The I-joist floor 
uses 36% less when both products are spaced at 16 inches. I-Joist end uses are primarily in flooring 
applications (80%), then non-residential uses (11%), floors/walls at 3% and remodelling at 7%. LVL 
end uses are I-Joists at 50%, construction: header/beams at 39% and other (scaffold plank, concrete form, 
furniture...) at 11%. The I-joist also has a new performance standard. The standard is recognised by the 
Southem building code. 

The typical new users of I-Joists/engineered wood are the builders of medium priced homes. 



The growth of US engineered wood plants is good. In 1997, Glulam plants were up to 45 in number (up 
by 50% from 30 in 1989), 19LVL (1997), and 37 I-joist plants from 16. In Canada there are 10 Glulam, 
10 I-joists and 3 L V L plants. 

There is no information on the export of I-joists to Japan. Structural L V L production/imports in Japan 
totalled 23 thousand cubic meters last year. Non-structural material totalled 225 thousand cubic meters. 
Imports fo Japan were from New Zealand, Finland and North America. Growth is expected to be slow 
for structural L V L in North America. 

Japan end uses for L V L are 49% door and window frames, 36% millwork and products like door parts, 
stair parts, cabinet core stock and scaffolding. 9% is for structural purposes, including beams, posts and 
floor sheathing used in construction. Furniture is at 6%. 

Future: 
There seems to be accelerated growth in I-Joist production as acceptance continues in the residential 
market and in the influence of the new industry performance standard. Total North American production 
is expected to grow from over 600 million linear feet this year, to over 1 billion feet in the year 2000, to 
about 1.3 billion feet in 2002. To reach 1.3 billion linear feet, I-Joists would have to be used for 
approximately 55% of the wood floor area. This seems possible, barring a recession or collapse in 
lumber prices. 

There is also expected growth in L V L production, from 46 million cubic feet this year to nearly 80 
million cubic feet in 2002. This growth will consume an additional veneer equivalent of 1.2 billion 
square feet of plywood. Today, 75% of I-Joists use L V L for flanges and 45% of L V L manufactured is 
used in I-Joists. 

The growth of these products needs to be kept into perspective with the other structural wood materials 
produced in North America. For 1997 in North America, lumber had 77.4% share of the structural 
materials market at 121,200 thousand m3, plywood 11.4% at 17,780 thousand m3, OSB 9.3% at 14,600 
thousand m3,1-Joists with 0.9% at 1,370 thousand m3, L V L and other SCL (Structural Composite 
Lumber) at 0.5% or 860 thousand m3 and Glulam 0.5% at 790 thousand m3. Yet, engineered wood 
volumes are predicted to double in 5 to 7 years. Growth will most likely slow in the more saturated end 
use markets. 

THE CANADA-US SOFTWOOD LUMBER QUOTA AGREEMENT 
Charles Widman, President, Widman Associates Inc. 

History 
Difference in timber ownership: Canadian timber is 91% owned by the provincial governments and the 
governments using various arbitrary formulas set stumpage. The US is 72% owned by private owners. 
The US produces 33-34 billion bf. annually, and needs a total of 50 billion bf. annually. Canada 
produces 26 billion bf. but only uses 7 billion bf. annually, with much of the surplus shipped to the US. 
This looks as i f it could be a good arrangement. However, US producers over the years have levelled 
subsidy charges at Canadian producers as a way to impose countervailing duty to "level the playing 
field". The last countervail was launched in 1995 and resulted in the Quota Agreement. 

Quota Administration 
The agreement allows duty-free shipment of 14.7 billion board feet from the provinces of BC, Alberta, 



Ontario and Quebec. Exporters who shipped in excess were taxed up to US$] 00 per thousand bf. The 
first years had great difficulty as problems in allocating individual mill quotas equitably became difficult 
to achieve. Some individual mill quotas ranged from a low of 40% to a high of 85%. Although some of 
these inequities were corrected this year, there are still many other existing problems. 

Negative Outcome of Agreement 
1. In 1996, Canadian producers paid a total of CDN $ 100 million in tax to the Federal Govemment for 
shipments over their tax-free quotas. 
2. Many US secondary manufacturing plants have had problems attempting to purchase low grade 
lumber since Canadian exporters save their tax-free quotas for higher value items. 
3. Producers are dumping their lumber in the Canadian market, depressing domestic prices when they run 
out of tax-free quota capacity. 
4. Investment in new mill production is curtailed as there is no room for additional quotas for these 
developments. 

The Future 
We believe the quota agreement will have to be lived with until its demise on March 31, 2001. 

FOREST INDUSTRY FINANCIAL EVALUATION 1998 
John Duncanson, President, Duncanson Investment Corp. 

There are many changes in the ownership of market share. In 1987, BC held 25% of market share for 
softwood lumber production and now it is 22%. Eastern Canada (including Alberta) had 15% and now in 
1997 has 
23%. The US inland had 18% in 1987 and now has 12%. The US West had 16% and the US South had 
20%. Now the US West has 13% and the US south has 25%. 

The largest increases in average wood costs have occurred in BC and the US South at 45% and 35% 
respectively. 
In the BC interior, wood costs have risen by almost 90% as a result of higher stumpage rates and higher 
harvesting costs (the result of the New Forest Practices Code). Wood costs in Eastem Canada are up 
33%. The US Inland region is up 12% since 1992. 

Stumpage rates in Canada have risen 240% over the past 5 years. The largest increases are in BC, where 
stumpage rates are up over 300%. A copy of a recent cost study done by K P M G for the B C Ministry of 
Forests shows a 44% increase in BC delivered wood costs due to higher stumpage rates. The remaining 
56% were the resuh of higher forest management and logging road construction costs, both the result of 
the New Forest Practices Code. 

The Quebec stumpage system consists of a fire protection charge, a forest information 
(management)charge, and a base stumpage rate. The base stumpage rate is indexed to commodity prices 
and changes when commodity prices change. Quebec also has its commodity price index on a blend of 
30% newsprint and pulp, and 70% lumber prices. 

The Ontario govemment had a new stumpage system erected in April of 1995. It was revived in 1997 
and is also commodity based but unlike Quebec's system, does not penalise pulp and paper when lumber 
prices are high. It has 5 separate charges. The minimum stumpage rate, forest renewal charge, forestry 
fiitures charge, a conversion charge, and stumpage from residual are the charges included. 



Impacts on the North American lumber market 
The shift in the lumber production base to higher wood and production costs will have an impact on 
fiiture lumber markets. Some of the impacts include: 

1. the shift to production to E. Canada and US South will result in higher levels of truckload shipments, 
resulting in increased "just in time" delivery and lower buyers inventories. 
2. E.Canada and the US South lumber producers are more tied to and influenced by the pulp and paper 
industry operating rates due to the chip contracts and supplies. 
3. high costs in the BC interior result in high cost, low value added production facilities, such as stud 
mills. 
4. E. Canada and US South producers are less effected by offshore markets. 
5. W. Canada lumber producers will invest in E. Canada sawmills, bringing to them superior sawmill 
technology. 

6. The consolidation of the industry will reduce some of the price volatility. 

Outlook 1998 for North American Lumber Markets 
The price recovery presently taking place will continue into 1998. The shutdown will help to keep prices 
firmer. 
Lower pulp and paper operating rates are expected for the first half of 1998. Inventories are very low at 
the dealer level. Stronger demand will therefore be expected in the early months of 1998. Prices should 
reach US $380 by mid year. 
CHALLENGES FOR WOOD PRODUCTS 1998 
Lynn Michaelis, Chief Economist, Weyerhaeser Co. 

The challenges facing the forest industry in 1998 will include: understanding how the structural panel 
markets will adjust, assessing the dynamics in the North American lumber industry, and tracking the 
structural changes happening in Japan. 

Understanding bow the structural panel markets adjustment will be made: 
There are several options. 
1. Lower costs will create a bigger market for thicker panels or substitutes for lumber 
2. Massive closure of southem plywood plants 
3. restructuring of OSB ownership 

Assessing the dynamics in North American lumber: 
There are several unique aspects to the current situation: 
1. Continued expansion of production in the east 
2. First down cycle where westem US is private lumber only 
3. Several discontinuities in Canadian supply 

- C V D 
-Timber cost formula in BC 

4. Range of substitute products expanding 
-Imports of appearance lumber, M D F for paint grade clears, steel for studs, engineered lumber 

(finger joint and 1-joists). 
-The lost lumber market volume is over 1 billion BF in 1998. 

What is happening in Japan 
The exchange rates plus timber supply favour Europe. Japan is clearly assessing a range of supply 



options. Their economic condition will remain difficult for 1998 (with the banking problems) and 
continue to get worse. Housing will drop due to the changes in the lending standards. 



Trip Report 
Diverging Paths Within the Forest Products Industry: 

Impacts of Economic, investment, and Inventory Cycles 

The 12th Annual RISI Conference 
San Diego, California 
October 19-21,1997 

Cheryl-lee Fast and Chris Gaston 

OBJECTIVES 

• To get an update of RISI's economic outlooics, wood product forecasts, and wood product cycle 
changes. 

• To have the opportunity to interact with RISI researchers and various industry members. 

SUMMARY 

This year's RISI Conference examined the role of cycles on the forest products business. Focus was the 
impact of economic, investment and inventory cycles in each sector of the forest products industry for 
the past and for the next several years. 

Cycles 

RISI is expecting a change in the drivers of wood product cycles, led by those driving timber. This is. 
largely due to policy influences such as higher stumpage and a reduced land base. Contributing factors 
include a move to fast growing plantations, smaller log diameters, and the popularity of engineered wood 
products. 

RISI is expecting a slow-down in industrial roundwood consumption growth. Reasons include better log 
utilization, greater use of recycled fibre, engineered wood products, non-wood substitutions, and the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. 

RISI is also suggesting that a change in supply will affect the timber cycles. Aside from the gradual 
move to plantation forestry, it was also noted that there must be a change in traditional sources of logs. 
This was re-enforced by Patricia Mohr (VP Economics, Scotia Bank), noting the need to enhance the 
predictability and sustainability of earnings. 



The RISI Outlooks 

The Economy 

1. Strong US economy for 98/99, although slightly reduced consumption. 
2. Net exports from US expected to increase sharply. 
3. Stabilizing/increasing Japanese Yen against the US dollar. 
4. $US/$CDN ranging between 0.72 and 0.74 
5. US housing starts averaged 1.45 million from 1990 to 1995; expected to average 1.73 million from 

2001 to 2010. 

Timber 

1. Prices expected to be unstable in 1998. 
a) lower US housing starts in the SR, then pick up • 

b) unstable exports of wood products to Japan 

2. Prices expected to bottom in 1999. 

Lumber 
1. North American softwood lumber profit margins are expected to decline through 1998 and much of 

1999. 
2. Canadian offshore lumber exports are expected to approach 4 bbf in 1999. 
3. US expects to continue increasing their offshore lumber exports. 

Panels 

1. OSB capacity expected to increase by 1.32 bsf in 1998 and by 0.45 bsf in 1999. 
2. Plywood capacity expected to decrease by 1.45 bsf in 1998 and by 0.94 bsf in 1999. 
3. Continued profit margin pressure with supply growth out-pacing demand growth (from 1994 to 

RISI's expectations for 1999). 
4. As a result, strong focus on industrial applications and export markets expected. 

CYCLES IN THE WORLD ECONOMY: 
WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: 
Brendan Lowney Economist: RISI 

• For the last 5 years the US, Europe, Asia and Japan have not shown great increases in real GDP 
growth. With the US holding steady at just above a 0.3% increase and Europe and Japan decreasing 
by approximately 0.5 %, it is China who seems to be the future star showing a 2% increase in real 
GDP growth since 1992. , 

• RISI's forecast for inflation and GDP growth is for, modest to strong increases in both cases. The US 
Fed funds rate and 30 year government bond yields are expected to decline 3% by the year 2000. 



• RISI forecasts no growth in Europe. 

• Real interest rates for the US in 1997 are expected to rise slightly to 3.5 % whereas, Germany's rates 
are holding at 1.2%. The US Dollar is expected to rise compared to the German Mark. 

• Japan's average real GDP growth and inflation forecast show Japan bottoming out as they attempt to 
reform their financial markets. The sharp decrease in 1997 real GDP growth and the sharp increase 
in inflation to 9% were the outcome of the raised national tax which hampered consumption. 

• Short-term interest rates in Japan are predicted to be approximately 0.5% for the next 2 years due to 
loose monetary policy demands. Real interest rates comparing the US and Japan using 3 month 
Euro-deposits show the US increasing to 3.5% in 1998 while Japan decreases to a negative change of 
1.5%. The gap between the two could narrow if the yen weakens considerably. The Japanese yen 
is expected to stabilize at 110-115 per US dollar. 

• GDP growth has been strong in a number of countries for 1992 -1996 that include China, Malaysia, 
Thailand, Indonesia, S. Korea, India, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Philippines representing 20%) of 
world growth. 

Comments from the audience: 
There is a feeling that RISI is being overly optimistic in regards to the Japanese economy. They have not 
included the amount of change that the country has to overcome. 

THE CHANGING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GLOBAL WOOD FIBRE DEMAND AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH 

Peter Barynin 

Question: Wi l l strong economic growth translate into more timber demand? 

History: 
• largely because of the Soviet bloc, there has been a drop of 350 million m' of roundwood 

consumption from 1988-1994. 
• there is a change in the cyclical trend of roundwood due to the decrease in available timberland 

and environmental pressures, increasing price and volatility. 
• localized supply shortage issues will be concerns for the future. 

• Saw log consumption is 65% of global industrial roundwood consumption. Therefore, to predict 
future consumption it is best to observe the volatility of saw log movements. 

•> The trends in roundwood consumption that drive industrial roundwood demand include moderate 
and smooth global growth of pulpwood consumption and the volatile nature of saw logs. The 
changes in industrial roundwood of 1990 have flattened due to rising saw timber prices, 
environmentally induced reductions in the public saw log harvests, and the changes of technology 
and product mixes. 



• There has been a slow down in the per capita usage rate of global solid wood products. As 
developing countries continue to witness economic growth, they are coming closer to that point 
where per capita consumption stabilizes. 

• Technical issues facing roundwood growth: Advances in lumber recovery (up 25% from 1970-1994) 
and increased usage of residual chips (up 150% from 1970-1994). Chip residual utilization rates as a 
portion of the residuals being used for pulp is at 45% and steadily climbing. 

• Another technical issue is that recovered paper utilization is steadily rising. This will effect 
industrial roundwood by curbing and moderating its growth. 

Summary: 
Growth in global consumption of industrial roundwood paper per capita is expected to decline. As well, 
economic growth is no longer an indicator of solid wood product growth as it has been in the past. The 
developing and developed countries usage rates for solid wood products are converging. There are 
steady improvements in production efficiency and decreasing reliance on virgin wood fibre in pulp 
production. This will have a significant effect on reducing the amount of industrial roundwood required 
in the market place. 

RISI expects weaker global saw log demand and anticipates unprecedented paper and board production 
growth. Moderate growth in demand for pulpwood could continue but because of the technical 
improvements growth in demand should only be moderate. Therefore industrial roundwood 
consumption is unlikely to rebound up to the previous highs we have seen before the pre-Soviet Union 
collapse. One last note: The growth in timber harvests will be in small diameter wood, which is more 
abundant. 

The growth in paper production is expected to outpace the growth in solid wood production by a wide 
margin. 1998 to 2005 growth in the production of paper and board is expected to be greater than 25 %, 
where as growth in solid wood is only expected to be 4% over the same period. The low growth 
prediction for solid wood maybe somewhat mitigated by economic growth in Asian countries. 

THE CURRENT INVESTMENT CYCLE FOR TIMBER PRODUCTION 
Keith Baiter: Vice President, RISI 

The current investment environment for timber is changing. The type of investment now required is 
significantly different than 10-20 years ago. The current cycle of timber investment shows the growth of 
demand for industrial roundwood as being quite moderate when compared to historical trends. 

The signs of increased investment activity in timber include the number of acres planted, actual timber 
land transactions, corporate restructuring and the proliferation of vehicles of investment. There is a 
significant amount of plantation occurring and an increase in the movement of timberland. Forest 
product companies are changing the way they hold their timber in order to increase returns and 
performance. (I.E. placing timberland in a completely different unit of the company.) As well, the 
availability of various options for investing in timber is increasing. Finally the use of timber funds, 
limited partnerships, and direct investment are increasing the ability to invest in timber. A l l of these 
factors are contributing to a change in the timber investment cycle. 



The US Forest Service database indicates that in 1992 there was a concentration of investment in US 
South plantations. There is a significant amount of plantation investment expected in the areas of Latin 
America and Asia over the next 10-15 years. The growth in forest product demand and fibre in these 
countries is ever increasing. Specific countries include Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, Malaysia, and 
Australia. 

The need to characterize investment cycles differently is important, as investment has been regional. 
Now it is international, targeting foreign investment. There is a higher presence of investment in timber 
from private capital rather than from government financing. Investing in plantations now involves 
investing in bare timberland (as opposed to securing the rights to existing forests). There are a lot of 
timber projects directly tied to pulp investments in Indonesia, Malaysia, and S. America. Therefore the 
success of plantation projects is crucial to the success of pulp projects in developing countries. 

What is fueling the new surge in investment and interest in timber? The reasons include; increased 
timber prices in the 1980's (partially fueled by the cost associated with environmental restrictions), the 
successful track record of timber funds, and other timber investment vehicles. The anticipated growth of 
world wood fibre demand (most in Asia), the increased liquidity of timber assets, and the expanded range 
of investment options bolstered the lure of new capital to timber. The recent lure of capital to timber will 
result in rising timber production from plantations, improved management/higher yields in new 
plantations, and the development of existing forests. 

The increase in plantation resources will focus on shorter but higher yield locations. (Plantations with 
10-15 year rotations rather than 40-50 year. As well, the increased demand of industrial roundwood will 
be focused upon smaller diameter wood.) The key producing regions of plantation growing stock for the 
year 2005 will be the in the US South, Latin America, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand and 
Oceania. 

Optimism for a supply shortfall was cautioned. The impact of production from new generation 
plantations will depend upon the success of the current plantation projects, environmental policy, the 
trends in usage rates of wood products, and investment in processing technology. Countries like 
Indonesia and Malaysia do not have long histories and may have problems, as they may not be able to 
harvest within the time frame they suggest. An increase in technology could also cloud demand and 
supply forecasts. 

Generally, future timber investments will be more market driven. It is believed that there will be shorter 
rotations and a more elastic supply (supply being more price responsive) conforming to the classical 
economic cycle. 

BUILDING SHAREHOLDER VALUE: A Challenge in Volatile Forest Products Markets 
Patricia M. Mohr: Vice-President, Economics, Scotia Bank, Toronto 

Building shareholder value is not necessarily consistent with maximizing output/market share or 
minimizing costs. It involves increasing share price, dividend payouts and issuing rights to investors etc. 



Earnings liave always been subject to sharp cyclical swings. However, earnings volatility has increased 
recently as the paper prices of 1995-1996 have been slowly recovering since the spring of 1996. The 
return on shareholders equity in Canada, declined from 19 % in 1995 to 3.2% in 1996 and 1.8 % in the 
second quarter of 1997. The industry has not earned its cost of capital in the 1990's even though they 
were well covered in 1995 and 1996. Reversing this less than desirable performance will require 
enhancing the predictability and sustainability of earnings. 

There have been some changes to industry practice in order to decease the volatility of earnings. In the 
current upswing in demand, rather than boost prices too quickly in today's low inflation environment, 
newsprint and lightweight coated paper producers are trying to lift prices more gradually to nurture 
demand and ward off excessive, destabilizing inventory swings. Inflation should stay contained as G-7 
countries in August were running at 2.1% year-over-year, with the US at 2.2%i and Canada at 1.8%). The 
slowdown in Southeast Asia will help to keep price pressures low. 

US companies are addressing the creation of shareholder value by: 

1. re-assessing global competitive strengths, re-focusing on core product lines and divesting assets 
outside the core which do not meet the target rates of return 

2. increasing the use of Economic Value Added (EVA) principles in setting management compensation 
3. a slower, more disciplined approach to capacity expansion ( cutting back on over-investment in new 

facilities) 
4. mergers, strategic alliances and joint ventures to boost competitiveness, while minimizing 

investment 
5. identifying and unlocking hidden asset values (private timberlands which usually do not adequately 

reflect share prices) 

6. creation of stand alone companies of timber business, separate from pulp and paper 

Canadian examples of bolstering shareholder value: 
1. forming strategic alliances-joint ventures where operating synergies produce considerable cost 

savings 
2. industry consolidation to reduce market fragmentation, better manage inventories and increase 

international market presence 
3. shift towards value-added and more differentiated products i 
4. renewed emphasis on innovation, new product development and to grow markets and boost value-

added for consumers (the level of R & D spending for a particular manufacturer will depend some on 
its competitive strategy-cost minimizing, performance maximizing or sales maximizing. 

IMPACTS OF TIMBER AND TRADE POLICIES ON INVENTORY AND INVESTMENT CYCLES IN WOOD 
PRODUCTS MARKETS 
Robert Berg, Vice President RISI 

There have been dynamic policy changes in North America. The increases in stumpage prices and 
changes in timber harvesting regulations in particular have impacted inventory and investment cycles 
leading to changes in investing philosophy, capacity, and production. 
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These changes have had product and geographic impact. In terms of the cost profile of various wood 
products in North America, plywood is now the highest followed by industrial lumber, M D F , lumber, 
OSB, particle board, and small diameter lumber, in that order. Geographically, western Canada has 
become the highest cost producer of saw logs. 

The US percent growth in oriented strand board capacity shows an inverse relationship to US West Coast 
stumpage prices. In 1983, stumpage prices (US) were at $I50/MBF while oriented strand board capacity 
growth was at 48%. In 1994, stumpage prices were at $600/MBF, while OSB capacity growth was at 
8%. In 1996 OSB was at 22% and increasing while stumpage prices were at $300/MBF and heading 
downward. This relationship between stumpage prices and capacity can also be found in other structural 
panels, reconstituted panels, and lumber. 

This correlation between stumpage prices and capacity is captured in profit margins. For example in 
1978, softwood lumber (BC interior) was 70% (profit margin, defined as price/variable cost). In 1985 it 
was 18%. Comparable numbers for softwood plywood (US South) were 41% and 10%; OSB, 200% arid 
40%; particleboard 58% and 28%. RISI expects further drops in profit margins for lumber and 
panel products through to 2002. 

As a result of these timber and trade policy changes, RISI's identification of product winners and losers 
(in regards to capacity change) include the following: OSB increased by 6.2 million m' from 1990 to 
1996; lumber outside the US West increased by 6.1 million m^; particle board increased by 1.9 million 
m^; plywood outside the US West increased by 1.6 million m^; MDF increased by 1.3 million m^; 
plywood in the US West decreased by 1.2 million m'; and finally, lumber in the US West decreased by 
3.6 million m'. 

Another consequence of increased stumpage prices has been the growth in competing products. There 
has been strong growth in wood 1-Beam production, from 135 M M linear feet in 1990 to 501 in 1996. 
L V L increased from 16 to 39 M M cubic feet, and North America lumber imports increased from 81 to 
411 M M board feet. 

Conclusions for the market: 
• Timber policies of the early 1990's rapidly increased investment in the wood products industry. 

• Low prices and profits will follow. 

• The cost of holding inventory will be higher than the cost of closing down. 

• The development of markets for non-traditional wood products, and possibly continued growth in 
North American imports, will be stimulated. 

Rodney Young, President RISI 

Economic cycles: RISI is hoping for less volatility in the general economy due to the rise of the service 
sector in developed countries (they are less prone to inventory cycles). As well, there is an expectation 
for conservative fiscal and monetary policies. However, the increasing importance of the developing 
world may be a problem. This is partially due to uncertain financial markets and the potential for rapidly 
changing policies. 

SUMMARY AND WRAP-UP 

Ma" 
C o r p L 



Inventory cycles: The cycles are becoming more pronounced as consumers try to anticipate price 
changes and supply availability to beat the price increases. Also, producers desire to run capital 
intensive businesses. Cost structures are not going to change and therefore, producers' inventory cycles 
could get more pronounced. Solutions to inventory cycles exist with better information and futures 
contracts. Tighter customer/supplier relationships can also help better inventory cycles. 

Mr. Young notes that as long as there are profit cycles there will be investment cycles. These profit 
cycles are in turn, driven by economic cycles, inventory cycles, and investment cycles. Investment 
cycles are also believed to be here to stay. It is noted that profits are needed to attract investment and that 
market share will remain a powerful influence. Yet it still remains difficult to shut down old capacity. 

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 
Brendan Lowney 

There is strong growth expected in the US for 1997 (real GDP growth moving from just under 3 % in 
1996 to nearly 4% in 1997). Disposable income for the first two quarters of 1997 picked up modestly, as 
did consumption. Federal tightening will cause consumption to decrease (gently) in 1998 and 1999. 
Consumer confidence is rising for the next few years. Federal government spending has deceased since 
1991. 

Net exports from the US are expected to increase dramatically in the next 2 years as the US's main 
trading partners achieve growth in their economies. The effects of this forecast by RISI should impact 
the US's trading partner's currencies. Japan's yen for example, is expected to drop from present 
values of roughly 120 Yen per US dollar to less than 110 by the year 2000. To cite a second example, 
the existing German mark/US dollar rate of 1.8 is expected to fall to less than 1.6. 

RISI expects US inflation to remain low in the short run, leading to a strong US dollar and flat 
commodity prices. In the longer run, higher inflation is expected but should be tempered by the 
globalization of trade. Specifically, the long term factors that should moderate inflation are: a federal 
policy supporting price stability, competition abroad that can lower prices and then lower inflation and 
finally, a work security that may damper inflation as laid off workers obtain other work. 

Canada is expected to have a lag in growth due to high unemployment, fiscal dragging, high labour costs 
and high spending within the government sector (45% of GDP). The real interest rate differential 
between Canada and the US has decreased over the last several years, which should have acted to 
weaken the Canadian dollar. This has not happened and is not expected to happen in the near term due to 
Canadian government intervention. RISI's expectation for the Canada/US exchange rate over the 
next 3 years stands at a trading range of 72 to 74 cents. 

TIMBER 
Keith Baiter, Vice President, RISI 

Timber values recovered in the first half of 1997 because of strong demand and high price for lumber, 
improving pulp and paper markets, and adverse weather conditions resulting in reversed log decks. It is 



forecasted that by the end of 1997 the US saw timber markets would become precarious. The reasons for 
unstable timber markets include weak domestic demand for lumber and plywood as a result of decreased 
housing starts, problematic export markets (Japan's consumption tax increase of 5% has decreased 
housing starts) and the lack of short-term supply obstacles for the future. 

The outlook for saw timber improves by the end of the decade as stronger economic conditions are 
expected through to 2005, including strong housing starts. From the supply side, public timber sales will 
continue to decline for the US West and BC. 

The current recovery in pulpwood/chips is expected to extend into early 1998. Paper and paperboard 
operating rates wil l stay high and global pulp markets will tighten (adding little new capacity from 
outside the US, therefore keeping profitability in the US). Recovered paper prices will increase 
significantly closer to the virgin fibre prices and lumber and plywood production will slip reducing chip 
supply. Pljwood continues to lose market share to OSB, which indirectly supports chip prices. 

Coastal timber values are seen as being particularly vulnerable as the Japanese market is weakening, as 
plywood continues to lose market share from OSB, and as excess export log inventories remain. 

Partially coinciding with the reduced availability of softwood logs in the US West, total softwood log 
exports decreased from over 3.3 billion board feet in 1989 with expectations for exports of less than 1.4 
billion board feet by 1999. 

RISI expects the outlook for Japanese softwood lumber consumption to decline with drops in residential 
construction. They also expect changes in the sourcing of raw materials imported by Japan, changes in 
their building methods (more factory and 2x4 homes), and changes in building materials (increased use 
of glulam, plywood, OSB and L V L ) . 

Bottom line: RISI expects western saw timber stumpage for Douglas fir to decrease from present 
averages of $450 US per thousand board feet to roughly $375 in 1999 (real 1995 dollars). 

Southem saw timber markets are nearing record highs for the first half of 1995. The strong timber 
markets are supported by a shrinking supply of mature southern pine and adverse weather conditions. 
The rising southern timber prices have eroded the region's former cost advantage and are now vulnerable 
to a downturn in demand. RISI forecasts moderate decreases in prices from the present average of just 
under $350 US per thousand board feet to just under $300 in 1999 (real 1995 dollars). 

RISI expects a modest recovery in pulpwood and chip prices for 1998. As the paper and board markets 
begin to cool in 1999, the US West mill closures and export difficulties in Japan should be offset by 
increases in roundwood chipping capabilities. Although the South is not expected to increase pulp 
capacity, the integrated mills will continue to operate at relatively high rates to keep production high. As 
well, pulp mills wil l be able to better access traceable fibre as the improvement of sourcing and 
transportation for pulpwood and major investments in satellite chipping facilities continues. 

The risks for pulpwood in the South US are El Nino and the impact of the weather. This could positively 
affect chip prices. The improved outlook for southern timber supply is due to the increases in 
management intensity and the improved plantation of silviculture. Recent state surveys corroborate that 



there will be higher yields from plantations and that the southern timber supply will be buffered by fibre 
coming outside the region from border states, the Caribbean basin and South America. 

LUMBER 
Paul Jannke, Economist, RISI 

Softwood lumber usage rates are down due to increases in stumpage rates, increasing price, the more 
efficient use of wood and substitution products such as steel studs. Southern US single family usage 
rates, for example have declined from over 7 board feet per square foot of floor space in the late 80's to a 
little over 6. Canadian housing starts are in slight decline as is lumber consumption. The Canadian share 
of lumber exports to Japan has increased, in spite of the fact that the US has increased their lumber 
exports considerably. The US is increasing their lumber imports by a percentage change of 31% in the 
first half of 1997. 

Japanese housing starts for 1998 are expected to decline to 1.29 million. A l l Canadian offshore softwood 
lumber exports are expected to be nearly 4 billion board feet in 1999. North American average softwood 
lumber variable costs are expected to remain flat up to the year 2000, while prices are expected to 
decline. RISI expects costs for BC lumber in 1998 and 1999 to decline to (real US $310/thousand board 
feet and real US $290/thousand board feet). US lumber prices are expected to follow and catch up to 
those in Canada. RISI's 1998 forecasts for hem-fir are US $320/mbf for SPF $285/mbf and for SYP 
$350/mbf 

The market responses to lumber trade quotas had strong impact on the US lumber markets. Examples 
are seen in the offshore trading of lumber and logs (still having production caps), the industry structure 
of Canada (incorporating vertical integration by manufacturing and then reshipping to the US), the intra-
Canadian trade patterns of shipping from the restricted Canadian provinces to the unrestricted provinces 
and then to the US, and the profit transfer from lumber conversion to timber. 

HOUSING AND OTHER WOOD PRODUCTS END-USE MARKETS 
Paul Jannke, Economist, RISI 

The US housing demand/production for 1990 -1995 was 1.45 million units. This is expected to increase 
to 1.73 for 2001 -2010. Average house sizes however, which have increased throughout the past 3 
decades, is expected to slow. 

Canadian housing starts are rebounding because of pent up demand. The repair and remodelling industry 
is also increasing. There is a mix of expenditures in the housing market concerning improvements vs. 
maintenance and repair. As interest rates rise, it is expected that the improvement sector wil l be hit 
harder than repairs for the future. This will be unfortunate, as there is more wood used in improvements. 
Exports of furniture to the US was also noted to increase dramatically, moving from $US 300 million in 
1991 to Slbillion in 1996 (1992 dollars). 



WILL NORTH AMERICAN PANEL MARKETS HIT BOHOM AND REBOUND BEFORE THE END OF 
THE CENTURY? 
Bernard Fuller, Vice President, RISI 

In 1996-97 there were strong (record) consumption volumes of panels but as capacity and production 
increased, operating rates decreased, as did profitability. OSB and M D F show tremendous market 
expansion, while plywood and hardboard are in declining markets with compressed profit margins. 

The North American market shows strong OSB demand growth, yet is predicted to be outpaced by 
capacity. In the US, OSB usage rates have been rising sharply but are slowing. The questions remaining 
unanswered at present concern the penetration of other markets including industrial. (RISI anticipates 
that 50% of plywood will be used in industrial applications.). 

North American OSB capacity is expected to increase by 1.32 bsf in 1998, and a further 0.45 bsf in 1999. 
In contrast, plywood capacity is expected to drop by 1.42 bsf and 0.94 bsf in 1998 and 1999, 
respectively. ' 

RISI notes a 19% increase in net capacity for structural panels between 1994 and 1999, yet only an 11% 
increase in total consumption. This will lead to a focus on export markets. RISI expects structural panel 
markets to bottom in 1998 and rebound in 1999. "Real strength" however, is not forecast until 
2000/2001. 



Trip Report 
Japan Imported Housing Workshop 

The Japanese Market for Prefabricated Housing 

October 16,1997 
University of Wasliington, Seattle, USA 

Ctieryl-lee Fast 

In Seattle: 
A National Conference Hosted by: 
Centre for International Trade in Forest Products, College of Forest Resources 
Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development 
Evergreen Partnership 
American Plywood Association -The Evergreen Wood Association 
Western Wood Products Association 

EXECUTIVE SUMMMARY: 

• The US export of secondary wood products to Japan is small totalling $238.2 million compared to 
$3,071,208,257 (1995) in primary product exports. However, the secondary market is expected to 
have incredible and rapid growth potential. 

• The US believes that they must begin to focus upon value-added products as Canada has done to 
ensure competitive advantage for the future. 

• Other Pacific Rim countries like Korea, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong etc. have large expected new 
housing starts (non-wood) for the next decade. It is believed that there could be a shift to building 
wooden housing. Comment: This would be dependent upon numerous factors such as new advances 
in termite resistant wood and the probability of consumer adoption. 

• The technical transfer of construction methodology is strongly believed to be a strategy for 
maintaining the Japanese packaged home industry markets. However, Leonard Krause cautions 
against terminating long term potential in the market for short-term gains. 

• Surveys wil l be continued as a tool to obtain vital marketing information on the Japanese housing 
industry. 

• The Japanese market is in a shake out. Japan is a buyer and a competitor for the Japanese secondary 
wood market. They own 20% of the imported packaged home market and 50% of this market is held 
by companies' who build 20 houses or less annually. The labour shortage in construction will have 
important effects on the industry. The Japanese are presently fad driven by European design. Product 
support is key, as is the importance for US exporters to differentiate themselves with their own 
personal identity. It is recommended that US exporters develop a strong customer base by spending 
time and resources to cultivate long term Japanese relationships. 



• Replacement product centres in Japan is a tactic to obtain competitive advantage in the market and 
power in the distribution chain. Although it is not possible to get a retail license to sell replacement 
product, it is possible to use "membership club" strategies to work around these barriers. Selling 
replacement product in Japan eliminates long lead times of defective products, misplaced orders, 
broken products etc. 

Objectives 

• To better understand the issues facing the US export of secondary wood products to Japan and how 
they access the Japanese home building market with technology transfer and timely, informative 
marketing data. 

• To develop contacts in the forest products industry. 

Introduction 

The one-day conference in Seattle brought together many government, corporate and academic members 
to focus upon the ever increasing competitive environment for the packaged home industry in Japan. The 
emphasis of the conference was on the US, promoting the sale of US lumber, panels, and lumber 
processed wood products, and when appropriate, building technology to the Japanese. It was considered 
vital to maintain US home building markets in Japan. Although US exports of value-added wood 
products are small ($391.1 million in 1996 compared to the primary wood market totalling $3,071 billion 
in 1995), the opportunities in this sector are considered important to gain market share for the future. 
Canadian exporters of wooden building materials were portrayed as a model to follow for innovation and 
niche marketing. 

Overview of export trends for US value-added wood products and building materials in Japan and 
future outlook 

Bruce Lippke, Director, CINTRAFOR 

• The top 10 leading markets of secondary wood products were outlined as increasing in market share 
for the Pacific Northwest since 1989. Particular emphasis was placed on such products as wooden 
prefab buildings with 71% market share of total US production, and wooden doors and windows both 
with increased percentage changes of 70% and 77% respectively. 

• Two thirds of US secondary wood products are exported to Japan totalling $238.2 million in 1996; 
one third of exports go to Canada totalling $108.8 million (1996); and the remaining exports are to 
Korea, China, Taiwan and Hong Kong totalling $43.7 million (1996). Although these markets are 
presently small when compared to Japan, the potential upside for future sales in these countries is 
important as secondary wood products for new housing starts increase. 

• The export value of US secondary wood products to Japan increased by 335% from 1989-1996. This 
increase over the last decade is thought to be due to the considerable de-regulation taking place in the 
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home building industry in Japan. US exports in Japan presently account for only 1% share of the 
entire Japanese market, leaving plenty of market growth potential. 

• In primary products, price increases on export of softwood logs from the PNW (1989-1996) have 
been able to keep revenue stable, in spite of the rapid decreases in volume/sales. However, the 
premium is now collapsing and giving way to a weak market with declining prices and lower 
volumes. 

• Interest for home building manufacturers is gaining in markets like Korea, even though the 
secondary wood product market appears small at $15 million for 1996. 

• US secondary wood product exports to Canada have increased due to the Free Trade Agreement. 
Sales focus primarily on the wood molding and furniture exports. 

Summary: 
There is some concern of Canadian competition in the Japanese market. Since Japan still appears to be in 
economic recession, the market is tight with new entrants attempting to capture market share. This 
situation has caused a shift to pursue other markets in the Pacific Rim, where demand is expected to 
increase as these countries' economic situations become more successful. 

Characterizing Market Share Issues in Canada 
Rose Braden, Research Analyst for CINTRAFOR 

• Canada's rise in stumpage costs and other restrictive governmental regulations have created a 
successful shift to the export of value-added wood products. Canadian softwood log exports to Japan 
have declined by 87% (1992-1996) to $11.2 million. Canadian softwood lumber exports to Japan in 
1992-1996,were $1.7 billion, an 85% increase. Canadian plywood exports to Japan show substantial 
increases up 713% to $117.2 million, capturing market share from the US. Softwood veneer is up by 
6450% to $9.2 million and OSB/Waferboard is up to $22.3million up 348%. 

• Canada's prefabricated wooden building exports to Japan (92-96) gained 40% market share, 
narrowing margins with the US. (Caution: Be extremely careful when interpreting these 
statistics and any accompanying graphs entitled: Canadian & US Prefabricated Wooden 
Building Exports to Japan (1992-1996), as they are incompatible with the Japanese Ministry of 
Finance statistics. The statistics published in the January 1997, Trends in Housing and 
Building Products in Japan by the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo are accurate. Doug Bingeman 
of the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade in Ottawa states, "Canada's 
share of the Japanese market for imported packaged homes jumped to 45% in 1996, compared 
to 32% in 1995. By comparison, the share of US housing was 28%... FYI - Canada exported 
$181 million in imported packaged houses in 1996.1997 figures are not yet finalized, but the 
market has indeed softened, and the number of foreign competitors (Scandinavian countries, 
US etc.) has risen.") 

• Denmark and Sweden aggressively export wooden window and frames to Japan. Taiwan has 33% of 
the wooden door export market to Japan. 



Market Opportunities for Value-Added Wood Products in Asia 
Craig Larsen, Western Wood Products Association 

• Areas of opportunity are arising in otiier Asian countries including, Korea, China (Hong Kong), 
Taiwan and the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysia. India was mentioned as the newest market of 
interest. 

Why the Pacific Rim? 

The Pacific Rim markets are in close proximity and have direct trade shipping routes. The US also has 
many Asian Americans that can act as direct contacts for exporting goods to the Pacific Rim. The key to 
the markets, are that they are in economic growth. Economic output is expected to grow from $10 trillion 
to $13 trillion by the year 2000. By 2020 the US, Japan, China, Indonesia, and India are expected to be, 
the world's top 5 economies. Asia will lead the world in growth. By the year 2025 it is predicted that 
Asian Consumers will have European levels of purchasing power. 

Korea has a new government housing goal of 250,000 housing units/year (non-wood) in suburban and 
rural areas. With their native forests able to supply only 5% of demand, wood imports for the last 5 years 
have increased to 70%. The US has exported $90 million in secondary wood products for 1996 with the 
acceptance of US grown pine products in interior finishing. Wood frame house owners are high end and 
interested in buying the lifestyle attributed to western living. 

China shows new construction of $15 billion in 1996 and 10 million units over the next 5 years. Wood 
products are used primarily in the interiors. Their domestic forests do not have softwood of high quality 
and their hardwoods are used mostly for pulp. 

The Philippine imports of forest products grew to 90% in 1996 and tariffs are being reduced for 
softwoods. The government housing program will promote 1.2 million housing units (non-wood) in the 
next 5 years. 

Indonesia is importing US softwood to be used for furniture parts, door frames and window frames. They 
are a major hardwood producer but have lowered softwood tariffs. 

Status of Washington CTED - Technical Transfer Program 
Mark Calhoon, Community, Trade and Economic Development 

• The opportunities in post and beam housing in Japan are expected to consist mainly of blended 
hybrid type home structures (an integration of the westem construction method with the Japanese 
construction method). 

• An objective in Japan is to decrease the cost of housing. 

Comment: Often it is assumed that the cost hikes for imported housing in Japan are due to improper 
installation, inefficient building techniques, and incorrect building methods. Yet, there are some 
Japanese builders/wholesalers that are in the market to make quick money. They may be less concerned 
with the safety and quality of western housing, as they may plan to build hybrid structures to develop a 
different market for housing in the future. Other types of costs (not directly associated with the actual 
building of the home) that are incurred by the Japanese, are insurance, warranty, and regulation. Another 
_ _ ^ . ^ 4 of 12 



point of interest is that, it is not the home owner who complains of costs, it is the govemment and 
Japanese builders/manufacturers. C M H C did a monthly comparison of the operation costs of housing in 
the early 90's and concluded that the Japanese consumer paid less than the Canadian did on average. As 
Japanese employers will loan the balance necessary to buy a million/billion dollar home to their 
employees at prime +1%, costs for the Japanese may not be as critical as previously thought. At least the 
points of comparison may be irrelevant. (Source: Trends in Housing and Building Products in Japan: 
Embassy of Canada Tokyo. Jan. 97 p.7; Source: Outline of Japanese Housing Market and Expectations 
Toward Imported Housing: IHIO. May 96p.16-25; Source: Japan's Changing Needs for Canadian House 
Products: John Powles: COFI May 12/95 p.24.; Source: Yano Report p.32, p.54). 

• A 12-month westem home building methodology program was started in Kobe and Tokyo by US 
companies. It focused on cost effectiveness and design for home building. A survey was given to the 
Japanese students to determine the weaknesses and strengths in the program, in order to measure the 
level of understanding in western building techniques. 

• Areas for improvement include moisture control, ventilation, sequence issues in building, and lack of 
effective sales/marketing for westem housing and framing differences. Future programs wil l be more 
specific with their instruction and will involve more intensive research of Japanese builders to 
determine the areas they are willing to change and improve upon in their building practices and those 
areas which they are not. 

• An effort to conduct consumer research was voiced, as was, the desire to understand the Japanese 
distribution system to determine areas for future cost cutting. 

Note: For information on the Japanese distribution system for the imported packaged home industry refer 
to: Jahraus, M.T.;Cohen D.H. 1997. An examination of Japanese distribution systems for imported wood 
products. Working Paper WP - 97.01. Canadian Forest Service, Pacific Forestry Centre, Victoria BC. 

Japanese Contractors Perceptions of Imported 2X4 Housing 
Joe Roos, graduate student, CINTRAFOR 
North American 2X4 Housing Survey 1/19/96-2/23/96 

A survey was conducted in Japan on imported 2X4 housing perceptions 

• Note the importance of marketing: price, product, promotion, and place (distribution). 

• Japan housing market overview: 
approximately 80% of the Japanese market consists of post and beam style housing, 15% 
Japanese 2X4 and 5% North American 2X4 style. 

79pp. 



• The reasoning for building western style housing: 
1. "good qualities not previously seen in Japanese housing" 
2. it is an area of future growth 
3. we can provide low cost housing through the strong yen (today not valid) 
4. response to customer 
5. popularity (fad) 
6. response to the actions of foreign companies (entering the market and building 

western housing) 

• Japanese companies are not pursuing western housing: 
1. still looking into it, hesitation 
2. satisfied with current products 
3. have looked into it and decided against it 
4. not sure how to pursue 

Note: The two above lists provide no detail by authors. 

Summary: 
Companies wishing to export to Japan need to see convenience and product support as your competitive 
advantage in supplying them. Most responses of the survey (67.9%) stated they were not using the 
packaged home import method. They are importing housing parts and purchasing framing lumber and 
plywood from domestic distribution channels, or they are importing framing materials together in large 
quantities and importing housing parts separately for each house. The problems associated with 
importing packaged homes involve: importing damaged goods, importing incorrect products, 
experiencing shortages and long lead times, importing a different size or quantity of product than is 
needed, and long lead times for the replacement of damaged/incorrect product. Issues for the Japanese 
importer include: the installation manuals are only in English, the packaging of products is poor, and the 
timing of when products are damaged and who is then responsible for them. Distribution is another issue. 
Parts cannot be purchased easily in Japan and therefore, the long lead times associated with these 
products replacement involve problems such as liability for example. Another issue in the industry is, 
that better is not always, more convenient. I.e.: Beta V C R versus VHS V C R . Beta was a superior product 
but could not keep the market. 

Comment: The loss of market share was occasionally discussed as being short term. There are 
indications that the competitiveness in the Japanese market may not be due to a downward trend in a 
business cycle but rather due to a decline of the market. (Source: Yano Report: Canadian Embassy 
Tokyo p.30-31 Advertising for Excellence: Bowers Dovel p. 184; Source: The Japan Fax: Volume 3 issue 
2. February 1997 p.3). 

In marketing terms, a declining market must be rejuvenated with new product (i.e.: value-added wood 
products) or re-created with a new service/use *. A declining market has: increased competition, price 
wars, smaller profit margins, and many companies exiting the market place. Companies that have had 
success in the past need to entrench so they may guard their market share and ward off competition to 
eventually create growth and profits once the " shake out" in the industry is over. Those companies left 
standing should be able to seize their markets and maintain some stability in profits for the future. 

*For example: baking soda in the 50's was used for baking. When women went to work and did not have 
time to bake from scratch, the market for baking soda virtually disappeared. The baking soda companies 



re-invented uses for baking soda, creating a new product cycle. We now use this baking soda in our 
toothpaste, fridge, cleaning products etc. 

Japanese Market for Prefabricated Housing 
Leonard Krause 
Krause and Associates 

Krause and Associates do market research for the WWPA, A P A , and private/foreign associations. 

• Basic market information concerning the Japanese housing market: 

1. Japan is the competition in the western home building market 
2. the Japanese own 20% of the imported packaged home market 
3. 50% of the market is held by companies who build 20 houses or less a year 
4. in 1995 the consumer paid approximately $54.8/tsubo (3m by 3m) 
5. the Japanese are "fad" driven 

i.e.) European "style" in western homes is hot right now. This idea is expected to 
trickle into Japanese buying of European secondary wood products. 

6. Japanese companies are using their own construction methods and building western 
"looking" housing. 

7. companies in Japan differentiate themselves extensively i.e. : healthy home 
8. the myth is that price determines what sell. It is the product support 
9. pay attention to the consequence of technology transfer: i.e. eliminating your own 

market 
10. the future is in consolidation; success is in attaching an identity to your product when 

selling to a Japanese company. 
11. the western home building market in Japan is in a shake out 
12. the trends involve a labour shortage in construction, small companies disappearance and 

sub-contractors becoming beholden to the big companies in Japan. 
13. recommendation: developing a strong customer base and spending time and resources to 

cultivate these relationships. 
Comment: There was confusion for attendees at the conference concerning point 12. Who should western 
exporters be aligning themselves with in Japan? Should it be the builder? The manufacturer? No answers 
were given and research on this subject was suggested. However, 1 think of the regionalism in Japan and 
about consumers (the home owner) and their different preferences for the end product they buy. It may 
make sense, that local and regional small builders may be necessary for the large Japanese building 
companies so they may understand their customer's needs thoroughly. The power in the distribution 
chain may shift a little towards the small contractor as they are the ones who have direct contact with 
consumers and therefore understand all of their particular needs. In Japan, it is common knowledge that 
regional differences can be immense and greatly affect buying trends. An example of this is found in 
their many different dialects in language. Those who can cater to this regionalism do have advantage in 
the distribution chain. (Source: Outline of Japanese Housing Markets and Expectations Toward Imported 
Housing: IHIO March 96.p.9). 

Intek 
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Roundtable Discussion 
Changing Distribution Channels for Value-Added Wood Products. 
Moderator: Mark Calhoon 
Discussants: Ted Tanase, Randy Barnett, Ivan Eastin 

Basic tips discussed by Randy Barnett: 

• attending Japanese trade shows is not effective in the long term as these forums only benefit the very 
new players in the market. 

• exporters must work at developing connections within the traditional Japanese distribution system to 
determine who the players are. This may take years but will open access to the distribution chain and 
those who have power in it. 

• Exporters need to make more of an effort in understanding Japanese customs 

Basic tips discussed by Ted Tanase: 

• Distributing service along with the product is important 

• Products are divided into categories depending on the market being served. Exporters need to pay 
attention to who they are serving, to determine their true price points and the most important in their 
product characteristics. 

• Builders like to obtain: 
1. your designs 
2. information on the products they will require and their costs for.their own Japanese 

designs 
3. materials with the correct paper work for customs as well as manuals for installation 
4. after sales support i.e.: technology transfer 
5. a visual of your product before they buy i.e. samples 
6. a centre in Japan to buy replacement products 

• Other issues: replacement product centres in Japan: 
1. home builders usually take the currency risk (idea: centres for replacement product could 

buy futures and sell their products in Y E N , eliminating currency risk). 
2. replacement centres in Japan could sell on credit (60-90day) 
3. note: replacement/product centres in Japan can not get retail licenses but can use 

"membership club" strategies to work around this in order to sell replacement products 
in Japan. 

John Acherman: 

• Technological transfer is key to maintaining our export markets in Japan 

• Western construction crews need to be teaching/assisting the Japanese construction workers on site 



• Focus upon niche marketing rather that mass marketing 
i.e. senior and environmental emphasis when building 

Comment: Assisting the Japanese construction crews or design teams was mentioned as a way to remind 
the Japanese of the materials and installation that is regularly needed to get the job done. As Japanese 
architects build differently, the assistance may be important in design, as key beams and posts for 
structural durability are sometimes left out. As well, examples of placing westem construction assistants 
on Japanese building sites to help with technology transfer may not always be appreciated as an 
appropriate way of "helping." Intrusive behaviour is not usually welcomed by the Japanese. Therefore 
creative and dutiful methods of assistance may be more important than simply teaching what you know 
to smooth building relationships in Japan. Repeat business must be remembered as key to all strategies 
for assistance. (Source: Trends in Housing and Building Products in Japan: Embassy of Canada: Tokyo 
Jan93 p.10-11). 

2X4 Tech Transfer Roundtable Discussion 
Tom Ossinger, Steve Shook 

Basic tips discussed by Tom Ossinger 
US Construction Link, K . K . : 
"The Need for Multi-Level 2X4 Tech Transfer in Japan" 

• Wide based and aggressive technology transfer programs are believed to be necessary to achieve cost 
and quality effectiveness. 

• It is the installation methods of many products that cause confusion for the Japanese. This seems to 
go back to the design. Therefore, there is a need for Japanese supervisory and project management 
teams to have an understanding for the correct installation/building methods in order to fix long term 
misunderstandings. 

• Consumers are beginning to hear of the deficiencies in imported housing. This is having a direct 
impact on sales. 

• Good models for technology transfer have included: 
1. demonstration projects (SuperHouse) 
2. implementation plans on company projects 
3. company schools in Japan 
4. training programs 
5. government sponsored seminars and classes 
6. workshops by suppliers and manufacturers 

Basic tips discussed by Steve Shook: 
objective: to assess state of imported housing and technology transfer 

• The Japanese lack technological understanding of building western housing 

• The Japanese lack specialization in labour 



• They build costly foundations and use excessive lumber when building 

• There are problems in the lack of moisture control 

• Builders are cutting corners to cut costs and the consumer loses 

Preliminary Results of the Technology Transfer/Construction Cost Project on North American 
2X4 Construction in Japan 
Discussed by Dr. Ivan L. Eastin 
(a report from CINTRAFOR will be available in November of 97) 

Research methodology: 
Obtained detailed construction cost data for a residential construction project in 
Kitakyushu, Japan. 

Research objectives: 
To identify 2X4 construction practices in Japan that are different from the west 
To assess 2X4 construction cost data for projects in Japan 
To develop information to support future technical education programs in Japan 

Preliminary results: 

• Construction costs for westem style 2X4 homes are 2-2.5 times higher in Japan 
construction costs are highest in Japan framing, finish carpentry, exterior doors and 
windows, interior doors and exterior siding 

• Two areas of construction technology that differ between cultures are in: 

project management and construction techniques 

project planning and management should emphasize construction management systems, 
labour specialization, construction inspection systems, and architectural design concepts 

construction techniques should emphasize foundations, wall and floor framing, interior 
carpentry, exterior carpentry and insulation. 

Comment: 1 must re-iterate the point concerning regionalism and the buying trends affected by it in 
Japan. It is of my opinion that the survey done in Kitakyushu City may only apply to that region. The 
Kitakyushu City results on " technology transfer/construction costs," to give North American companies 
direction and understanding when transferring technology, are very good. But, perhaps very good for 
the region studied and not for all of Japan. (Source: A Study of the Japanese Market for Manufactured 
Building Products: Canadian Embassy Tokyo Jul 93 p. 16-20). 

THE CHANGING JAPANESE HOUSING MARKET: AN ASSESSMENT OF US 
DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES FOR PREFABRICATED HOUSING AND WOODEN 
BUILDING MATERIALS IN JAPAN 
Dr. Ivan L. Eastin, CINTRAFOR 
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The survey was to study and answer the following questions: 

• What tariff and non-tariff barriers are perceived to restrict access to the Japanese market? 

• What are the primary channels of distribution for imported prefabricated homes and what factors 
affect the distribution of prefabricated houses in Japan? 

• What types of strategies are used to promote prefabricated housing and wooden building materials in 
Japan? 

• How important are product attributes perceived to be? 

• What types of technology transfer strategies are currently being used by US manufacturers to ensure 
the quality and cost effectiveness of US construction methods? 

• What strategies are perceived to be most effective in ensuring a more effective transfer of US 
construction technology? 

Survey results: 

• US firms in the Washington and Oregon areas were surveyed, and 46 responded. 

• 48% of US prefabricated, consolidated and trading companies have been exporting to Japan for less 
than 5 years. 

• US trading companies derive 95% of their sales revenue from exporting to Japan. US prefabricated 
companies derive 49% and US consolidators derive 46%. 

• 48% of US exporting companies sell straight to the Japanese home builder. 20% sell to Japanese 
wholesalers and 20% to Japanese trading companies. 

• US companies believe that personal relationships, after sales service, rapid delivery, technical 
assistance, translation of product information, increases in product quality, translating technical 
information, customizing product, low prices and product warranty are the most important marketing 
factors to influence and succeed in the Japanese market. 

Note: No other details were given by authors. Perhaps it is in the paper to be published. 

Comment: 1 do not believe that US export companies' business practices, are necessarily able to give 
accurate marketing and distribution information on the expectations of the Japanese. It is of my opinion 
that the questions proposed by this study need to be asked to the Japanese. 

Trip Report Summary: 

• The US export of secondary wood products to Japan is small totalling $238.2 million when 
compared to $3,071 billion (1995) in primary product exports. However, the secondary market is 
expected to have incredible and rapid growth potential. 



• The US believes that they must begin to focus upon value-added products as Canada has done to 
ensure competitive advantage for the future. 

• Other Pacific Rim countries like Korea, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong etc. have large expected new 
housing starts (non-wood) for the next decade. It is believed that there could be a shift to building 
wooden housing. Comment: This would be dependent upon numerous factors such as new advances 
in termite resistant wood and the probability of consumer adoption. 

• The technical transfer of construction methodology is strongly believed to be a strategy for 
maintaining the Japanese packaged home industry markets. However, Leonard Krause cautions 
against terminating long term potential in the market for short term gains. 

• Surveys will be continued as a tool to obtain vital marketing information on the Japanese housing 
industry. 

• The Japanese market is in a shake out. Japan is our buyer and our competitor for the Japanese 
secondary wood market. They own 20% of the imported packaged home market and 50% of this 
market is held by companies' who build 20 houses or less annually. The labour shortage in 
construction will have important effects on the industry. The Japanese are presently fad driven by 
European design. Product support is key as is, the importance for US exporters to differentiate 
themselves with their own personal identity. It is recommended that US exporters develop a strong 
customer base by spending time and resources to cultivate long term Japanese relationships. 

• Replacement product centres in Japan are a tactic to obtain competitive advantage in the market and 
power in the distribution chain. Although it is not possible to get a retail license to sell replacement 
product, it is possible to use "membership club" strategies to work around these barriers. Selling 
replacement product in Japan eliminates long lead times of defective products, misplaced orders, 
broken products etc. 

Comment: 
I believe my objectives were met. I understand that research supporting strategic decision making on 
consumer preferences, building alliances/partnerships in Japan, the Japanese distribution chain and the 
consequences of technology transfer have yet to be researched by government/academic institutions in 
the US as it has been in Canada. However, it is highly likely that corporate research think tanks in the US 
have long made these issues a priority. 



Trip Report 
lUFRO Working Unit 5.10.000 

International Conference on Forest Products Marketing 

June 18-21,1997 
Tofino, BC 

Chris Gaston: 

Objectives 

4" To get acquainted with the members of this international group of market researchers. 

I?" To determine the nature of market,research being done by the members of this group, and explore 
opportunities for data and research collaboration. 

Summary 

The l U F R O (The International Union of Forestry Research Organizations) Forest Products Marketing 
Division is made up of a number of academics, government and private researchers from around the world. 
Their workshops have become very well known, and the membership of this working group has increased 
considerably over the past few years (Forintek was officially added this year). The Tofino workshop was 
organized by Dr. David Cohen, with the objectives of having an industry day on value-added marketing, as 
well presentations by individual research institutions on their programs of work. As part of this program, 
I presented an overview of Forintek, with an emphasis on our unique framework, abilities, and focus on our 
member's customer and product attributes. 

One of the interesting take-home messages of this workshop was the overwhelming consensus that there 
needs to be more research collaboration on an international level. This was particularly apparent in 
discussions of duplicate efforts being made in market data collection. To this end, Jost Siegfried (NZ 
Ministry of Forests) and Miikka Pessonen (University of Helsinki) have created "The Information 
Partnership: Sharing Forestry-Based Marketing Information". While the exact makeup of this information 
base has yet to be determined, it should prove to be a valuable source of international market research data 
beyond that which presently exists. At this point, they are in the process of soliciting volunteers to provide 
"standard" market data from around the globe, lhave expressed interest in this effort on behalf of Forintek, 
and will be kept informed on the progress and nature of the final product. At this point, the cost:benefit of 
our involvement can be ascertained and a decision made whether to proceed. 

This involvement with development of a data networking program, along with the opportunity to network 
with some of the world's premiere market researchers, clearly led to the meeting of the objectives of 
attending this workshop. 



The Industry Day 

The purpose of the Industry Day was to give members of the international market research community the 
opportunity to present their current work to representatives from BC's primary and secondary wood products 
industry, as well as giving industry the opportunity to express their needs for such research. By bring 
together the providers and users of market research, it was hoped that: 

* linkages will be identified; 
* existing and ongoing market research would be disseminated; 
* partnerships will be initiated to promote collaborative new market research projects. 

Following an opening address by Leo Lintu, Senior Forestry Officer for the F A O / U N , the day was broken 
into three sections, with individual focus on Europe, Asia, and North America. Each section covered current 
research topics and the B C industry viewpoints on market research needs. 

The research community presentations were predominantly from academic institutions, each offering relevant 
market research projects for one of the three geographic regions. Included in this session was a talk by David 
Cohen on the proposed research he and I are doing on Japan. 

Industry viewpoints on market research needs were offered from the Cariboo-Chilcotin Wood Products 
Association, R.E. Taylor and Associates, Canply (by Mike Robson), and the Vancouver Island Association 
of Wood Processors. Common among their comments was the need for market research on specific topics 
such as product innovation possibilities, substitution threats, the Quebec softwood lumber supply situation, 
etc. It was also noted that the secondary industry in Canada is dominated by small to medium sized firms 
that do not have market research capabilities, yet such research is more critical as one moves down the value-
chain. Other expressed research needs included pricing, entry strategies, inventory requirements ("just-in-
time-delivery"), after-sale service, dealing with increased financial risk, promotion strategies, the changing 
regulatory and competitive environment, and trends in consumer preferences. 

[Note: it is interesting to see how closely these desires are being addressed by our Japan wood product 
attribute demand/competition study.] 

Selected Papers 

The second day of the conference was devoted to the presentations of selected papers by individual members 
of the Working Group. These are listed here; if anyone is interested in the abstract of the paper, they should 
contact me at the Western Laboratory. I have some of the actual papers in my possession, and could get 
those that I do not with some notice. 

Heikki, Juslin, University of Helsinki, Finland; Green Marketing Studies in Finland. 

Kalafatis, Stavros, University of Kingston, U K ; Positioning Strategies for the UK Timber Sector. 



Hammett, A . L . , Virginia Tech; A Preliminary Analysis of China's Wood Products Market: Opportunities 
for Value Addition. 

Siegfried, Jost, New Zealand Ministry of Forestry;.Sharing Softwood Market Information Internationally: 
A Database Demonstration. 

Weinfurter, Stefan, Oregon State University; Softwood Lumber Quality Requirements: Examining the 
Supplier/Buyer Perception Gap. 

Berghall, Sami, University of Helsinki, Finland; Marketing of Finish Forest Industry Investment Goods to 
Asia. 

Vlosky, Richard, Louisiana State University; Relationship Marketing and the Internet: An Exploratory 
Analysis of the US Forest Products Industry. 

Smith, Paul, Pennsylvania State University; Return on Tradeshow Investment. 

Kama, Jari, University of Helsinki, Finland; Attitudes Toward Timber Certification: Framework for 
Forestry-Wood Chain Analysis. 

Bigsby, Hugh, Lincoln University, N Z ; New Zealand Consumers and the Environmental Certification of 
Forest Products. 

West, Cynthia, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Demonstration of Value-Added Opportunities with Character 
Grade Products. 

Institution Summaries 

The fmal day was devoted to presentations on selected research institutions, both in terms of major research 
interests and current topics being investigated. Once again, if anyone would like to have further information 
on any of the market research endeavours of these institutions, please do not hesitate in contacting me. 

The summary of the Forintek presentation is attached. 



Forintek 
Canada 
Corp. 

Chris Gaston, Ph.D. 
Forest Products Market Economist 

gaston@van.forintek.ca 
(604) 222-5722 

Who is Forintek? 

Established in 1979 as a private, non-profit, national organization, Forintek Canada Corp. is the 
largest wood products research and development institute in North America. With a staff of 
nearly 200 people, Forintek runs state-of-the-art laboratories in Vancouver, British Columbia and 
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, as well as the fire research group in Ottawa, Ontario and a regional office in 
Edmonton, Alberta (alliance with the Alberta Research Council). 

Forintek is a partnership, based on the concept of shared risks, shared costs and shared beiiefits. 
Its membership consists of 150 wood product firms, 6 provincial governments (Alberta, British 
Columbia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec), and the federal government 
(Natural Resources Canada). 

How is the Research Direction Established? 

Forintek's research program, the cornerstone of the partnership, is the product of a comprehensive 
planning and review system. It is a dynamic process with industry and government representatives 
working with Forintek management to set research goals and assess our effectiveness in meeting 
identified needs. It involves a Board of Directors, a National Research Program Committee and 5 
National Technical Advisory Committees responsible for setting strategic direction and priorities 
(what and why), project selection (when), monitoring progress, and assisting with demonstrations. 
For every individual research project presented to the Technical Advisory Committees, project 
liaisons are set up to insure a direct link between the research providers and end-users (the 
industry). This insures that the research remains relevant, and receives appropriate industry input. 
The strategic goal of Forintek's research is to "focus on our member's customers", guiding 
research to optimize the use ofwood by identifying and helping to deliver key attributes in 
wood products and systems to meet market demands. Forintek's aim is to help the Canadian 
solid wood products industry take advantage of the marketplace opportunities that technological 
innovation creates. 

What are Forintek's Areas of Expertise? 

There are five research program areas. These are listed in the following table, including the wood 
industry's statement of need, Forintek's goal in meeting this need, and example projects. 
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Trip Report 

Widman's 3'" Annual Pacific Rim 
Wood Products Marketing Conference 

April 27-29,1997 
Vancouver, BC 

Ctiris Gaston 

Objectives 

4- To get an update on the dynamic changes occurring in Pacific Rim wood product supply and 
demand. 

* To increase Forintek's exposure (we had a booth at the conference, emphasizing the "who we are", 
and "what we do", including our focus on market demands). ' 

Summary 

This conference continues to grow in reputation, attracting delegates from all over the world. Charles 
Widman does a fantastic job pulling together speakers from the major wood supply and demand countries 
around the Pacific Rim. As was the case in last year's conference, however, too much is crammed into a 
small time, with presentations that often lacked substance. This makes the real value of this conference in 
the networking with speakers and delegates; the Forintek display was a tremendous asset in this regard. I 
made numerous contacts with producers in emerging supply countries in Latin America, and buyers in 
emerging demand countries in SE Asia, as well catching up with old colleagues. 

Speakers represented most of the major players in our market, each given 15 to 20 minutes to summarize 
their views. Brief highlights of these presentations are offered here; those interested in further information 
or overheads used should either contact me or contact the Western Lab library for the conference 
proceedings. 

World Forest Investments 

Jack Lutz (Forest Economist, Hancock Timber Resource Group). Fund investment in timberland is 
significant, with Hancock alone having assets of US$3.5 billion invested in 925,000 hectares (about a third 
of which is in BC!). The next 5 largest investment groups represent another US$2 billion. "Timberland has 
been a better investment over recent history than stock in the forest products companies". Like insurance 
companies, these investment funds tend to be very conservative, investing primarily in the North America. 
They buy the property and manage the forests themselves through a management division. This means that 
the revenue from the timber is considered in addition to the investment potential of the land. The interesting 
part of this presentation is what Hancock's criteria is in evaluating offshore investments in timberland: 



country infrastructure, timber and timberland markets (free market, ownership constraints), natural resource 
policies, stability of economic policies, stability of government itself, etc. Given that conservative nature 
of the fund, there is virtually no offshore investment (other than N Z and Chile)! Makes one wonder how 
areas such as Russia will attract much needed capital. 

Jack ended with a sales pitch to the BC industry on the advantages selling their private lands to a fund, 
including their willingness to provide long term fibre supply agreements in "partnership". We have already 
seen a couple of examples of companies obtaining capital in this manner, and will probably see more. Maybe 
the time will come when this option is considered on a portion of otir public lands as well. 

Japan 
David Cohen (UBC) and Edward Matsuyama (COFI). David gave an interesting overview of wood use 
trends in Japan, focusing less on facts and figures, and more on long-term economic, demographic and 
cultural evolutions. The message was largely positive, talking about a country that appreciates wood and a 
move toward higher quality, larger homes and less multi-generational living (all leading to greater wood use). 
The downside is that present starts at 1.5 million plus is not sustainable, David forecasting starts to move to 
closer to 1 million by some unnamed date in the future. But this should be tempered by a greater volume of 
wood per start, especially in the form of factory built components and growing use of engineered products. 
The summary message is that although change in Japan is evolutionary (as opposed to revolutionary), change 
is fast from a Japanese perspective, creating both opportunities for wood suppliers, and threats. 

Edward focused his talk on changes occurring in the Japanese housing market from the facts and figures side, 
offering updates on starts by location and housing type (inc. prefab), trends in imported housing (which he 
estimates at 11,500 for 1996, twice that of 1995!), wood utilization by construction type (total construction 
wood use for 1996 was 15.7 million m^), and an estimate of future starts (more optimistic than David's, at 
1.3 million by 2010). Some recap statistics for Canada exports to Japan in 1996: lumber exports up 2% to 
5.9 million m'; hemlock down 10.5% at 2.44 million m^ Doug-Fir up 31% at 1.22 million m^ S.F. up 15% 
at 1.83 million m^; Glue Lam up 46% at 28 thousand m' (Primarily from the US and Sweden); and plywood 
up 43% at 360 thousand m^ (forecast for 1997 is 450 thousand m'). Log imports are down 2% from the US, 
unchanged from Russia, up 14% from NZ, down 14% from Malaysia, up 11% from PNG, up 26% from 
Africa, and down 60% from Scandinavia. Lumber imports from the US are down 2%, up from Scandinavia 
by 42%, down from Chile by 25%, down from Russia by 4% and down from N Z by 2%. Future changes 
expected included growing use of engineered products, more K D lumber, more treated lumber (stricter 
legislation in Japan for their treatment plants), continued move to "performance based" codes, and 
acceptance of 3-storey wooden apartments in quasi-fire zones next year. 

In a subsequent talk given by George Malpass (Primex) on BC, he stated: "Japan is the only remaining 
market to pay a premium for old-growth wood!" (Noting the great reduction in demand in the European 
market, and North American's willingness to give up quality for price). 

China 
David Wei (Fletcher Challenge Forests, Hong Kong). The big story here is China's continued impressive 
economic track record. The latest figures offered by David include 13% economic growth, 6% inflation 
{downfrom 25% in 1993), and a foreign exchange reserve of US$100 billion (which is the third highest in 
the world, right after Japan). While that's the good news, the bad is that China's wood use remains in the 



"potential" category. In 1996 China imported only 2 million m? of wood products (logs, lumber and panels 
combined), as follows: 

80,000 mMogs from the US 
35,000 m^ lumber from Canada 
40,000 m^ logs from New Zealand 
85,000 m^ logs from Russia 
60,000 m'' logs from South Seas (compared to 500,000 5 years ago) 
240,000 m^ lumber from the South Seas 
650,000 m' logs from Africa 
1,000,000 m^ plywood from Asia 

China produces roughly 55 million m^ of industrial roundwood annually, making China a very small per 
capita user of wood. Worse, the domestic price of wood products in China is considerably lower than world 
market prices (highly subsidized). On the potential side, it is still believed that per capita consumption will 
increase and that China is over cutting (not sustainable). At some point (??), this should translate into large 
imports. 

Korea 
Charles Kim (Trans-Pac Fibre). Korea is another example of a gem for the future as far as the potential for 
wood product imports. Being the 11th largest economy in the world, Korea has enjoyed an 8% annual 
growth rate in GDP, and has the 32nd highest per capita GDP (the highest in SE Asia other than Japan). 
Korea has undergone rapid democratization, and last year became OECD's 29th member. 

85% of Korea's timber consumption is imported (7 million m' imported, primarily softwood). Radiata pine 
from N Z and Chile represent the lion's share of their supply. Although 65% of Korea's 10 million hectares 
is forested, only 2% is in mature timber; they have grossly over cut in the past. Future consumption of wood 
products is expected to grow by 7% per annum. 

This is a market where there is optimism in promoting 2x4 construction; along with the growth in wealth, 
there is a growing desire for a "western lifestyle". 

New Zealand 
John Vaney (NZ Ministry of Forests). It is interesting to note that N Z planted forests only make up 1.5 
million hectares, or 5% of the country's 27 million hectare land base. Natural forests, which are primarily 
managed for conservation purposes, cover 6.4 million hectares (24%), with 52% pasture and arable land and 
the remaining 19% being other non-forested land. The message is that there is still great potential for ftirther 
supply if economics warrant further investment. 

NZ ' s harvest from the plantation forests in 1996 totalled 16.8 million m\ The annual cut is forecast to be 
30 million m^ from 2010 on, and if new plantings continue at the present rate of 60,000 hectares per year, 
50 million m^ annually from 2025 on. 

In 1996, domestic wood processors utilized 11 million m' of the produced logs, with the balance being 
exported. 



N Z exports of all wood products in 1996 totalled NZ$2.48 billion (FOB): 

By Destination By Product 

Japan 
Australia 
Korea 
US 
Indonesia 
Hong Kong 
Taiwan 
Philippines 
Other 

31% 
27 
15 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 

10 

Logs & Poles 
Paper and Paperboard 
Wood Pulp 
Lumber 
Fibreboard 
Wood Chips 
Other 

27% 
16 
16 
15 
7 
2 

17 

"The Government of N Z estimates that in order for forestry to maximize its contribution to the economy 
some NZ$5.5 billion will have to be invested in processing and value creation over the next 15 years." 

"Recent and announced investments in processing capacity plus public statements made by industry players 
indicate an industry determined to create more value from the resource in New Zealand." [Note: although 
radiata pine still has a "low quality" perception in the market place, this is changing. The growing 
availability of clear pine from New Zealand and such efforts as their "New Zealand Pine User Guide", which 
compares the attributes of radiata pine to higher end species, are combing to improve acceptance in new 
markets/applications.] 

"Work of the New Zealand Forest Industries Council, New Zealand Timber Industry Federation and the New 
Zealand Pine Remanufactures Association in targeted export markets indicate the determination to position 
New Zealand solid wood radiata pine products in high quality end uses. 

South America 
Robert Flynn (Robert Flynn & Associates). Latin America has a large area of both native forests and 
plantations. 2/3 of the commercial native forests are in Brazil, spreading over 325 million hectares! A 
number of Asian companies have been moving into Brazil, buying up native forests and cutting rights; it is 
estimated that this is in the neighbourhood of 11 million hectares. 

Most of the industrial development, however, has been on the mad-made plantations, utilizing fast growing 
species. Brazil also has the largest plantation base (1.5 million hectares of softwood and 2.25 million 
hectares of hardwood), but represents less than half of the total for Latin America (with Chile, Argentina, 
Uruguay and Venezuela, in that order, all being sizable players). In softwoods, Chile plantations tend to be 
radiata pine, while Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay tend to be southern yellow pine. Most of the plantations 
are privately owned. 

Brazil and Chile account for 95% of all forest product exports, solid wood, and pulp and paper 
(approximately worth US$2.6 billion from Brazil and US $1.4 billion from Chile). Of these exports, 36% 
were pulp, 21% paper, 10% hardwood lumber, 9% softwood lumber, 5% logs, 5% chips, 10% plywood and 
veneer, and A% composite board products. Th US imports products predominately from Brazil (including 



primarily low grade lumber; shop grade lumber comes from Chile for US re-man plants). Japan, on the other 
hand, imports primarily from Chile, nearly 70% of which by value is wood chips. 

Chile has seen very strong growth in the export of higher value products, including doors/windows, finished 
lumber, furniture and mouldings. This has grown from less than US$10 million in exports in 1985, to 
roughly US$250 million in 1996. 74 %> of this trade went to the US, and somewhat surprisingly, 14%) to 
South Korea. In Brazil, exports of furniture alone approached US$500 million in 1996, but other value-
added categories where smaller than from Chile. 

Taiwan 
Not unlike Korea, Taiwan has been a major success story, going from rags to riches over the past four 
decades. This is a country with strong economic growth (7% annually in the 1990s) a strong foreign 
exchange reserve (US$90 billion), a stable exchange rate, and relatively high per capita income (US$12,000 
per year). 

Taiwan has depleted its domestic timber resource, but presently utilizes small amounts of wood per capita. 
Imports peaked in 1991 at roughly 5 million m^ with roughly 3 million m^ being imported in 1996. Log 
imports dominate, and tending to substitute softwood for hardwood. It is expected, however, that higher 
value products will be imported in the future due to increasingly high labor costs. 

Of a total import of 445,000 m^ of softwood lumber in 1996, Canada was the dominant supplier at 230,000 
m^ End uses for softwood lumber in 1996 were 61% for packaging/pallets, 17%) for furniture, 1 \ % for 
construction, and 11% for concrete forms. 

Russia 
The immense size of the resource in Russia never fails to impress: Russia has over one fifth of the world's 
timber resources, with 764 million hectares (Canada, by comparison, has 247 million hectares). 9 4 % of this 
is controlled by the Federal Office of Forestry. 95% is old growth, with an average age exceeding 150 years. 
The average volume per hectare is 170 m^ of coniferous, 130 m' of deciduous hardwoods and 80 m^ of 
deciduous softwoods. The Russian Far East alone has a timber reserve of over 20 billion m^l 

Yet with all this timber, the story in Russia has not changed: they need capital to develop the needed timber 
removal infrastructure has been, and continues to be, lacking. Timber harvests in Russia totalled only 110 
million m' in 1996, down from 354 million in 1988. Exports of logs and lumber combined have averaged 
less than 25 million m' in each of the past 5 years. 

Given a continued attitude that doing business in Russia is risky (and, therefore, expensive), foreign direct 
investment in Russia has ranged from roughly US$1.5 billion to $2.5 billion annually over the past number 
of years; this is well below investment in areas for individual countries in Asia, Latin America and even 
Eastern Europe. 

Bottom line, the talk that was given did nothing to change the status quo opinion about the potential of Russia 
to exploit its vast forest resource: it won't happen soon, yet remains the largest wildcard in trying to predict 
long term wood product supply and demand balances. 

Quebec 



Claude Boulanger (Materiaux Blanchet Inc.). As is the case with Scandinavia, it is odd to think of Quebec 
as a player in the Pacific Rim market, but more and more product is finding its way to Japan and other Asian 
markets. [Wood product shipments from Quebec to Japan increased from CDN$5.6 million in 1990 to $24.6 
million in 1996]. 

Quebec is the second largest softwood lumber producer in Canada, and represents 60% of the production in 
eastem Canada, producing roughly 15 million m^ of lumber per year. This production as more than tippled 
since the mid 1970s. 

The U K has historically represented Quebec's strongest offshore market, followed by the Middle East and 
North Africa. However, these volumes have declined dramatically, with the vast majority of product 
(primarily 2x4 due to small tree sizes, and large dimensions largely cut from US logs) going to the US, then 
Ontario. "The underlying strategy could be summarized as 'One market, one product'... It has served us well 
until now, but could prove to be a handicap tomorrow. ...In the context of export restrictions, the penetration 
of new overseas markets appears to us to offer the only viable solution [with a focus on the Asian markets]. 

To aid in the promotion of Quebec lumber in these new markets, a new private organization was launched 
in 1996, the Q-WEB (Quebec Wood Export Bureau). 

U.K. 
Roger Mitchell (Roger Mitchell (U.K.) Ltd.). In this case, it is a curiosity that a talk on the U K is included 
in a Pacific Rim conference, other that to say than it is a large market and can absorb a lot of Scandinavian 
lumber that otherwise might show up in Asian markets. In 1996, the U K consumed roughly 8 million cubic 
meters of softwood lumber, 6.1 million of which was imported. Of this, 70% was used for construction 
(including 8% for the do-it-yourself market), the balance being used for furniture, packaging/pallets, fencing, 
etc.). 

Although not a Pacific Rim market, the U K and the rest of Europe must not be forgotten by Canadian 
producers. Aside from existing niches of high-end product, it is possible that the Pinewood Nematode issue 
will be resolved at some point. [Softwood lumber imports moved from 3,100,000 nf in 1990 to 305,000 m' 
in 1996.] As stated by Mr. Mitchell: "Canada, we want you back!!". The meat behind this comment is that 
the Scandinavians are enjoying too much market power in the U.K. in the absence of Canadian competition, 
with high prices promoting non-wood substitution. Canadian product is also valued by consumers for its 
consistent grading, packaging, service, and longer length than that available from Scandinavia. 

U.K. 's goal is to meet 30% of its consumption of wood products with domestic production. Their production 
is expected to increase to 2.5 million m^ by 2010, and 3 million m^ by 2015. 40 to 50% of their fibre is 
suitable for construction, with the balance low grade.. 

Sweden 
Peter Forsell (Forsell Timber). The supply facts: Sweden has 23.5 million hectares of forest land, 46% being 
spruce (Picea Abies), 39% pine (Pinus Silvestris) and 15% hardwoods (primarily birch). Harvest rotation 
ranges from 70 to 120 years, producing trees with an average height of 30 meters and dbh of 60 centimeters 
(slow growth, "high quality). Volume of standing timber is roughly 3 billion m?, with a annual increment 
of 100 million m' and annual cut around 70 million m'. 



Sweden has roughly 2,000 sawmills, only 300 of which have annual capacities exceeding 5,000 m^ per year. 
[This is the opposite case to that of Finland, where sawmilling is highly concentrated.] 

While shipments to SE Asia (mostly Japan) do not represent huge volumes (roughly 400,000 nf in 1996), 
this represents a nearly 70% increase over 1995. The total export to Japan from Europe was 1.2 million m^ 
in 1996 and expected to increase to 2 million in 1997. 

According to Forsell, he can ship lumber to Japan at the same landed (CIF) cost to Japan as to Italy! 

Sweden's main market obviously continues to be Europe, with lumber exports to Japan.being 2%) by volume, 
10%) to Egypt, and most of the rest to western Europe. However, it is the Asian markets that represent the 
largest growth in the past 3 to 4 years. 

Finland 
Antti Reinikka (Metsa Timber). Somewhat smaller than Sweden, Finland's annual growth increment is just 
under 80 million m^ with harvests at around 50 million m . ^he processing industry is much more 
concentrated; the three largest sawmill companies in Europe are located in Finland, being Metsa Timber, 
Enso Timber and UPM-Kymmene. [Total softwood lumber production in Europe was 57.2 million nf in 
1996: 14.8 in Sweden, 13.2 in Germany, 9.2 in Finland, 7.7 in Austria, 7.1 in France, 2.4 in Norway, 2.0 in 
the U K , and 0.8 in Belgium). 

US South 
Karl Lindberg (Southern Forest Products Association). While the US South is not a big exporter of wood 
products, it has become the dominant source of US domestic supply, making this an important supply source 
to watch regarding US net import demand. 

There is 86 million acres of commercial forest land in the south. Southern pine lumber production reached 
a record high in 1996, producing 15.26 billion board feet. The market segments of this lumber are 34% 
residential construction, 11%> non-res, 20 % industrial, 33%) repair and remodelling, and 2%) export. The two 
largest product segments are treated lumber (5.5 billion board feet) and trusses (3.8 billion board feet). 81% 
of southem pine lumber production is dimension; No. 2 grade represents 48%) of the production, No . l 12%) 
and No. 3 11%). 

Given growing costs of production, more emphasis is being placed on higher value production. This 
includes: 

M S R / M E L structural grades 
Finger Jointing, structural and non-structural 
Millwork and shop grades 
Furniture stock 
Windows and door jams 
Industrial products 
Special wane free grades 
Treated structural applications (marinas, highway sound barriers, bridges). 



Meeting of the Objectives 

* The Widman conference is an excellent forum for keeping in touch with existing and pending 
changes in global trade of wood products. Highlights from this year's conference suggest a status 
quo for Russia as a supplier (continued lack of capital attraction), as well as China and other 
"emerging" SE Asia markets as demanders (fantastic potential, but not in the short run). Japan, 
being "the only remaining market to pay a premium for old-growth" wood products is in flux 
(decreasing yen), creating both threats and opportunities (increased demand for platform frame, 
engineered products, and continued appreciation for wood generally, and quality specifically). A 
notable change is the increases in the Japanese import of Scandinavian wood, which the Swedes say 
they can deliver at the same cost shipping to Italy. Finally, efforts to improve the image of plantation 
pine, both by N Z and by Chile are being met with some success; with a continued trend toward 
engineered products, these suppliers will play a more prominent role, although significant increases 
in volumes will not be seen for quite a time. 

* The Forintek display was a great success. It attracted a lot of questions, requests for further 
information, and acted as a magnet for making contacts. This was particularly valuable for me, as 
the "Widman crowd" tends to include a lot of market researchers, representing a wealth of market 
information around the Pacific Rim. 



Trip Report 

Price Water house 
10th Annual BC Forest Industry Conference 

March 4,1997 
Vancouver, BC 

Chris Gaston 

Objectives 

•> To keep up to date on the BC forest product market outlook and the financial position of the industry. 

* To get an industry perspective on the state of BC forest policy. 

introduction 

The theme of this year's Price Waterhouse BC forest industry conference was "Competing on the 21st 
Century—Cornerstones for Success". One year ago, in Price Waterhouse's 9th annual conference, the 
theme was "Operating in a Global Environment—How Do We Measure Up". The main theme of that 
conference was that the industry is losing its competitive position due to higher costs of logging (including 
stumpage increases and added costs associated with the Forest Practices Code). This year's conference 
clearly rang out the same message, only with more fervor. There was no clear consensus on just how we 
were going to compete in the next century. From an economic perspective, it was suggested that increased 
property rights are key (tenure reform and the land zoning). From an industry perspective, it was pointed 
out that the focus must be on profitability, at least partially pointing to the high cost (and ineffectiveness) 
of existing policies for environmental protection. From a government perspective, it was stressed that 
policy change must be adaptive, not revolutionary. In the end, one consensus did seem to surface; if the 
industry is to be successfiil in the fiiture, a closer partnership between industry and government is essential. 

As most of the presentations given were supplemented by text and/or overheads, those interested in greater 
detail can obtain the conference proceedings from the Westem lab library. 

Jake Kerr 

Chairman and CEO, Lignum Limited 

M a r k e t Outlook-Lumber 

The average estimate of US housing start forecasts for 1997, including those fi-om the NAHB, NAR, RISI 
and WWPA are: 



Single Family: 
Multi Family: 

1.093 million (-5.8% from 1996) 
0.284 million (-8.0%) 
1.377 million (-6.3%) Total: 

Putting this in context, however, these drops are relative to the highest starts yet this decade (1.47 million 
for 1996). Jake points out that this is coupled with promising projections for Canadian housing starts 
(135,000 starts, up 9% from 1996) and Japan, leading to his opinion for a "favourable" BC lumber market 
for 1997. 

The balance of Jake's talk was on the US lumber quota, primarily from a positive viewpoint. "The bottom 
line is we bought trade peace for 5 years", "...[the quota] has lead to lumber prices that have proved 
extremely profitable for Canadian and US sawmills". "I'm expecting continued volatility... but I think the 
impact of the quota arrangements may be to dampen down that volatility as people get used to operating 
with the new constraints". 

Roger Wright 

Managing Director, Hawking Wright, England 

M a r k e t Outlook-Pulp 

It was noted that world shipments of market pulp have remained stagnant over the past 3 years; with a fall 
in shipments to North America and Westem Europe against a rise in shipments to Asian markets. In value 
terms, the market for kraft pulp has fallen at an average of 2% annually over the past decade. The 
problem? In a word, oversupply. "New, low cost capacity for bleached hardwood kraft pulp is planned in 
the next three years and this will ensure that supply significantly exceeds demand." Major new capacities 
are noted in Brazil, Chile, Indonesia and Malaysia. 
Mike Mycelium 
Partner, Price Waterhouse 

Finance and Economics: Current Financial Position 

• BC forest industry loss for 1996 is estimated at $250 million, down from 1995 profits of $1.3 billion, 
with the drop attributed primarily to the pulp and paper sector. 

In spite of high sales prices, lumber and plywood combined earnings are estimated at $475 million 
(zero profit for plywood), down from $525 million in 1995 (46 million profit for plywood) and $1.2 
billion in 1994 (65 million profit for plywood). Within this average, it was noted that the Interior mills 
generated earnings dramatically above 1995 levels, while Coastal mills lost money in 1996. 

Net earnings for logging/lumber 
($ Millions) 

Coast 
Interior 

1996 
(35) 
510 

1995 
328 
151 

1994 
486 
650 

1993 
584 
659 



Using Hemloclc squares as a proxy, lumber sale prices for the coast have increased in all years since 
1986 except from 1995 to 1996 (coastal sales are heavy to Japan, particularly hemlock). The higher 
cost of logging, and associated larger AAC drops hit the coast harder in 1996 than the Interior. The 
Interior, dominated by S.F. sales to the US, did get hit hard by the SPF price plunge in 1995, but the 
loss was offset significantly by increased chip revenues. Unlike prices for Coastal species, SPF prices 
recovered dramatically from 1995 to 1996. 

In other sectors, market pulp had an estimated loss of $625 million in 1996 as compared to a profit of 
393 in 1995 (and thus the Interior's lucrative chip revenues in 1995), newsprint $25 million and $112 
million, respectively, and other operations (which includes CTMP, liner board, kraft paper, OSB, and 
the solid wood value-added sector) have an estimate loss of $125 million in 1996 as compared to a 
profit of 250 million in 1995. 

Return on capital employed for the industry was only 0.4% after tax in 1996, compared to 9.3% in 
1995, and a 10 year average of 6.3%. This was compared to the industry's average cost of capital 
over this period of 11 %. 

PW outlook for 1997 industry wide is a loss approaching 500 million. Against high lumber prices, 
they estimate that the lumber sector will lose money for the first time since 1992, due to a combination 
of higher fibre costs (as above) and a strengthening o f the Canadian dollar. Poor returns for 1997 are 
expected in all sectors of the forest industry except a 50 million profit for newsprint, including a loss of 
$150 million for lumber/logging, $25 million for plywood, $300 million for market pulp, and zero 
profit for other operations. Under lumber/logging, the Interior is expected to see big down-turn from 
the 1996 profits. Given stumpage increases from high 1996 lumber prices, PW estimates Interior 
average break-even prices of $550 per mbf, FOB mill! Given that the average 1996 FOB mill price 
was $500, this is not likely to be realized, especially in light of a rising dollar and poor chip prices. 

PW, by the way, anticipates that our dollar will reach $0.80 US within the next 2 years due to a strong 
Canadian economy and lowering deficit. They estimate that this will translate into a loss of $300-400 
million per year! 

John Chtysikopoulos 

Director, Paper and Forest Products, Salomon Brothers, NYC 

Finance and Economics: Global Trends 

John's presentation centered on the ongoing need for the North American paper and forest products 
industry to consolidate (mergers and acquisitions) rather than the past history of building capacity 
internally (addition of green field facilities). In other words, the buy -vs- build question. Returns are simply 
not expected to be high enough to cover the added costs of building new capacity (not to mention existing 
problems of oversupply in many sectors). 
Secular changes, including increased global competition from such areas as South America and Southeast 
Asia, increased business cycle volatility, mature (slow growing) domestic markets and enviroiunental 
pressures (wood fibre reductions, increased costs associated with recycled fibre) are combining to reduce 

industry's competitiveness and are increasing the industry's financial burdens/risks. Consolidation offers 



a way to improve tiie industry's financial returns by maintaining supply and demand balance (not adding 
new capacity), realization of synergies and cost reductions, lowering investment (with acquisitions being 
sited as being roughly 50% of replacement cost), immediate access to cash flows, and generation of scale 
economies. This, in tum. creates shareholder value, reinforcing the point made in the introduction to this 
trip report. ' 

Clark Binkley 

Dean, Faculty of Forestry, UBC 

Competing in the 21st Century 

From an Economist's Perspective: Substituting Capital f o r Land 

The main thrust of this presentation was that land has become scarce in BC in the sense that there are so 
many competing demands on it (timber, recreation, habitat protection, etc.). As land becomes scarce, one 
would expect substitution of it with capital (growing more timber, for example, with less land through more 
intensive silviculture). The problem, however, is that it is difficult to attract capital given the lack of 
profitability in the forest sector, and just as importantly, the lack of security through existing tenure 
arrangements for investing in the second crop. 

Clark believes the answer lies in fairly significant tenure changes (reform) and possibly a zoning system for 
single use, intensive timber production. As a side, it was noticed that the present situation is not only 
inadequate for timber production, but equally inadequate for environmental protection! The land zoning 
would once again address this problem. 

Glen Ferguson 
VP Finance and CEO, MacMillan Bloedel Limited 

Competing in the 21st Century 

From a B C Forest Industry Perspective 

"BC's Forest Industry is declining in profitability, exacerbated by Government over-regulation and 
excessive stumpage costs. BC's fibre costs are now among the highest in the word. Our high quality fibre 
and reputation are world renown, yet re-investment in BC's industry is handicapped by the "BC Factor" 
brought on by an uncertain business climate and insecure fibre base." 

Recipe for success in the 21st century. Keeping your returns over the weighted average cost of capital over 
the commodity cycle! This will require government efforts to "level the playing field in harvesting costs 
and generate a more attractive business environment." "...the onus rests with industry to focus their 
strategies on optimization of the fibre base and capital assets. Industry players must, above all, continue to 
offer high quality products and achieve a level of acceptance that the industry abides by sound 
enviroiunental practices." 

Glen's presentation included interesting slides which document the increase in logging costs in great detail. 
Aside from the increases, it is interesting to note the quantified difference between the Coast and the 
Interior, estimated at $107/m̂  and $72/m', respectively. These compare to $53/m̂  in Quebec. 



It was stated that the forest industry in BC cannot survive today without diversifying out of the province. 
Finally, it was stated that the emphasis over the coming years (especially govenunent policy) must be on 
/?rq;?/5', Mo /̂oi*; the later cannot be sustained without the former. 

Doug McArthur 
Deputy to the Premier, Province of British Columbia 

Competingin the 21st Century 

From a B C Govemment Perspective 

Key points from the presentation: 
• The emphasis on BC forest policy will be on adaptive change, rather than revolutionary change. The 

constraints to forest policy change were listed (i.e., areas where dramatic changes will not take place): 
the timber supply review/AAC determination; the tenure system; and the stumpage system. 
Forest Renewal BC is here to stay. 
Efforts will be made to streamline the Forest Practices Code, yet noted that the Code is being criticized 
by others outside of industry as not being effective in environmental protection. 
BC forest policy goals/priorities were stated as being jobs, competitiveness and 
sustainability/environmental protection. 

President's Panel (Question and answer session) 

Ike Barber, Slocan 
Bob Findlay, MacMillan Bloedel 
Hank Ketcham, West Fraser Timber 
Bob Sitter, International Forest Products 

[Note, answers reflect the points covered in the responses, they are not direct quotes.] 

Is the potential f o r value-added products in BC good? 

IB: BC's profit base is still commodity lumber. We cannot have value-added production at the expense of 
this base, but rather in addition to this base. 

BF: We should only enter into value-added situations when it is market driven. Too often the "value-
added" is negative, including situations where production is high enough to flood the [niche] market. 

BS: Noted that the average selling price across the range of products/grades at most Coastal mills is over 
$1000/mbf "This is value-added", referring to the diversification success in selling into the Japanese 
market place, a country who's housing sector is six times BC's GDP. 

Coip. 



What should be the investment priority f o r FRBC? 

HK: Answering for the hiterior, the land base exclusively! (expanding volume of timber available through 
silviculture., restocking NAR lands, thinning, etc.) 

BS: Generally disappointing results up to now. The concept is supposed to be 5% for the effort, the other 
95% being implementation; FRBC is stuck on the latter. 60-70% of FRBCs resources should be 
spent on the ground (HK's point), with the balance on AAC enhancement and job creation. 

How are we going to convince a skeptical public that we needfundamental changes in existing policy? 

BS: Do good work in the bush first! We are not proud of some of our past logging practices; we now 
have a practice of forming partnerships with our loggers. 

HK: The public is led by govemment to some degree. Therefore, we need better government/industry 
partnerships, to form a common view. 

BF: Unlock the log-jam (all the bureaucracy associated with the Code, etc.) so that costs go down, and 
the number of foresters in the field goes up (thereby doing a better job). 

IB: We need to work harder on the management of tmst through greater communication with the public. 
Our marketing skills are not equivalent to our production skills. 

What is the effect o f looming Native land claim settlements on your investment plans? 

IB: This is site specific. There are cases where it effects investment evaluations. 

HK: This creates incredible uncertainty, strongly affecting long-term plaiming. 

What is the situation with the phase out o f bee-hive burners? 

IB: (Answering for Interior) 60 % will be gone by the end of 1997, with the remainder by the end of the 
following year, at a cost of $300-400 million. The new technology is "not proven", and is 
"excessive regulation". 

What are the main problems with profitability in N W B C (referring to news on Repap)? 

HK: Primarily, a very expensive wood basket. This area has a high concentration of pulplogs mixed into 
the basket, with a present cost of something like $90/me to get it out of the bush (utilization 
standards preclude the possibility of leaving these logs in the bush), and a selling price considerably 
below $50/m^ 

Forintek 
Canada 
Coip. 



Is China a viable market f o r BC forest products? 

BS: It is hard to get excited about this market for soUd wood products: the Chinese just don't value wood. 

BF: Pulp has short-run potential, lumber long-run. 

IB: "Don't load the ship until you have a letter of credit!" ' 

HK: BCKP and linerboard are good products for China. There may be medium-term potential for 
lumber, but no short-run. Caution, China has the potential to produce a lot of timber, and our 
industry may have difficulty competing with this in terms of cost. 

Is the War in the Woods over? 

BF: No, and it never will be. We have to continue to improve forest practices and communicate these 
improvements. 

Are you optimistic that there will be sufficient government policy changes? 

BS, HK: Yes 
BF: Neutral 
IB: If industry takes the lead in forming a partnership with government, yes. 
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Subject: Market Analysis 

Audience: Canadian Forest Service (CFS) and Industry Marketers 

Methodology for Attribute and Trade-Flow Analysis 

Forintek and its members have recognized the need to introduce more market pull information for both the 
conceptualization and implementation of individual research and development projects. This project develops a 
methodology to critically analyze opportunities for competitive advantage for Canadian wood products in our markets. 
Japan was used as an illustration of the methodology. 

Problem/Opportunity 

Canada's competitive advantages in supplying wood products to an export dominated market is changing. The nature 
of the resource and socio/political influences have resulted in Canada now having one of the highest delivered log costs 
in the world. Consumer expectations of wood product is also changing. Given these structural changes in supply and 
demand, the matching of the unique attributes of our resource to those being demanded in our market places has become 
critical. 

Objective 

1. Acquire wood product flow information by specific end-use; identify trends over the past five years, particulariy 
trends in the products with which Canadian products have competed by end-use, including Japanese domestic 
production; develop a methodology for incorporating this level of product detail into a trade-flow model. 

2. Develop a methodology to identify what wood product attributes are being demanded in Japan by end-use. 

Approach 

Global production and trade of wood products (softwood/hardwood lumber and logs by species, structural/non-
stmctural panels, and other engineered products) were recorded annually firom 1991 to 1996. 

While data were collected for the fliU array of wood products, the product focus was on softwood lumber. The 
reason for collecting volume and value data by species was to segregate competing products to the degree possible 
(i.e., recognizing that softwood lumber is a heterogeneous product, a fact that existing trade-flow analysis tend to 
ignore). The trade data were separated into four "categories" on the basis of unit value, appearance, constmction 
and utility end-uses. An illustrative trade model was developed for softwood lumber in aggregate and for the four 
value categories. 

Methodology for an attribute analysis was devised, utilizing a "conjoint", or choice based technique which is widely 
used in consumer market research. Product groupings were defined, as were determinant attributes within each 
product group. Finally, appropriate specifiers were identified as potential respondents to the market research 
instruments. 



Results 

For the trade-flow analysis, production and trade volume/values were recorded in time series for 1991 to 1996 from 
BC, rest of Canada, US, Scandinavia, NZ, Chile, and rest of world as suppliers, and US, Japan, Westem Europe, and 
rest of world as demanders for the product groupings listed above. Focussing on soflwood lumber, the trade 
information was reconciled (that is matching what an exporter and an importer report in terms of volume and value). 
A spread-sheet based spatial equilibrium model was employed both on softwood lumber in aggregate and for four price 
breakdowns of softwood lumber. While no attempt was made to "calibrate" the trade model for this project, it was 
shown that it is possible to utilize disaggregated softwood lumber data. 

Forthe attribute analysis, a packaged conjoint program was adapted for use in wood product donand analysis in Japan. 
The individual attributes were translated into Japanese, then organized into individual choice-based tables . With the 
conjoint software generating 1200 unique sets of attribute choices for each of the 6 wood product groupings, a total 
of 12,000 tables were generated (in some cases, a product group was used for 2 different specifiers, resulting in a 
change in the corresponding attributes). Finally, a set of accompanying survey questions were designed and translated 
into Japanese. The final list ofproduct groupings is as follows: 

1. Building Systems 
2. Engineered Stmctural Products 
3. Wood Stmctural Members 
4. hiterior Finish 
5. Wood Furniture 
6. Outdoor Furnishings/Decking 

Implications 

This project has developed the methodology to implement a very comprehensive market research analysis. The analysis 
would not focus on individual wood products, but rather on the attributes that specifiers demand in a number of product 
groups. This allows for the investigation of what products Canada can now or potentially produce to best meet 
customer expectations. As in aid in directing fiiture research direction, this is an important tool for Forintek, taking 
advantage of Forintek's knowledge of the attributes our wood resource is capable of. Further, by incorporating the 
attribute analysis with the trade-flow analysis, this matching of attribute demanded to attributes supplied can be done 
in a competitive context, offering Forintek aid in prioritizing its efforts. 

With the conclusion of this project, Forintek is now well positioned to implement the market study which will be done 
for the Japan housing market in 1998/1999. Similar analyses could be repeated for specific segments of the US market, 
such as on the non-residential or the repair and renovation markets. 
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